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Abstract

The aim of this study was to increase our understanding of phytoplasma
genomics by sequencing and analysing extrachromosomal and chromosomal
phytoplasma DNA.

Extrachromosomal DNA (eDNA) is believed to play an important role in
pathogenicity, host specificity and virulence in plant pathogenic bacteria. In this
study, eDNA was characterised for the two most significant phytoplasmas in
Australia - tomato big bud (TBB) phytoplasma and ‘Ca. P. australiense’. Using the
eDNA sequence data, replication strategies were proposed for both phytoplasmas.
Based on an analysis of the TBB eDNA encoded rep gene from multiple isolates, a
unique mechanism for replication was proposed that involves the dnaG gene. The
‘Ca. P. australiense’ eDNA rep gene contained conserved domains for both bacterial
plasmids and geminiviruses. Similarity matches between the closely related
Australian and New Zealand ‘Ca. P. australiense’ eDNAs were found to be only 4161%. This level of difference suggests that the eDNA is not under the same
evolutionary pressure as is chromosomal DNA, and/or a range of different
mechanisms leading to genetic diversity are operational.

Phytoplasmas cannot be cultured so the difficulty in obtaining sufficient
quantities of high quality phytoplasma DNA hinders whole genome analysis. Despite
this, the desire to sequence phytoplasmas is fuelled by the current paucity of
knowledge about phytoplasma pathogenicity. In this study, conventional and modern
techniques were optimised to obtain sufficient quantities of genomic DNA to
sequence the entire ‘Ca. P. australiense’ genome. Although phytoplasma DNA could
xvi

be extracted from pulsed field gels, quantities were too low for subsequent
manipulation. DNA extracted from cesium chloride gradients was successfully used
to enrich phytoplasma DNA suitable for sequencing.

The ‘Ca. P. australiense’ chromosome was 879 324 bp and is among the
largest phytoplasma genomes to be sequenced. It contained potential mobile units
(PMUs) that may account for the fact that it is smaller than the closely related New
Zealand ‘Ca. P. australiense’ strain. The mechanism by which ‘Ca. P. australiense’
PMUs may have been laterally transferred is unknown, because inverted repeats
characteristic of composite transposons were missing. It is possible that ‘Ca. P.
australiense’ PMU mobility relies on helper elements or by association with phage
particles.

The genomes of ‘Ca. P. australiense’ and the previously published ‘Ca. P.
asteris’ (OY-M and AY-WB) were compared with a particular focus on metabolic
processes. Many essential metabolic pathways were completely missing or greatly
reduced in all phytoplasmas, but all contained numerous genes for membrane
transporters. This observation is not surprising for a pathogen that occupies the
nutrient rich phloem of its host plant.

There is still much to learn about the

pathogenicity and minimal metabolic capability of ‘Ca. P. australiense’, but with
close to 50% ORFs not assigned to any known function, there exists a rich archive of
information for further discovery.

xvii

Chapter One

Introduction

1.1. General characteristics of phytoplasmas
Phytoplasmas are gram positive bacteria with no cell wall, they have low GC
content and belong to the class Mollicutes (common term: mollicutes).

Other

members of this class include mycoplasmas, spiroplasmas, acholeplasmas and
ureaplasmas (Agrios, 1997). Phytoplasmas morphologically resemble mycoplasmas
and for almost three decades, these bacteria were referred to as ‘mycoplasma-like
organisms’. Phytoplasmas colonise plant phloem tissue and are associated with
many plant yellows diseases (McCoy et al., 1989; Lee and Davis, 1992).
Phytoplasmas are pleomorphic with a size diameter ranging from 200 to 1,000 nm
(McCoy et al., 1989) and surrounded by a single membrane. Studies have also shown
that phytoplasmas can be filamentous (Waters and Osborne, 1978) and smallbranched filamentous bodies were observed in clover phyllody and aster yellows
phytoplasmas (Haggas and Sinha, 1978). These bodies were predominant in plant
tissues during the early stages of infection (Lee and Davis, 1993).

The trivial name ‘phytoplasma’ was adopted by the Phytoplasma Working
Team at the 10th Congress of International Organisation of Mycoplasmology
(International Committee on Systematic Bacteriology Subcommittee on the
Taxonomy Mollicutes, 1993; 1997).

Phytoplasmas are transmitted by phloem-

feeding insects, generally leafhoppers or psyllids (Weintraub and Beanland, 2006)
and replicate intracellularly within the cytoplasm of their host (plant and insect) cells
(Namba et al., 2005). Unlike most animal and human mycoplasmas, phytoplasmas
are uncultivable in vitro and they are sensitive to tetracycline (Doi et al., 1967; Lee
et al., 2000).
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1.2. Phytoplasma associations – plant and insect
To date, phytoplasmas have been associated with hundreds of plant diseases
worldwide (McCoy et al., 1989; Lee et al., 2000; Streten and Gibb, 2006), many in
economically significant plants (Christensen et al., 2005). The earliest record was
the aster yellows disease in 1902 (Kunkel, 1926). In dicotyledon plant hosts
symptoms include floral deformities such as floral discolouration; virescence
(greening of flowers); phyllody (leaf-like petals); big bud and flower proliferation
(McCoy et al., 1989; Seemüller et al., 2002). Other symptoms include witches’
broom, abnormal shoot and root proliferation, undersized fruits and necrosis of
vascular cambium and phloem tissue (Seemüller et al., 2002). Woody plants can
express symptoms such as leaves reddening and yellowing, reduced leaf size, leaf
roll, premature leaf drop, vein deformations (clearing, enlargement and necrosis),
stunting and decline (McCoy et al., 1989; Seemüller et al., 2002).

The number of phytoplasmas detected in monocotyledons is considerably less
and mainly found in hosts belonging to the Palmae (or Acrecaceae) and Poaceae (or
Gramineae) families (Seemüller et al., 2002). Symptoms usually include white leaf,
foliar yellowing, stunting, decline and witches’ broom (McCoy et al., 1989).

Most phytoplasma vectors belong to the Hemiptera. Since phytoplasmas are
confined to the phloem tissue, only insects that feed on the phloem can potentially
acquire and transmit the pathogen. Phloem-feeding insects are primarily found in
three taxonomic groups. The Membracoidea superfamily order Cicadellidae contains
the largest number of known phytoplasma vector species. The next largest is the
Fulgoromorpha where four families of vector species are found; Sternorrhyncha is
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the smallest subgroup with two Psyllidae genera confirmed vectors (Weintraub and
Beanland, 2006). The superfamily Deltocephalinae contains more than 75% of the
confirmed phytoplasma vector species. Members of this group can transmit one or
more different phytoplasma strains. Macropsinae contains the second largest number
of vectors and these insects primarily feed on woody plants (Weintraub and
Beanland, 2006).

Fulgorids (planthoppers) contain four families that are phytoplasma vectors.
These include Cixiidae, Delphacidae, Derbidae and Flatidae. All except Flatidae
contain at least one species that is capable of transmitting a member of the coconut
lethal yellows group (16SrIV). Several species within Cixiidae, Delphacidae and
Derbidae can also transmit phytoplasmas belonging to the stolbur group (16SrXII)
(Weintraub and Beanland, 2006). There are two genera of psyllids that are
phytoplasma vectors. Firstly, Cacopsylla sp. that can transmit members of the apple
proliferation group (16SrX) to apple and stonefruit trees (Marcone et al., 1999). It
was found that the trees susceptible to AP and ESFY were also prone to infection by
the Western X (WX) phytoplasma however; psyllids have not been implicated in
WX transmission (Weintraub and Beanland, 2006). Secondly, Bactericera trigonica
Hodkinson that can transmit the stolbur phytoplasma to carrots.

1.3. The phytoplasma disease cycle
Insects can acquire phytoplasmas by feeding on the phloem tissue of disease
plants. The acquisition period varies from a few minutes to several hours. Generally,
the longer the insect feeds on the plant, the more chances it has to acquire the
pathogen. This is critical especially when the phytoplasma titre is low in the plant
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(Purcell, 1982; Weintraub and Beanland, 2006). Following the acquisition period, the
phytoplasma moves through and replicates in the insect body – this is the latency or
incubation period. This latency period is temperature dependent and may take up to
80 days (Nagaich et al., 1974; Murral et al., 1996). Phytoplasmas must traverse the
epithelial cell walls of the insect midgut, pass through the basement membrane and
enter the hemocoel (Lefol et al., 1994; Weintraub and Beanland, 2006). The
pathogen then multiplies in the hemolymph where they can infect other tissues such
as fat bodies, the brain (Lefol et al., 1994; Nakashima and Hayashi, 1995) or the
reproductive organs (Kawakita et al., 2000). For phytoplasma transmission to occur,
they must infect the salivary glands prior to transmission (Lherminier et al., 1990;
Kirkpatrick, 1992; Purcell, 1982; Seemüller et al., 2002; Weintraub and Beanland,
2006). Upon feeding in the plant vascular system, the insect introduces the
phytoplasma along with its saliva (Purcell, 1982). Each step in transmission is
critical, at any point where the pathogen fails to enter or exit a certain tissue, the
insect becomes a ‘dead-end’ host and the phytoplasma fails to transmit to the plant
(Weintraub and Beanland, 2006). Once infected, the insect remains inoculative for
life (Seemüller et al., 2002) but it does not usually transmit transovarially, i.e.
through the egg (Tedeschi et al., 2002). A few exceptions have been reported;
transovarial transmission of an aster yellows phytoplasma strain was observed in
leafhoppers, Scaphoideus titanus and Hishimonoides sellatiformis (Alma et al., 1997;
Kawakita et al., 2000). Not all insects that ingest phytoplasmas can transmit the
phytoplasma, as seen with the leafhopper Chiamus varicolor in transmission trials
with the cynodon white leaf phytoplasma (Blanche et al., 2003).
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Surface proteins are involved in phytoplasma attachment to their insect host
cells (Lefol et al., 1994). In attachment experiments, “flavescence dorée”
phytoplasma from diseased Vicia faba attached to the alimentary tract tissues,
salivary glands and hemolymph. No attachment was observed between the
phytoplasma and the muscles or genital organs of Scaphoideus titanus and
Euscelidius variegats (Lefol et al., 1994; Weintraub and Beanland, 2006). The
molecular mechanism that enables phytoplasmas to penetrate various insect tissues is
unknown. A non-insect-transmissible onion yellows phytoplasma strain was
developed from a wild type strain where a reduction in genome size was observed.
This may be due to the loss of certain binding mechanisms preventing the
phytoplasma from binding to the insect cell (Oshima et al., 2001b).

The complex vector-plant host interaction plays an important role in
phytoplasma transmission. The specificity level of the vector-plant interaction affects
the number of vectors that can transmit the pathogen while the number of vectors and
their feeding habits affects the phytoplasma plant host range. The North American
AY and WX strains can be transmitted by various insect species (Ebbert et al., 2001;
Lee et al., 1996; Lee et al., 2000). These phytoplasmas may be considered to have
low vector specificity (Seemüller et al., 2002). It has also been reported that a single
vector can be infected with mixed phytoplasma strains or a single species may be
able to transmit more than two phytoplasma strains (Lee et al., 1996; Weintraub and
Beanland, 2006).

Once a plant is inoculated there is a disease latent period where the
phytoplasma replicates in the phloem tissue and spreads throughout the plant.
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Symptom expression occurs when the phytoplasma has had time to replicate and
spread (Lee and Davis, 1992; Lee et al., 1998; Streten and Gibb, 2006).

Phytoplasmas can also be transmitted by cleft grafting, through the parasitic
plant Cuscuta spp. (dodder), cuttings, storage tubers, and bulbs or through rhizomes
(Hibben and Wolanski, 1970; Chiykowski, 1988; Gibb et al., 1995; Lee and Davis,
1992; Lee et al., 2000). Phytoplasmas have been detected in floral tissue but since
the sieve tube does not directly connect to the seeds, it is believed that seed
transmission is not possible. This issue remain unresolved since phytoplasmas has
been detected in fruit embryonic tissue from coconut palms with lethal yellows
disease (Cordova et al., 2003; Christensen et al., 2005)

Phytoplasmas can pass through the sieve pores and spread from the leaves to
other parts of the plant, possibly passively in the flow of phloem sap. In some
systems phytoplasma bodies are found in sink tissues (immature leaves and roots)
but not in source leaves (Siddique et al., 1998). In other systems there are high levels
in source leaves and low levels in sink tissues (Christensen et al., 2004). Although
little is known about how phytoplasmas move through a plant, there may be some
link to the bacteria’s capacity to adhere and grow along the cell membrane thus
providing a means for translocation after the initial inoculation (Christensen et al.,
2005).

The symptoms associated with phytoplasmas may reflect the host’s response
to infection – this may include hormone imbalance, disturbance of phloem function
and possibly alteration of phloem sap content (Lee et al., 2000). The presence of
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phytoplasmas leads to a build up of callose on the phloem sieve plates which cause
them to collapse. Secondary effects include impaired photosynthesis, accumulation
of carbohydrates in the mature leaves leading to marked bleaching of leaves and a
decrease in starch content in the sink tissues that may impair growth (Lepka et al.,
1999; Maust et al., 2003; Choi et al., 2004; Tan and Whitlow, 2001; Bertamini et al.,
2002). It is also possible that phytoplasmas produce a metabolite that disrupts the
integrity of phloem tissue (Siddique et al., 1998; Guthrie et al., 2001). Hormone
imbalance results in witches’ broom, shortened internodes and little leaf symptoms.
Generally there is no clear association between symptoms and the phytoplasma strain
detected in the plant because disease expression appears to be affected by
environmental factors such as temperature, soil type and plant age at inoculation
(Seemüller et al., 1998; Streten and Gibb, 2006).

1.4. Phytoplasma diagnosis and classification
Prior to 1967 (Doi et al.), the causal agent for all plant yellows diseases was
presumed to be viral. However, viruses could not be consistently observed in
diseased tissue or isolated from diseased plants (McCoy et al., 1989). Ultra thin
section electron microscopy was used to link the presence of phytoplasmas in their
host phloem tissue and thus electron microscopy was an important tool for the
detection of phytoplasmas (Lee and Davis, 1992). Other tools of detection include
dark-field and fluorescence microscopy. Dark-field microscopy offers a unique
technique to observe phytoplasmas (Lee and Davis, 1983). It allows for direct
observation of the organism, and phytoplasma, spiroplasma and walled phloem
limited prokaryotes could be differentiated based upon morphology (Lee and Davis,
1983, 1992). However, it did not provide any information on the identity of the
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organism beyond its general morphology. Fluorescence microscopy utilises two
staining methods, either DAPI (4’, 6- diamidino-2-phenylindole.2HCl; Seemüller
(1976) or the Dienes staining method (Errampalli et al., 1991). These methods could
be used to indicate the presence of phytoplasmas but did not provide any clues as to
its identity (Lee and Davis, 1992).

In the 1980s, phytoplasma disease diagnostics advanced with enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assays (ELISA) using polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies as
probes (Boudon-Padieu et al., 1989; Clark et al., 1989). Immunofluorescence
microscopy using monoclonal antibodies was also a tool used to detect and identify
specific phytoplasma strains (Lherminier et al., 1990; Lherminier et al., 1994). Due
to the high levels of cross reactivity between phytoplasma polyclonal and
monoclonal antibodies to plant antigens, and the limited availability of specific high
titre antisera, serology was limited to detecting phytoplasmas but could not be used
to differentiate between different phytoplasma strains (Seemüller et al., 1998).
Phytoplasma detection improved further with the use of dot blot DNA hybridisations
using cloned DNA probes (Kirkpatrick et al., 1987; Lee and Davis, 1988; Bonnet et
al., 1990; Lee et al., 1991). DNA hybridisation using different phytoplasma probes
allows genetically different groups to be identified and isolates within a group to be
differentiated (Seemüller et al., 1998). The use of Southern DNA hybridisations and
restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) enable genetic variations within
groups to be detected, in particular, variations in the aster yellows phytoplasma
group (Kuske et al., 1991; Lee et al., 1992; Schneider and Seemüller, 1994) and
those within the apple proliferation group (Kison et al., 1994).
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In the 1990s, polymerase chain reaction (PCR) assays were developed for
phytoplasma diagnostics (Deng and Hiruki, 1991; Ahrens and Seemüller, 1992; Lee
et al., 1993). The 16S rRNA gene is universal among prokaryotes and due to its
conserved and variable regions, it provides a useful target for phytoplasma
classification (Seemüller et al., 1998). All phytoplasma strains studied to date
contain two rRNA operons (Schneider and Seemüller, 1994; Firrao et al., 1996;
Lauer and Seemüller, 2000; Padovan et al., 2000a; Marcone and Seemüller, 2001)
and a single tRNAIle in the spacer region between the 16S and 23S genes (Kuske and
Kirkpatrick, 1992; Smart et al., 1996). Heterogeneity of the two rRNA operons has
been reported (Lee et al., 1993; Firrao et al., 1996; Liefting et al., 1996; Davis and
Sinclair, 1998; Jomantiene et al., 2002). The classification scheme for phytoplasmas
routinely uses RFLP analysis of 16S rRNA genes (Lee et al., 1993, 1998; Schneider
et al., 1993; Gundersen et al., 1994; Seemüller et al., 1994). However, these have
been flanked with phylogeny studies based upon nucleotide sequence analyses of the
16S rRNA gene (Seemüller et al., 1998; Lee et al., 2000). Based upon sequence and
RFLP analysis of known phytoplasma strains, phytoplasmas could be differentiated
into 12 subclades (16S rRNA groups) (Kuske and Kirkpatrick, 1992; Seemüller et
al., 1994; Lee et al., 1998). Kirkpatrick and Smart (1995) propose that the intergenic
spacer region between the 16S and 23S rRNA genes are more variable and provide a
finer resolution for phytoplasma phylogenetic classification. Thus phytoplasmas
were differentiated into 18 phytoplasma 16Sr groups based upon RFLP or sequence
analysis of the 16S rRNA gene and the spacer region (Lee et al., 2000) (Fig. 1.1,
Table 1.1) and five phytoplasmas that lack specific 16S rRNA groupings (Seemüller
et al., 1998; Lee et al., 2000).
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The IRPCM Phytoplasma/Spiroplasma Working Team- Phytoplasma
taxonomy group, (2004 and references within) states that phytoplasmas are
considered different species when their 16S rRNA gene has less than 97.5%
sequence similarity. However, some groups with greater than or equal to 97.5% 16S
rRNA sequence similarity include strains with different biological (insect vectors),
phytopathological (host plant specificity and symptom classification) and molecular
(genome size) characteristics. In addition to the minimal set of species based on the
97.5% 16S rRNA gene similarity, ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma’ species could be
further distinguished based on the biological and genetic properties (IRPCM
Phytoplasma/Spiroplasma Working Team- Phytoplasma taxonomy group, 2004).
The committee recommends that phytoplasma strains that share >97.5% 16S rRNA
similarity should be assigned the same species name except in cases where the host
range, insect vector and serological data could differentiate the strains into different
species. Based on the ‘Candidatus’ criteria, 27 ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma’ species
have been officially described (Firrao et al., 2005; http://www.bacterio.cict.fr).

Closely related phytoplasmas in the same 16Sr group can show differences in
symptoms and host range (Cilia et al., 1996; Gundersen et al., 1996; Ludwig and
Schleifer, 1999, Marcone et al., 2000). To distinguish these phytoplasmas it is
necessary to use other biomarkers such as the tuf, ribosomal operon (rp; rps19-rpl23rps3), nitroreductase genes (Jarausch et al., 1994, 2000; Gundersen et al., 1996;
Liefting et al., 1998; Marcone et al., 2000; Padovan et al., 2000b or the SecY
(Kakizawa et al., 2001).
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1.5. Australian phytoplasmas
In Australia, the first phytoplasma-like symptoms were described on tomato
(Cobb, 1902) and this was later named tomato big bud disease (Samuel et al., 1933).
Other symptoms such as little leaf were observed in field crops (Helms, 1962) but
these were only associated with phytoplasmas in 1967 (Bowyer et al., 1969).
Phytoplasmas were first observed in the phloem tissue of Catharanthus roseus
(periwinkle) and Nicotiana glutinosa (tobacco) plants (Bowyer et al., 1969).
Between 1970 and 1990, phytoplasmas were found associated with little leaf disease
in Phaseolus vulgaris (French bean; Bowyer and Atherton, 1970); Cuscuta australia
(dodder; Bowyer and Atherton, 1970); strawberry lethal yellows (Greber and
Gowanlock, 1979); papaya yellow crinkle (Greber, 1966) and sweet potato little leaf
(Gowanlock et al., 1976).

The introduction of molecular technologies such as PCR, sequencing and
RFLP confirmed the association of a phytoplasma with the tomato big bud (TBB)
disease (Gibb et al., 1995). The TBB phytoplasma is a member of the faba bean
phyllody (FBP) family assigned to the phytoplasma 16SrII group (Gibb et al., 1995;
Schneider et al., 1995a; Davis et al., 1997). This FBP group also includes the Asian
phytoplasmas such as sesame phyllody, peanut witches’ broom and chinese pigeon
pea

(Schneider

et

al.,

1995a;

Seemüller

et

al.,

1998;

IRPCM

Phytoplasma/Spiroplasma Working Team- Phytoplasma taxonomy group, 2004),
therefore suggesting that the TBB phytoplasma originated from its closely related
Asian phytoplasmas (Schneider et al., 1995b; Davis et al., 1997). Members of the
16SrII group were designated ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma aurantifolia’ (Zreik et al.,
1995).
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Sweet potato little leaf (SPLL) phytoplasma is another common Australian
phytoplasma that is closely related to the TBB phytoplasma. A variant of SPLL
referred to as SPLL-V4 was discovered after the grafting of a field collected
Ipomoea batatas (sweet potato) onto periwinkle plants (Gibb et al., 1995). Slight
variations between SPLL-V4, SPLL and TBB DNA fingerprints were observed using
AluI and RsaI restriction enzymes (Schneider et al., 1999a; Padovan et al., 2000a).
Genomic studies on the TBB and SPLL-V4 chromosomes showed diversity between
these two phytoplasmas (Davis et al., 1997; Schneider et al., 1999a; Padovan et al.,
2000a). Both TBB and SPLL-V4 phytoplasmas have a vast range of host plant
species in Australia including papaya (De La Rue et al., 1999; Padovan and Gibb,
2001); capsicum (Tran-Nguyen et al., 2003) and grape (Constable et al., 1998, 2003;
Gibb et al., 1999). A detailed list of plant hosts associated with TBB and SPLL-V4
phytoplasmas is summarised in Streten and Gibb (2006).

Other phytoplasmas found in Australia are associated with economically
significant diseases such as Australian grapevine yellows (AGY; Magarey and
Wachtel, 1985) and papaya dieback (PDB; Gibb et al., 1996, White et al., 1997).
Based upon the 16S rRNA gene, the phytoplasma associated with AGY is closely
related to the “Bois Noir” of grapevine that is a stolbur phytoplasma designated
firstly in 16SrI group subgroup G (Daire et al., 1993; Maixner et al., 1994); but in
1998 the AGY phytoplasma designation moved to the stolbur (16SrXII) group
subgroup B (Davis and Sinclair, 1998). Based on the 16S rRNA signature sequences
and RFLP data, the AGY phytoplasma was renamed ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma
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australiense’ (Davis et al., 1997a). The papaya dieback phytoplasma (PDB) was also
designated ‘Ca. P. australiense’ (Liefting et al., 1998).

There are three papaya diseases associated with phytoplasmas. These are
papaya dieback (PDB), papaya yellow crinkle (PYC) and papaya mosaic (PM).
Typical PDB symptoms include bending of the apical crown, chlorosis and bunching
of the crown leaves followed by necrosis of young leaves and stem tissue (Glennie
and Chapman, 1976). Brown discolouration of the vascular tissue infrequently occurs
in PDB plants (Siddique et al., 1998). Symptoms associated with PYC include
downward bending of petioles and yellowing of leaves during the early stages of
infection, which then progresses to the development of translucent areas along the
midveins and leaf margins of crown leaves (Simmonds, 1965). The crown has a
claw-like appearance and the leaves dry and fall (Simmonds, 1965; Gibb et al.,
1996). Symptoms typical of PM include stunting of plants, yellow leaves with
translucent areas and multiple shoot formation (Simmonds, 1965).

The phytoplasma associated with PDB is indistinguishable from the
phytoplasma associated with AGY, both referred to as ‘Ca. P. australiense’ (Liefting
et al., 1998). A number of phytoplasmas have been associated with PM and PYC
disease, including TBB (‘Ca. P. aurantifolia’; Gibb et al., 1998; White et al., 1997;
IRPCM Phytoplasma/Spiroplasma Working Team- Phytoplasma taxonomy group,
2004); SPLL-V4 (De la Rue et al., 1999; Padovan and Gibb, 2001) and infrequently
cactus witches’ broom (CaWB) and waltheria little leaf (WaLL; De la Rue et al.,
1999; Padovan and Gibb, 2001).
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Two strawberry diseases are associated with phytoplasmas; strawberry green
petal (SGP) and strawberry lethal yellows (SLY). Plants with SGP exhibit severe
phyllody symptoms (Greber, 1987) and with SLY have characteristic bronze
discolouration of the older leaves, stunted petioles and interveinal chlorosis (Greber
and Gowanlock, 1979). ‘Ca. P. australiense’, TBB and vigna little leaf (ViLL)
phytoplasmas are associated with SLY (Padovan et al., 1998, 2000b; Streten et al.,
2005c) as well as the infrequently detected rickettsia-like organism (RLO; Greber
and Gowanlock, 1979). Streten et al. (2005c) reported that the RLO was more
common in runner production than on fruit production farms in south Queensland
(Qld). ‘Ca. P. australiense’ was the only phytoplasma associated with SLY plants on
fruit production farms while both ‘Ca. P. australiense’ and TBB phytoplasmas were
found in runner production farms (Streten et al., 2005c). SGP diseases are reported
from southeast Qld and Katherine, Northern Territory (NT; Streten et al., 2005c).
Vigna little leaf phytoplasma was associated with SGP in Katherine while ‘Ca. P.
australiense’ was detected in plants with SGP or plants with both SGP and SLY
symptoms (Streten et al., 2005c). Outbreaks of SLY disease in the Qld runner
production farms are economically important since the pathogen can be passed from
the mother plant to the runners and consequently passed onto the fruit production
farms, where productivity is affected (Greber and Gowanlock, 1979; Greber, 1987;
Streten and Gibb, 2006).

‘Ca. P. australiense’ is also implicated in diseases such as mung bean
witches’ broom (MBWB; Davis et al., 1997); periwinkle phyllody (Davis et al.,
1997); pumpkin yellow leaf curl (PYLC; Streten et al., 2005a); Gomphocarpus
physocarpus witches’ broom (CBWB) and yellowing of G. physocarpus (CBRYL;
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Streten et al., 2005a). More recently, ‘Ca. P. australiense’ has been implicated in
diseases of red clover; paddy melon (Saqib et al., 2006); lucerne (Medicago sativa;
Getachew et al., 2007) and Paulownia trees (Bayliss et al., 2005). Although
originally believed to be confined to Australia and New Zealand, ‘Ca. P.
australiense’ has recently been reported in papaya plants in Israel (Gera et al., 2005)
and strawberry plants in New Caledonia (Davis et al., 2006).

‘Ca. P. australiense’ is also economically important and widespread in New
Zealand where it is associated with Phormium yellow leaf (PYL) found in Phormium
tenax (New Zealand flax) and P. cookianum (mountain flax; Boyce and Newhook,
1953); SLY, Cordyline sudden decline (CSD; Ushiyama et al., 1969; Andersen et al.,
1998a; 2001) and in Coprosma robusta (Cabbage tree; Beever et al., 2004). To date,
the only reported vector for ‘Ca. P. australiense’ is the monophagous plant hopper,
Oliarus atkinsoni, which feeds on Phormium plants and is essentially limited to New
Zealand (Liefting et al., 1998; Andersen et al., 2001). It is believed that in New
Zealand, Cordyline australis may act as a secondary host of ‘Ca. P. australiense’ and
vectors of CSD may acquire the phytoplasma from other plant hosts (Andersen et al.,
2001). No insect vector has been identified for ‘Ca. P. australiense’ in Australia
(Liefting et al., 1998; Streten et al., 2005a). However, results to date indicate that
‘Ca. P. australiense’ vector may have a narrow host range or there are a limited
number of species that are susceptible to phytoplasma infection (Streten et al.,
2005a).

‘Ca. P. australiense’ is associated with many plant species and causes a
variety of symptoms, however all strains from different hosts are indistinguishable
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from each other based on RFLP analysis of their 16S rRNA gene (Liefting et al.,
1998; Padovan et al., 2000a). Sequence analysis of the 16S rRNA gene also indicates
a high similarity between the strains with sequences sharing 99.6-99.8% homology
(Padovan et al., 2000a). Further studies to examine genetic variability among the
‘Ca. P. australiense’ strains include RFLP analysis based on the tuf gene which
shows that the PYL strain was different from the AGY, SLY, SGP and PDB ‘Ca. P.
australiense’ strains (Schneider et al., 1997; Padovan et al., 2000b). Streten et al.,
(2005b) showed that ‘Ca. P. australiense’ strains could be differentiated into four
different subgroups based upon the tuf gene and ribosomal protein encoding (rp)
operon. The four subgroups are 16SrXII-B tuf-Australia I, rp-A; tuf-New Zealand I,
rp-B; tuf-New Zealand II and rp-C. No relationship was reported between the
subgroups, collection date, location or host plant (Streten et al., 2005b). Diversity
within ‘Ca. P. australiense’ is also observed by Andersen et al., (2006), three distinct
clades were identified based upon the partial tuf gene of 36 New Zealand isolates
from four different host genera plus Australian ‘Ca. P. australiense’ isolates.

Other phytoplasmas found in Australia include cynodon white leaf (CWL)
associated with Cynodon dactylon and sorghum grassy shoot (SGS) found in
Sorghum stipoideum and Whiteochloa cymbiformis (Schneider et al., 1999b). Both of
these phytoplasmas are closely related to the economically important Asian
phytoplasma sugarcane white leaf (SCWL) and sugarcane grassy shoot (SCGS)
phytoplasma (Nakashima et al., 1994; Wongkaew et al., 1997; Sdoodee et al., 1999).
New phytoplasma strains were detected in native grasses including Cenchrus setiger
(Cenchrus bunchy shoot, CBS), S. stipoideum (sorghum bunchy shoot, SBS) and
TBB variants in C. ciliarus and Eragrostis falcata (Tran-Nguyen et al., 2000).
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Over 20 different phytoplasmas were detected in sugarcane plants displaying
yellow leaf syndrome, a majority of these were the TBB variants. Sugarcane yellow
leaf syndrome was associated with a phytoplasma in Africa (Cronjé et al., 1998) and
luteovirus (Lockhart et al., 1996; Borg et al., 1997). However, there was no clear
association between the presence of phytoplasmas and the yellow leaf symptoms in
Australian sugarcane (Tran-Nguyen et al., 2000).

Stylosanthes little leaf (StLL) disease was first reported in 1956 (Hutton and
Grylls, 1956). Four phytoplasma strains, SPLL-V4, StLL, ViLL and pigeon pea little
leaf (PLL) were associated with StLL disease (Schneider et al., 1999b; De la Rue et
al., 2001, 2003). Stylosanthes is a major legume component of pastures in Northern
Australia (Hopkinson and Walker, 1984). It was originally thought that StLL disease
may be detrimental to the beef industry but De la Rue et al., (2002) reported that
StLL disease did not affect seed yields if the plants were flowering eight weeks prior
to symptom expression.

1.6. Phytoplasma genomics
Phytoplasmas not only have the smallest genome sizes in the Mollicutes but
also in any known living organism (Neimark and Kirkpatrick, 1993; Gibb et al.,
1995; Zreik et al., 1995; Marcone et al., 1999). Phytoplasma genome sizes range
from 530 kb (Bermuda grass white leaf, BGWL) to 1,350 kb (‘Ca. P. solani’; Firrao
et al., 2005). To date only two phytoplasmas have been completely sequenced and
published, with several other phytoplasma sequencing projects underway. The
published sequences are the ‘Ca. P. asteris’ 860 kb onion yellows mutant strain (OY-
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M; Oshima et al., 2004) and the 706 kb aster yellows witches’ broom strain (AYWB; Bai et al., 2006).

In addition to their chromosomes, seven extrachromosomal DNA species
were sequenced from the onion yellows lines; OY- wild type (OY-W); OY-M and
OY-non-insect-transmissible mutant strain (OY-NIM; Nishigawa et al., 2001). Four
AY-WB plasmids were also identified and sequenced (AYWB-pI, pII, pIII and pIV;
Bai et al., 2006). Comparative analysis among the phytoplasma strains shows
irregular GC skews, the presence of insertion sequences (IS) and large repeat
sequences (Bai et al., 2006). Indicative of their close relationship, a large nucleotide
segment of ~250 kb that contains most of the metabolic genes and no insertion
sequences was syntenic between the two phytoplasmas (Bai et al., 2006). The AYWB genome is ~154 kb smaller than the OY-M with fewer multicopy and truncated
genes that are part of incomplete pathways in OY-M, possibly suggesting that AYWB is further along the reductive genome evolution than OY-M (Bai et al., 2006).
Similar to other Mollicutes, phytoplasmas lack genes for the de novo synthesis of
amino acids, fatty acids and nucleotides (Christensen et al., 2005). The presence of
multiple membrane transporters suggested that phytoplasmas are obligatory
intracellular pathogens that acquire necessary nutrients from their hosts (van Wely et
al., 2001).

Complete phytoplasma genome analysis will provide an understanding of the
biochemical and possibly biological features of these pathogens including their
interactions with their plant and insect hosts.
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Aims of this study
1. Identify and characterise extrachromosomal DNA species associated with two
common Australian phytoplasmas.

2. Optimise DNA extraction and purification techniques to obtain host-free
phytoplasma genomic DNA suitable for a sequencing project.

3. Fully sequence and annotate the ‘Ca. P. australiense’ phytoplasma genome.

4. Comparative genome analyses of ‘Ca. P. australiense’ with other phytoplasma
strains and Mollicutes.
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Figure 1.1. Phylogenetic tree displaying the relationship between the major
phytoplasma groups (Seemüller et al., 2002) based upon the 16S rRNA gene.
Abbreviations are given in Table 1.1.
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Peanut Witches’
Broom (16SrII)

Phytoplasma group
Aster Yellows Group
(16SrI)

‘Ca. P. japonicum’
‘Ca. P. lycopersici’
‘Ca. P. fragariae’
‘Ca. P. aurantifolia’

‘Candidatus Phytoplasma’ species
‘Ca. P. asteris’
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Representative phytoplasma strains
Paulownia witches’ broom (PaWB); Onion yellows
(OY); Rape phyllody (RP); Oenothera aster yellows
(OAY); Western severe aster yellows (SAY);
American aster yellows (AAY); Tomato big bud
America (BB); Apricot aster yellows (AYA); Clover
phyllody Canada (CPh); Clover phyllody Germany
(KVG)
Hydrangea phyllody (Phytoplasma japonicum)
Hoja de perejil (THP); Morrenia little leaf (MVLL)
Strawberry yellows (StrawY)
Sweet potato little leaf from Stylosanthes (SPLL-S);
Chinese pigeon pea witches’ broom (PPWB-Ch); Sunn
hemp witches’ broom (SUNHP); Sweet potato
witches’ broom (SPWB); Papaya mosaic
(P.australasiaM); Papaya yellow crinkle
(P.australasiaYC); Tomato big bud Australia (TBB);
Gerbera phyllody (GerP); Sweet potato little leaf
(SPLL); Pigeon pea little leaf (PPLL); Bonamia little
leaf (BoLL); Cactus phytoplasma “Martinez-Soriano”
(CacMS); Cactus mosaic (CacMos); Faba bean
phyllody (FBP); Pichris echioides phyllody (PEP);
Italian afalfa witches’ broom (IAWB)

Sawayanagi et al., 1999
Arocha et al., 2007
Valiunas et al., 2006
Zreik et al., 1995

Citation
Lee et al., 2000
Lee et al., 2004a

Table 1.1. Phytoplasma group, ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma’ species and representative phytoplasma strains for each 16Sr group (IRPCM
Phytoplasma/Spiroplasma Working Team- Phytoplasma taxonomy group, 2004; http://www.bacterio.cict.fr/candidatus).

Elm yellows group
(16SrV)

Chestnut witches’ broom
Pin127S
Ziziphus jujube witches’ broom
Flavescence dorée (FD)
Rubus stunt (RuS); French Elm yellows
(ULW); American Elm yellows (EY);
Virginian creeper (VirC); Alder yellows
(ALY)

‘Ca. P. castaneae’
‘Ca. P. pini’
‘Ca. P. ziziphi’

To be described as ‘Ca. P. vitis’*

‘Ca. P. ulmi’
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Phytoplasma strain LDN; Phytoplasma strain
LDG

To be described as ‘Ca. P.
cocosnigeriae’*

To be described as ‘Ca. P.
cocostanzaniae’*

To be described as ‘Ca. P. palmae’*

Coconut lethal
yellowing group
(16SrIV)

IRPCM Phytoplasma Working
Team, 1994
Lee et al., 2004b

IRPCM
Phytoplasma/Spiroplasma
Working Team, 2002
IRPCM
Phytoplasma/Spiroplasma
Working Team, 2002
Jung et al., 2002
Schneider et al., 2005
Jung et al., 2003

IRPCM Phytoplasma Working
Team, 1994

Citation
IRPCM Phytoplasma Working
Team, 1994

To be described as ‘Ca. P. pruni’*

X-disease group
(16SrIII)

Italian clover phyllody (ICPh); Clover yellow
edge (CYE); Chayote witches’ broom
(ChWB); Black locust witches’ broom
(BLWB); Vaccinium witches’ broom (VAC);
Tsuwabuki witches’ broom (TWB);
Canadian X-disease (CX); Western X-disease
(WX); Sugarcane yellows type I (ScYP-1)
Yucatan lethal decline (YLD); Carludovica
palmata lethal yellowing (LY-Car); Coconut
Lethal yellowing (LY)
Tanzanian lethal decline

Phytoplasma group ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma’ species Representative phytoplasma strains

Table 1.1 Phytoplasma group, ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma’ species and representative phytoplasma strains for each 16Sr group (IRPCM
Phytoplasma/Spiroplasma Working Team- Phytoplasma taxonomy group, 2004; http://www.bacterio.cict.fr/candidatus) (continued).

Rice yellow dwarf
group (16SrXI)

Apple proliferation
group (16SrX)

Phytoplasma group
Clover proliferation
group (16rVI)
Ash yellows group
(16SrVII)
Loofah witches’
broom group
(16SrVIII)
Pigeon pea witches’
broom group (16SrIX)
Caribbean pigeon pea witches’ broom
(CPPWB); Florida pigeon pea witches’
broom (PPWB); Picris echioides yellows
(PEY); Knautia arvensis phyllody (KAP)
Apple proliferation (AT)
German Pear decline (PD); Italian pear
decline (PD1); Peach yellow leaf roll (PYLR)
European stone fruit yellows (ESFY);
European stone fruit yellows cherry (ESFYC)
Spartium witches’ broom (SpaWB)
Buckthorn witches’ broom (BWB)
Allocasuarina yellows disease
Leafhopper borne (BVK); Sugarcane white
leaf (SCWL); Rice yellow dwarf (RYD)

‘Ca. P. phoenicium’

‘Ca. P. pyri’

‘Ca. P. spartii’
‘Ca. P. rhamni’
‘Ca. P. allocasuarinae’
‘Ca. P. oryzae’

‘Ca. P. prunorum’

‘Ca. P. mali’
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Loofah witches’ broom (LfWB)

To be described as ‘Ca. P. luffae’*

‘Ca. P. fraxini’

Representative phytoplasma strains
Brinjal (eggplant) little leaf (BLL); Clover
proliferation (CP)
Ash yellows (P. fraxini)

‘Candidatus Phytoplasma’ species
‘Ca. P. trifolii’

Marcone et al., 2004a
Marcone et al., 2004a
Marcone et al., 2004a
Jung et al., 2003

Seemüller and Schneider, 2004

Seemüller and Schneider, 2004

Seemüller and Schneider, 2004

Verdin et al., 2003

IRPCM Phytoplasma Working
Team, 1994

Griffiths et al., 1999

Citation
Hiruki and Wang, 2004

Table 1.1 Phytoplasma group, ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma’ species and representative phytoplasma strains for each 16Sr group (IRPCM
Phytoplasma/Spiroplasma Working Team- Phytoplasma taxonomy group, 2004; http://www.bacterio.cict.fr/candidatus) (continued).

Bermuda grass white leaf (BGWL); Cynodon
white leaf (CWL)
Hibiscus witches’ broom strain HibWB26

Chinaberry yellows phytoplasma strain
CbY1; Vigna lanceolata little leaf (ViLL);
Stylosanthes little leaf (StLL); Italian
bindweed yellows (IBS); Mollicutes sp.
(Saccharum officinarum); Sorghum grassy
shoot phytoplasma variant I and II; Galactia
tenuiflora little leaf (GaLL); Mollicutes sp.
(periwinkle); Cirsium phyllody (CirP)

‘Ca. P. cynodontis’

No name suggested

‘Ca. P. brasiliense’

No name suggested

‘Ca. P. fragariae’

To be described as ‘Ca. P. solani’*
‘Ca. P. americanum’
‘Ca. P. graminis’
‘Ca. P. caricae’

Representative phytoplasma strains
Australian grapevine yellows (P.
australiense); Phormium yellow leaf (PYL);
Papaya dieback (PDB); Strawberry lethal
yellows (SLY)
Stolbur (StoL); Vergilbungskrankheit (VK)
American potato purple top wilt (APPTW)
Sugarcane
Papaya
Strawberry Yellows (StrawY)
Mexican periwinkle virescence

‘Candidatus Phytoplasma’ species
‘Ca. P. australiense’

Montano et al., 2001

Marcone et al., 2004b

Firrao et al., 2005
Lee et al., 2006
Arocha et al., 2005
Arocha et al., 2005
Valiunas et al., 2006

Citation
Davis et al., 1997a
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Mexican periwinkle
virescence group
(16SrXIII)
Bermuda grass white
leaf group (16SrXIV)
‘Ca. Phytoplasma
brasiliense’ group
(16SrXV)
Unclassified

Phytoplasma group
Stolbur group
(16SrXII)

Table 1.1 Phytoplasma group, ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma’ species and representative phytoplasma strains for each 16Sr group (IRPCM
Phytoplasma/Spiroplasma Working Team- Phytoplasma taxonomy group, 2004; http://www.bacterio.cict.fr/candidatus) (continued).

Chapter Two

Extrachromosomal DNA isolated from tomato big bud and
‘Candidatus Phytoplasma australiense’ phytoplasma strains

This chapter is adapted from paper 4 (page iii) published in the journal ‘Plasmid’.

Tran-Nguyen, L.T.T. and Gibb, K.S. (2006). Extrachromosomal DNA isolated from
tomato big bud and ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma australiense’ phytoplasma. Plasmid.
56(3):153-166. doi:10.1016/j.plasmid.2006.05.009.

2.1. Introduction
Extrachromosomal DNA (eDNA) elements play important roles in the
pathogenicity, host specificity and virulence of many plant pathogenic bacteria
(Panopoulos and Peet, 1985; Vivian et al., 2001). They are mobile genetic elements
that can replicate autonomously. Plasmids as a form of eDNA can incorporate
genetic material from their host by recombination or transposition, and transfer it to a
new host either by conjugation, mobilisation, transformation or transduction (del
Solar et al.,1996). A large majority of small, multicopy plasmids of Gram-positive
bacteria replicate using the rolling circle replication (RCR) mechanism (Khan, 2000).
This mechanism involves the generation of a site-specific nick by the plasmidencoded replication initiator protein (Rep) that has a nucleotydil-transferase activity.
The nascent strand is extended at the 3’ hydroxyl end by a DNA polymerase (Khan,
1997). RCR mechanism is also used by families of prokaryotic and eukaryotic single
stranded (ss) DNA viruses such as geminiviruses (Stenger et al., 1991).

Phytoplasmas associated with numerous plant diseases in northern Australia
have been extensively studied and documented (Collmer, 1998; Davis et al., 1997;
Davis, R.I. et al., 2003; De La Rue et al., 1999; Gibb et al., 1995; Padovan and Gibb,
2001; Schneider et al., 1999b; Tran-Nguyen et al., 2000). Two phytoplasmas, tomato
big bud (TBB) and ‘Ca. P. australiense’ are widespread in Australia. The TBB
phytoplasma has a wide host range including papaya, sesame, eggplant and
passionfruit (Davis et al.,1997; Padovan and Gibb, 2001; Schneider et al.,1999b).
The ‘Ca. P. australiense’ phytoplasma has a more limited host range of crop and noncrop host species (Davis et al., 1997; Davis, R.I. et al., 2003; Padovan et al., 2000b;
Schneider et al., 1999b; Streten et al., 2005a).
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To date, eDNAs have been isolated from phytoplasmas associated with maize
bushy stunt (Davis et al., 1988); phyllody of Oenothera hookeri (Sears et al., 1989),
western aster yellows (AY) (Kuske and Kirkpatrick, 1990), chrysanthemum yellows,
tomato big bud, periwinkle little leaf, American eastern AY (Bertaccini et al., 1990),
witches’ broom disease of pigeon pea (Harrison et al., 1991), walnut witches’ broom
(Chen et al., 1992), numerous phytoplasmas from herbaceous plants and woody
dicots (Schneider et al., 1992); sugarcane white leaf (Nakashima and Hayashi, 1995);
peanut witches’ broom and aster yellows (unpublished GenBank entry accession
number AY270152 and NC_003353); onion yellows (OY) (Kuboyama et al., 1998;
Nishigawa et al., 2001; Oshima et al., 2001a; Nishigawa et al., 2002a; Nishigawa et
al., 2002b; Nishigawa et al., 2003), beet leafhopper-transmitted virescence agent
(BLTVA) (Shaw, 1991; Liefting et al., 2004); aster yellows witches’ broom
(AYWB) (Bai et al., 2006); TBB (Australian strain) and sweet potato little leaf strain
V4 (Schneider et al., 1999a).

Although phytoplasma eDNAs have been detected, nothing is known about
the role of these eDNAs in phytoplasma pathogenicity, if indeed they do have such a
role. Only the seven phytoplasma eDNAs from OY, two from BLTVA and four from
AYWB have been fully sequenced and published. This study aimed to expand our
knowledge of eDNAs from Australian phytoplasmas.
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2.2. Materials and methods
2.2.1. Sources of plants and DNA
Tomato big bud and ‘Ca. P. australiense’ phytoplasma DNA were isolated
from periwinkle (Catharanthus roseus) plants maintained at Charles Darwin
University (CDU). The TBB phytoplasma strain was originally transmitted from
tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum) collected near Adelaide, South Australia. The
‘Ca. P. australiense’ phytoplasma strain was originally transmitted from
Gomphocarpus physocarpus, Nambour, Queensland (QLD). These TBB and ‘Ca. P.
australiense’ phytoplasma strains were transmitted to periwinkle by bud grafting and
maintained in periwinkles by serial grafting. Field samples of the TBB phytoplasma
were obtained from capsicum samples with little leaf (Childers, South QLD) and a
chicory plant with little leaf and phyllody (Bundaberg, central QLD). A field sample
of the ‘Ca. P. australiense’ phytoplasma was obtained from strawberry (Fragaria x
ananassa) with green petal symptoms (Deception Bay, southeast QLD). Other
sources of TBB phytoplasma DNA were from a DNA archive maintained at CDU.
Random clone TBB88 containing TBB from periwinkle was obtained as described in
Schneider et al. (1999a).

2.2.2. DNA extractions
To identify the best method for isolating phytoplasma eDNA, several
extraction methods were used. The methods included a small-scale extraction from
fresh material (Doyle and Doyle, 1990) and total DNA extraction using the
Dellaporta method (Dellaporta et al., 1983). Genomic DNA was extracted from 100
mg of lyophilised plant material using the DNeasy Kit (Qiagen, Australia) following
the manufacturer’s instructions. DNA prepared for Southern hybridisation was
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extracted using 2 g of lyophilised plant material according to Doyle and Doyle
(1990) and resuspended in 200 µL TE buffer pH 8.0. To separate chromosomal host
and phytoplasma DNA in a large scale total DNA extraction, 30 g of lyophilised
strawberry plant material was extracted as described by Porebski et al, (1997),
resuspended in 5 mL of TE buffer and partially purified using a cesium chloride
(CsCl) bisbenzimide gradient (Kollar and Seemüller, 1989; Kollar et al., 1990).
Briefly, the DNA suspension was centrifuged for 70 hours at 33,000 rpm. Hoechst
stain preferentially binds the AT-rich phytoplasma DNA, thereby lowering the DNA
buoyant density, and facilitating separation of phytoplasma and plant host DNA. The
phytoplasma DNA band was located by comparing with a healthy plant DNA
control. The phytoplasma band was extracted using a small Teflon tube attached to a
micropipette tip, stained with Hoechst solution again and centrifuged at 33,000 rpm
for a further 70 hours, in total three spins. The final partially purified DNA solution
was destained using isopropanol and precipitated with 3M sodium acetate pH 4.6 and
100% ethanol. DNA pellets were resuspended in 100 µL SDW. Two to five
micrograms of partially purified CsCl DNA were loaded on a 1% agarose gel for
separation at 80V for 1 hr. Pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) was performed by
the contour-clamped homogeneous-electric field (CHEF) technique using the CHEFDR III system (Bio-Rad) with 1% Seakem agarose (FMC). PFGE was used to
provide an accurate determination of eDNA band sizes. Electrophoresis conditions
were 1.5-5 s at 6V/cm for 15 hours at 14°C in 0.5 × TBE buffer.

Plasmid DNA from random clone TBB88 (pTBB88) was prepared from 4 mL
LB media supplemented with 50 µg/mL ampicillin using the Miniprep Kit (Qiagen,
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Australia) following the manufacturer’s instructions. DNA was eluted from the
columns using 50 µL SDW. All DNA samples were stored at -20°C until required.

2.2.3. PCR amplification of rep and dnaG genes
Preliminary sequence analysis of pTBB88 (Schneider et al., 1999a) contained
a segment of the rep gene. PCR primers TBBRepF (5’ CAT GAT TGC AAA GAT
GCT G 3’) and TBBRepR (5’ GTG GAC GAT CAA ATT GGC 3’) were designed
to amplify a 650 bp fragment of the TBB extrachromosomal phytoplasma rep gene.
PCR assays were performed in 50 µL reactions using 0.1 mM dNTP, 0.25 µM of
each primer, 1 × polymerase buffer, 1.25 U Taq DNA polymerase (Geneworks,
Australia) and 50-100 ng of DNA. The optimal PCR conditions used were 30 cycles
of denaturation at 95°C for 1 min, annealing at 62°C for 1 min and extension at 72°C
for 1.5 min.

To determine whether phytoplasma eDNA was circular, eDNA was subjected
to inverse PCR using primers based on the rep gene. For TBB eDNA, the inverse
primers were TBBRepinvr144 (5’ GTT TTG TCA TGG AAT TAG TG 3’) and
TBBRepF322 (5’ AGA TGG AAT TTC GAA GCA A 3’). PCR assays were 25 µL
reactions using 0.2 mM dNTP, 1 µM of each primer, 1 × PCR reaction buffer and 1 ×
Advantage Polymerase Mix (BD Biosciences, Australia). PCR conditions were 30
cycles of denaturation at 94°C for 30 s, annealing at 55°C for 30 s and extension at
72°C for 3 min. For ‘Ca. P. australiense’ eDNA, the inverse primers were
PaRepinvr40 (5’ GAG ATT TGT TTT GCT AAA GT 3’) and PaRepF185 (5’ CAG
CTT GAT CAG TGA A 3’). PCR conditions were 25 cycles of denaturation at 94°C
for 30 s, annealing at 50°C for 30 s and extension for 3 min at 68°C.
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PCR primers fPrim2 (5’ CAG CTC TCG ATT ATT TGT T 3’) and rPrim2
(CCA TAT TTG CGT AAT AAT TC 3’) designed from the alignment of
phytoplasma dnaG sequences from chromosomal peanut witches’ broom (PNWB)
(GenBank accession number AY270153) and phytoplasma eDNAs, were used to
amplify a 650 bp segment of the dnaG gene. PCR conditions used were 35 cycles of
denaturation at 95°C for 1 min, annealing at 58°C for 1 min and extension at 72°C
for 1.5 min.

2.2.4. eDNA sequence analysis
Samples used for sequencing were plasmid DNA of clone TBB88, inverse
PCR products of TBBperi (periwinkle), TBBcap (capsicum) and CPa (strawberry),
hereafter referred to as pTBBperi, pTBBcap and pCPa respectively. The nucleotide
sequences of the pTBB88 insert, pTBBperi, pTBBcap and pCPa eDNAs were
determined on both strands by primer walking using the ABI Big Dye Terminator Kit
(Australian Genome Research Facility, (AGRF), Brisbane, QLD) and analysed at the
AGRF.

Primers

were

designed

using

the

Primer3

(http://www.genome.wi.mit.edu/genome_software.other/prime3.html)

program

based on

melting temperature and their location on the sequence. Sequencing primers were
synthesised by Sigma Customs Oligos (Sigma Genosys, Australia). Sequences were
assembled using AssemblyLIGN (Eastman Kodak, USA). Open reading frames were
predicted

using

MacVector

(Eastman

Kodak),

ORF

finder

(NCBI,

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gorf/gorf.html) and FlipORF (BioManager, Entigen
Corporation, http://www.entigen.com) using the bacterial genetic code with the
minimum setting of 80 amino acids for ORFs. Homologous sequences were
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identified from the GenBank database using the NCBI BlastX network
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/) (Altschul et al., 1997). Tandem repeats
finder server (http://tandem.bu.edu/trf/trf.html) was used to identify repeated regions
in the sequences (Benson, 1999). Conserved domains were identified using software
available from http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/cdd/wrpsb.cgi (MarchlerBauer and Bryant, 2004). Multiple sequence alignments of related amino acids were
performed using ClustalW (accurate) (Thompson et al., 1994) and displayed using
PrettyBox (GCG package 1998). Phylogeny based upon dnaG was estimated using
the general bootstrapping tool ‘Seqboot’ in which 100 replicate data sets were
generated. The bootstrapped set of phylogenetic trees was generated by parsimony
using the program ‘DNAPars’. A consensus tree was generated using the majorityrule consensus tree method (Felsenstein, 1989) and viewed using TreeView
(http://taxonomy.zoology.gla.ac.uk/rod/treeview.html). MacVector (Eastman Kodak)
was used to construct plasmid diagrams.

2.2.5. Southern blot analysis
Two to five micrograms of DNA was loaded onto a 1 % agarose gel and
transferred to a nylon membrane as described by Sambrook and Russell (2001).
Aliquots from the same samples were also loaded onto a 1 % Seakem agarose gel
(FMC) and subjected to pulsed-field gel electrophoresis using the contour-clamped
homogeneous-electric field (CHEF) technique using the CHEF-DR III system (BioRad). Electrophoresis conditions were 1.5-5 s at 6V/cm for 15 hours at 14°C in 0.5 ×
TBE buffer. DNA from the gel was transferred to a nylon membrane and southern
hybridisations were performed as described by Davis et al. (1997), using digoxigenin
labelled DNA probes. Post hybridisation washes were performed twice with 2 ×
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SSC, 0.1% sodium dodecylsulphate (SDS) for 5 min at room temperature and twice
with 0.1 × SSC, 0.1% SDS at 50-55°C for 30 min. The blots were generally
hybridised and washed at 50°C first, exposed to film and then re-evaluated after the
wash temperature was increased to 55°C. Digoxigenin labelled probes of clone
pTBB88 and rep gene were made using the DIG PCR labelling kit (Roche
Diagnostic, Australia) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. PCR conditions
used for labelling the rep genes were similar to those described above. Universal
forward (5’GTA AAA CGA CGG CCA GT 3’) and reverse (5’AAC AGC TAT
GAC CAT G 3’) M13 primers were used to label the pTBB88 insert. PCR conditions
used were 35 cycles of denaturation at 95°C for 1 min, annealing at 55°C for 1 min
and extension at 72°C for 2 min. The TBB phytoplasma 16S rRNA gene was
labelled using fP1 (Deng and Hiruki, 1991) and rP7 (Smart et al., 1996), PCR
conditions were 35 cycles of denaturation at 95ºC for 1 min, annealing at 55ºC for 1
min and extension at 72ºC for 1.5 min.

2.2.6. Two dimensional gel electrophoresis
To identify different structural conformations of ‘Ca. P. australiense’ eDNA,
two-dimensional gel electrophoresis was conducted as described by Hintermann et al
(1981) with slight modifications. One and a half to two micrograms of CsCl purified
‘Ca. P. australiense’ DNA was loaded onto a 0.85% agarose gel and subjected to
electrophoresis at 60V for 6 hours. The gel was stained in 50 µg/mL ethidium
bromide (EtBr) for one hour and destained for 30 mins. The lane containing
phytoplasma bands was excised, exposed to UV light for 2 mins and inserted into a
new 0.85% agarose gel at 90° to the original orientation. Gel electrophoresis was
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conducted at 60V for 6 hours, followed by staining and destaining as described
above.

2.3. Results
2.3.1. eDNA detection
Extrachromosomal DNA, if present, was obtained for each of the DNA
extraction methods tested. Cesium chloride buoyant density centrifugation was found
to be optimal for obtaining high titres of eDNA for ‘Ca. P. australiense’, since eDNA
bands could be seen on normal 1% agarose gels. While TBB eDNA could not be
observed on normal 1% agarose gels, it was detected using PCR amplification,
southern hybridisation using eDNA probes or by cloning and screening CsCl purified
DNA.

2.3.2. ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma australiense’ eDNA
PCR amplification of pCPa
A 600 bp fragment of the rep gene was first identified by sequence analyses
of clones from a ‘Ca. P. australiense’ phytoplasma library (data not shown). Inverse
PCR based upon the rep gene was used to amplify a 3.6 kb product from
phytoplasma infecting one strawberry sample, thereby confirming that the eDNA
from ‘Ca. P. australiense’ phytoplasma was approximately 3.7 kb, and circular.

Sequence analysis of ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma australiense’ eDNA
The complete 3773 bp ‘Ca. P. australiense’ eDNA (GenBank accession
number DQ119295), was sequenced and had a G + C content of 28.38 mol % and
four open reading frames (ORF) (Figure 2.1, Table 2.1).
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Figure 2.1. Plasmid diagram of ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma australiense’.
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Periwinkle

Capsicum

Strawberry

pTBBperi (3,319 bp)

pTBBcap (4,092 bp)

pCPa (3,773 bp)

1128

453
642
441

ORF 2

ORF 3

ORF 4

528

ORF 3

ORF 1

570

528

ORF 4
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ORF 2

ORF 1

996

Size (bp)
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-
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No significant homology
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Replication protein

Threonine synthase

Replication protein
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-
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-
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strain.
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Abbreviations: pPNWB is Peanut witches’ broom; OY-NIM is Onion yellows non-insect transmissible mutant and OY-M is Onion yellows mutant

* Based on closest match found in database

Plant host

Phytoplasma eDNA

Table 2.1. Predicted ORFs in phytoplasma eDNAs.

A conserved domain for the replication (Rep) protein was identified at the 5’
end of ORF 1, and a RNA helicase at the 3’ end (data not shown). A multiple amino
acid residue alignment for the replication protein from pCPa, from other
phytoplasma eDNAs and pCI4111 (plasmid from Leuconostic lactis 533) indicated
that four of five conserved motifs (RII-V) (del Solar et al., 1993) typical of bacterial
plasmids were located on ORF 1 (Figure 2.2). The Walker A and Walker B (Saraste
et al., 1990; Walker et al., 1982) motifs, known as nucleotide binding motifs and
typically found in geminiviruses (Koonin and IIyina, 1992; Oshima et al., 2001a),
were located on the C terminus of ORF1 (Figure 2.2). Tandem repeat DNA is two or
more contiguous copies of a pattern of nucleotides (Benson, 1999). One repeat of 15
bp (GATAATAAATCAACT) was identified and found to repeat three times within
ORF3 (data not shown).

Figure 2.2. (over the page). Multiple sequence alignment of amino acid
residues showing the conserved motifs for the putative replication protein.
Abbreviations are pOYNIM, plasmid from onion yellows non-insect transmissible
mutant strain; pOYM, plasmid from onion yellows mutant strain; pOYW, plasmid
from onion yellows wild-type strain; pJHW, plasmid from Japanese honewort;
OYMATPase, onion yellows mutant strain ATPase-dependent protease Clp subunit;
pCPa, plasmid from ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma australiense’, and pCI411 from
Leuconostoc lactis, plasmid from pLS1 family. Conserved motifs RII-V are
characteristics of pLS1 plasmids. # and * are conserved histamine and tyrosine
residues, respectively. Walker A and Walker B motifs are characteristics of
geminiviruses replication proteins.
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Two-dimensional electrophoresis
‘Candidatus Phytoplasma australiense’ CsCl purified DNA was subjected to
horizontal gel electrophoresis and bands of approximately 4.1 and 6 kb was observed
(Figure 2.3a). The sample was subjected to 2D electrophoresis to determine the
nature of these bands. This method is used to distinguish different forms of plasmid
DNA, open circular (OC), closed circular (CC) and linear (L) forms. When the
closed circular form is nicked with UV light in the presence of ethidium bromide, it
will convert to the relaxed open circular form, designated OC*. After the second
dimension electrophoresis, the original OC, the CC and the newly converted OC*
form a triangle (Hintermann et al., 1981). The first dimensional electrophoresis of
pCPa that gave bands at 4.1 and 6 kb (Figure 2.3a), when subjected to 2D
electrophoresis, produced a triangle formed by the OC form at 6 kb, the CC form at
4.1 kb and the newly converted OC* form at 6 kb (Figure 2.3b).
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Figure 2.3. Conformation of pCPa eDNA (a) 1D and (b) 2D gel electrophoresis.
Lane 1 is 1 kb plus DNA marker; lane 2 is supercoiled DNA marker and lane 3 is
‘Candidatus Phytoplasma australiense’ DNA. CC is the closed circular form and
OC* is the nicked closed circular for. After 1D electrophoresis, lane 3 indicated on
the figure was extracted and placed at the top of the new gel at 90º to the original
orientation, as described in the text. Arrow indicates the direction of 2D
electrophoresis.
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2.3.3. Tomato big bud eDNA
PCR amplification of tomato big bud eDNAs (pTBBperi and pTBBcap)
PCR rep primers based upon the TBB Rep protein were used to screen TBB
positive plants in which the DNA had been extracted using different methods (Table
2.2). All samples except for Solanum sp. and Gomphocarpus sp were positive.
Inverse PCR based upon the Rep protein was conducted on samples from periwinkle
and capsicum and these gave a 3.2 kb and 4.5 kb product respectively. The remaining
TBB samples listed in Table 2.2 were also subjected to inverse PCR but a product
was not observed. The same TBB samples were subjected to PCR using primers
designed to amplify the chromosomal dnaG gene, giving a 650 bp product.
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‘Ca. P. australiense’

Doyle and Doyle
CsCl gradient

QLD
QLD

Tomato big bud phytoplasma

nt = not tested

+

** ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma australiense’ phytoplasma
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‘Ca. P. australiense’

TBB+
TBB
TBB
TBB
TBB
TBB
TBB
TBB
TBB
‘Ca. P. australiense’**

Phytoplasma strain *

Location DNA extraction
method
NT
CsCl gradient
NT
DNeasy
NT
Dellaporta
QLD
Doyle and Doyle
QLD
DNeasy
QLD
DNeasy
QLD
CsCl gradient
NT
Doyle and Doyle
NT
Doyle and Doyle
QLD
Doyle and Doyle

* Based upon 16S rRNA data.

Catharanthus roseus
Catharanthus roseus
Catharanthus roseus
Lycopersicon esculentum L.
Cichorium intybus
Capsicum annuum
Apium graveolens
Solanum melongena L.
Solanum melongena L.
Gomphocarpus
physocarpus
Gomphocarpus
physocarpus
Fragaria x ananassa

Plant host

Table 2.2. Screening for eDNA by PCR

nt

-

TBB rep
PCR
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

nt

nt

TBB dnaG
PCR
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
nt

+ (3.6 kb)

nt

Inverse rep
PCR
+ (3.2 kb)
+ (3.2 kb)
+ (3.2 kb)
+ (4.5 kb)
nt

Sequence analysis of pTBBperi
The sequence of random clone pTBB88 (3 kb) and the full-length circular 3.3
kb eDNA from TBB periwinkle, designated pTBBperi, were compared and found to
be 100% homologous over 3 kb. The exact length of pTBBperi was 3319 bp with a G
+ C content of 26.8 mol%. The pTBBperi sequence (GenBank accession number
DQ119297) was analysed for ORFs encoding a minimum of 80 amino acids, and
four ORFs (Figure 2.4a, Table 2.1) were identified. ORF 1 was 996 bp and encoded
the putative dnaG gene. ORF1 was also subjected to searches against a conserved
domain database (CDD). DnaG protein and TOPRIM (topoisomerase/primase)
conserved domains were identified (data not shown). ORF 2 was 567 bp and encoded
a putative replication (Rep) protein. Compared with other rep genes from other
phytoplasma eDNAs (Figure 2.5), the pTBBperi rep gene was considerably shorter
(Table 2.3). ORF 3 did not have significant homology to known proteins available
from the database and ORF 4 encoded the putative threonine synthase protein. Two
sets of tandem repeats were identified for pTBBperi. One repeat was the nucleotide
(A) repeated 28 times between positions 2273-2300, the second was an 11 bp
segment (TTGGCTCCAAG) repeated three times within ORF3.
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Figure 2.4. Plasmid diagram of TBB eDNAs (a) pTBBperi and (b) pTBBcap.

Table 2.3. Phytoplasma eDNA replication proteins.

Phytoplasma eDNA

GenBank Accession #

Replication protein (bp)

pCPa

DQ119295

1,128

pTBBperi

DQ119297

567

pTBBcap

DQ119296

570

pJHW

AB064396

1,125

pOY-NIM

AB061724

1,134

pOYW

AB056858

1,134

pBLTVA1-1

AY423627

1,241

pBLTVA1-2

AY423627

1,251

pBLTVA 2

AY423628

1,251

pPNWB

AY270152

1,194

pAYWB-I

CP000062

1,119

pAYWB-II

CP000063

1,149

pAYWB-III

CP000064

1,107

pAYWB-IV

CP000065

1,128

Sequence analysis of pTBBcap
To determine if the short rep gene in pTBBperi was unique for TBB eDNAs,
a field collected TBB sample from capsicum containing eDNA, designated
pTBBcap, was sequenced. Using inverse PCR, a 4.5 kb product was amplified from
the TBB capsicum field sample. A 4,092 bp segment of the 4.6 kb pTBBcap
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(GenBank accession number DQ119296) was sequenced, and had a G + C content of
30.8 mol% and three ORFs (Figure 2.4b, Table 2.1). ORF 1 encoded the putative
dnaG gene, and using conserved domain searches for pTBBcap ORF 1, conserved
domains for dnaG and the zinc finger were identified (data not shown). ORF2
encoded a short rep gene of 570 bp (Figure 2.5) and ORF3 encoded the putative
threonine synthase. No tandem repeats were identified in pTBBcap.

A spatial distribution of ORFs of the two TBB eDNAs, peanut witches’
broom phytoplasma eDNA (pPNWB; GenBank accession number AY270152) and
beet leafhopper-transmitted virescence agent (pBLTVA-1; GenBank accession
number AY423627) eDNA (Figure 2.5) not only demonstrated that the rep gene in
the two TBB eDNAs was shorter than the rep gene for the other two phytoplasma
eDNAs, but it also showed that the dnaG gene is common to all four phytoplasmas.
A bootstrapped phylogenetic tree for the dnaG gene (Figure 2.6) demonstrated the
close relationship between TBB and peanut witches’ broom phytoplasma eDNA.
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ORF2

0 357

ORF5

2860

ORF6

4101

ORF7

ORF8
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ORF10

7725

8873 9523

10773 bp

Figure 2.5. Spatial distribution of ORFs in phytoplasma eDNAs. Abbreviations are
pTBBcap, plasmid from tomato big bud phytoplasma isolated from capsicum;
pPNWB, plasmid from peanut witches’ broom phytoplasma; pTBBperi, plasmid
from tomato big bud phytoplasma isolated from periwinkle and pBLTVA-1, plasmid
from beet leafhopper-transmitted virescence-1 phytoplasma.
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Figure 2.6. Bootstrapped phylogenetic tree for DNA primase (dnaG). Abbreviations
are pTBBcap, plasmid from tomato big bud isolated from capsicum (GenBank
Accession No. DQ119296); pPNWB, plasmid from peanut witches’ broom
(GenBank Accession No. AY270152); pTBBperi, plasmid from tomato big bud from
periwinkle (GenBank Accession No. DQ119297); OYM, onion yellows mutant strain
(GenBank Accession No. AP006628, PAM569); pBLTVA-1, plasmid from beet
leafhopper-transmitted virescence-1 (GenBank Accession No. AY423627) and M.
mycoides sp. is Mycoplasma mycoides subsp. mycoides (GenBank Accession No.
CAE77093). M. mycoides was selected as the outgroup for tree construction.
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Southern blot hybridisation
No TBB eDNA was observed on 1% agarose horizontal gels, so southern
hybridisation was used to determine how many eDNAs were present in TBB
phytoplasma samples. Extrachromosomal clone pTBB88 was labelled and hybridised
to eDNAs in two field samples (capsicum and chicory). Two bands approximately
5.5 and 12 kb were observed in both samples. Due to gel artefacts such as uneven
heat dissipation from the gel or ionic strength of the two samples (Rodriguez and
Tait, 1983), there was a slight difference in migration rate of the plasmids in lanes 1
and 2 (Figure 2.7). The pTBB88 eDNA probe was highly specific and did not
hybridise to healthy DNA or ‘Ca. P. australiense’ phytoplasma DNA (Figure 2.7;
lanes 3-5). Several bands were observed for TBB CsCl purified DNA (Figure 2.7;
lane 6) and the pTBB88 DNA positive control (Figure 2.7; lane 7) indicating the
multiple forms of the plasmid. The probe also hybridised to high molecular weight
TBB CsCl purified DNA (>48.5 kb) suggesting similar sequences of the plasmid in
the TBB chromosome. To confirm the two bands in the field samples were plasmid
in origin, a probe based upon the rep gene was used and hybridised to the lower two
bands (data not shown).
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Figure 2.7. Southern hybridisation of DNA using pTBB88 probe. Lane 1 is TBB
(chicory); lane 2 is TBB (capsicum); lane 3 is ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma australiense’
(strawberry); lane 4 is healthy periwinkle; lane 5 is CsCl purified ‘Ca. Phytoplasma
australiense’; lane 6 is CsCl purified TBBperi and lane 7 is pTBB88. Arrows indicate
presence of eDNAs.
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2.4. Discussion
Two TBB phytoplasma eDNAs were studied in detail and the nucleotide
sequences determined. pTBBperi isolated from grafted TBB periwinkles and
pTBBcap derived from a field collected capsicum plant contained circular eDNA of
3.3 and 4.8 kb respectively. A 3.7 kb plasmid was identified in one strawberry
sample that was positive for the ‘Ca. P. australiense’ phytoplasma. This is the first
report of an eDNA for this phytoplasma. Due to the differing titres of phytoplasmas
in their host, four different DNA extraction methods were compared and, of these,
the CsCl buoyant gradient extraction method was best suited for eDNA detection.

‘Ca. P. australiense’ contained both closed circular and open circular forms of
eDNA and this was demonstrated by the migration pattern observed in 2D
electrophoresis. The size of the plasmid was estimated to be 4.1 kb by gel
electrophoresis but the size estimated by inverse PCR was 3.6 kb which is a more
accurate measure of actual size than migration through a gel. Any unknown bands
observed after 2D electrophoresis that do not fit the triangle pattern usually indicate
contaminating chromosomal DNA or linear forms of eDNA (Hintermann et al.,
1981). We observed the smearing associated with chromosomal DNA but the linear
form of the plasmid was not observed.

The pCPa rep gene contained the conserved domain for bacterial plasmid rep
genes (del Solar et al., 1993; Khan, 1997; Oshima et al. ,2001a) as well as the
conserved Walker A and Walker B motifs characteristic of geminiviruses (MarchlerBauer and Bryant, 2004). A geminivirus-like rolling circle replication mechanism
has been previously reported for Vaccinium witches’ broom (Rekab et al., 1999;
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Nishigawa et al., 2001; Nishigawa et al., 2002a; Liefting et al., 2004; Namba et al.,
2005).

The unusual finding of the pLS1 and the Walker motifs on the pCPa rep

gene was also observed in plasmids isolated from the OY phytoplasma (pOYW)
(Oshima et al., 2001a).

Oshima et al. discussed two possibilities for this

phenomenon. Firstly, an ancestral pOYW plasmid may have acquired its eukaryotic
DNA from host phytoplasma DNA, entered the eukaryotic cytoplasm and evolved
into an ancestral eukaryotic ssDNA virus. Secondly, an ancestral pOYW obtained the
helicase domain by recombination with a virus. When the phytoplasma rep genes
were aligned with the OY phytoplasma ATPase subunit of the ATP-dependent
protease Clp, the four conserved motifs characteristic of the bacterial plasmid pLS1
and the two Walker motifs were present. This is consistent with an ATPase role for
nucleotide binding proteins (Higgins et al., 1988; Koonin, 1993) and supports the
replication role of the phytoplasma rep genes.

The TBBperi strain used in the study had been maintained in the shadehouse
for over 10 years by grafting. Schneider et al. (1999a) detected eDNAs from
TBBperi ranging in size from ~4.1 to 12.1 kb. The difference in sizes may reflect the
different physical forms of eDNAs. In this study, the 12.1kb eDNA was also
observed in field samples from chicory and capsicum. In this present study the TBB
eDNA from periwinkles maintained in the shadehouses was estimated to be 3.3 kb
and not 4.1 kb. It is possible that genetic material may have been lost during serial
grafting. This has also been reported in studies of the onion yellows phytoplasma
strain, where serial grafting of the wild type OY gave rise to the OY-NIM strain
which could not replicate in the insect host (Oshima et al., 2001b). pOY-NIM lacks
two ORFs that were found in pOYW and pOYM, these two ORFs encoded for
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single-stranded DNA binding protein (SSB) and a protein with no significant
similarity to known proteins. Another possibility for the difference in TBBperi
eDNA sizes from Schneider et al. (1999a) and this study, is that hybridisation
patterns of eDNA are subject to change due to the multiple physical forms of eDNA
resulting from different DNA extractions methods, storage conditions and the age of
the DNA sample (Schneider et al. 1999a).

We were unable to obtain the complete sequence of pTBBcap due to
technical difficulties encountered in sequencing the remaining 700 bp even after
several attempts. It is possible that long stretches of single nucleotides, AT rich
regions and tandem repeats were present that are known to confound sequencing of
DNA fragments (Weitzmann et al., 1997; Wells, 1996). Interestingly, in the 4,092 bp
fragment sequenced, no tandem repeats were identified, however, this does not
eliminate the possibility that a repeat occurs in the region yet to be sequenced.

Bacterial plasmids contain an essential region which may contain several
genes such as the origin of replication, the protein for replication initiation and
plasmid-borne genes involved in the control of its replication (del Solar et al., 1998).
The shorter rep gene in TBB eDNA suggests that replication in these plasmids
involves a unique mechanism, at least for phytoplasma eDNAs. Housekeeping genes
are not generally found on plasmids (Koch, 1981) but the presence of dnaG in TBB
eDNA suggests that in the TBB eDNA system, the dnaG and chromosomal genes are
used for replication instead of the rep gene (del Solar et al., 1998). The bacterial
dnaG is a nucleotidyltransferase that synthesises the oligoribonucleotide primers
required for DNA replication on the lagging strand of the replication fork; it can also
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prime the leading stand and has been implicated in cell division. If dnaG was not
located on the TBB chromosome but present only on the plasmid, the primase may
be transferred to the chromosome for DNA replication possibly through horizontal
transfer (Khan, 2005). However, PCR tests amplified the primase gene from all TBB
samples tested, including samples that were negative for eDNA. These results
suggest that the dnaG may also be located on the chromosome, which is also the case
for peanut witches’ broom phytoplasma and its associated plasmid (GenBank
Accession number AY270152 and AY270153). The full-length rep gene was found
on the PNWB plasmid, therefore in this system the dnaG may not be responsible for
replication. Due to incomplete sequence data of the chromosome encoded PNWB
dnaG gene, we were unable to determine if the gene in PNWB was complete and
functional. Although PCR tests of TBB samples suggest that the primase gene is also
located on the chromosome, the functionality of the protein is not known. The dnaG
gene was also encoded on the BLTVA plasmid, but whether it is also on the
chromosome is unknown. However, the BLTVA plasmid also encodes the full-length
rep gene so the primase may not be responsible for replication in this plasmid. No
other plasmid-encoded dnaG gene was identified for other phytoplasma plasmids.
Based on the 16S rRNA genes, the TBB and PNWB phytoplasmas are closely related
(Seemüller et al., 1998; Wang and Hiruki, 2005) and this is confirmed by the close
genetic relatedness of the plasmid-encoded dnaG genes.

This research has provided insight into extrachromosomal DNA from two
important Australian phytoplasmas and it is the first report of eDNA from
‘Candidatus Phytoplasma australiense’. In this phytoplasma the full-length rep gene
is similar to those from other phytoplasmas and contains both plasmid and
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geminivirus-like motifs associated with the rolling circle mechanism of replication.
We also report an unusual gene arrangement and speculate upon a unique plasmid
replication system for TBB eDNAs where the dnaG is utilised for replication in place
of the truncated Rep protein. Beyond knowing the genetic code of these eDNAs, it is
still unclear what roles these plasmids actually play in phytoplasma disease
expression and if they are true bacterial plasmids that can replicate autonomously.
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Chapter Three

Optimising phytoplasma DNA purification for genome
analysis

This chapter is adapted from paper 3 (page iii) published in the ‘Journal of
Biomolecular Techniques’.

Tran-Nguyen, L.T.T. and Gibb, K.S. (2007). Optimizing phytoplasma DNA
purification for genome analysis. Journal of Biomolecular Techniques. 18(2): 104112.

3.1. Introduction
Phytoplasmas are phloem limited plant pathogenic mollicutes associated with
diseases of hundreds of plant species worldwide (Seemüller et al., 1998).
Phytoplasmas have a small genome ranging from 530 to 1185 kb (Marcone et al.,
1999; Neimark and Kirkpatrick, 1993) with a low G + C content. There are two main
phytoplasma groups associated with plant diseases in Australia. One is tomato big
bud is associated with diseases of papaya, sesame, eggplant and passionfruit (Davis
et al., 1997; Padovan and Gibb, 2001; Schneider et al., 1999b). The other is ‘Ca. P.
australiense’ that is associated with diseases of grapevine (Padovan et al., 1996),
papaya (Gibb et al., 1996; Liu et al., 1996), strawberry (Padovan et al., 2000b;
Streten et al., 2005a) and pumpkin (Streten et al., 2005b; Streten et al., 2005c). This
phytoplasma has also been detected in mungbean (Davis et al., 1997; Streten and
Gibb, 2005b) and periwinkle (Davis, R.I. et al., 2003). In New Zealand, ‘Ca. P.
australiense’ is associated with diseases in strawberry (Andersen et al., 1998a),
Phormium sp. (Andersen et al., 1998b), Cordyline australis (Andersen et al., 2001),
Coprosma sp. (Andersen et al., 2001; Beever et al., 2004), and boysenberry (Wood
et al., 1999; Streten and Gibb, 2006).

Procedures to extract and enrich phytoplasma DNA have previously been
reported (Lee and Davis, 1988; Sears et al., 1989; Kollar et al., 1990). However,
since phytoplasmas are restricted to the sieve tubes of the phloem tissue, their
concentration in diseased plants is low. Enrichment procedures such as cesium
chloride (CsCl) equilibrium density gradients (Davis et al., 1988; Bonnet et al.,
1990; Harrison et al., 1991; Kuske et al., 1991; Nakashima et al., 1991) and pulsed
field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) (Marcone et al., 1999; Lauer and Seemüller, 2000;
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Marcone and Seemüller, 2001; Liefting and Kirkpatrick, 2003) are required to isolate
phytoplasma DNA for cloning. More recently, suppression subtraction hybridisation
(SSH) and double SSH were used to construct plasmid libraries of the stolbur
Pyrénées Orientales (PO) strain (Cimerman et al., 2006).

Suppression subtractive hybridisation (SSH) was first reported in 1996 and is
used in mycoplasma research (Marenda et al., 2004). SSH in phytoplasma research
has been previously reported (Arnaud et al., 2002; Arnaud et al., 2004; Cimerman et
al., 2004; Cimerman et al., 2006). This technique allows the identification of
sequences that are present in one genome and not in another (Marenda et al., 2004).
Cimerman et al. (2006) constructed plasmid libraries from SSH and double SSH
using a small amount of starting diseased plant material (0.5 g midrib). After the
initial SSH, 50 % was plant host DNA and this decreased to 3 % after double SSH.
However, the average size of cloned phytoplasma DNA was only 850 bp as the SSH
technique failed to represent DNA larger than 2 kb. To ensure the randomness of
their genome representation, more libraries were required as well as larger numbers
of clones sequenced (Cimerman et al., 2006). Rolling circle amplification (RCA) is
also used to generate large quantities of DNA (Dean et al., 2001) from microbes that
are difficult to cultivate and typically occur in low concentrations (Detter et al.,
2002).

In preparation for genome sequencing of ‘Ca. P. australiense’, our objective
was to optimise current phytoplasma enrichment procedures. We investigated new
technologies such as rolling circle amplification and suppression subtractive
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hybridisation to obtain high levels of phytoplasma DNA with a minimal host plant
DNA contamination.

3.2. Materials and Methods
3.2.1. Source of plants and DNA
Strawberry (Fragaria x ananassa) samples with green petal symptoms were
collected from Deception Bay, southeast Queensland, Australia. Healthy strawberry
samples were purchased from a commercial nursery.

3.2.2. Cesium chloride purification of ‘Ca. P. australiense’
To separate chromosomal host and phytoplasma DNA in a large scale total
DNA extraction, 30 g of lyophilised strawberry plant material was extracted as
described by Porebski et al. (1997), resuspended in 5 mL of TE buffer and partially
purified using a cesium chloride (CsCl) bisbenzimide gradient (Kollar and
Seemüller, 1989; Kollar et al., 1990). Prior to centrifugation, the DNA suspension
was stained overnight by dialysis using 50 mg/100mL Hoechst solution. A CsCl
solution was added to the DNA suspension to obtain a refractive index of 1.395, and
the DNA suspension was centrifuged for 70 hours at 33,000 rpm in a Beckman
Ti70.1 at 20°C. Hoechst stain preferentially binds the AT-rich phytoplasma DNA,
thereby lowering the DNA buoyant density, and facilitating separation of
phytoplasma and plant host DNA. The phytoplasma DNA band was located by
comparison with a healthy plant DNA control. The phytoplasma band was extracted
using a small Teflon tube attached to a micropipette tip, stained with Hoechst
solution again and centrifuged at 33,000 rpm for a further 70 hours, in total three
centrifugation steps. The final partially purified DNA solution was destained using
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isopropanol and precipitated with 3 M sodium acetate pH 4.6 and 100 % ethanol.
DNA pellets were resuspended in 100 µL SDW.

3.2.3. Rolling circle amplification of CsCl-purified phytoplasma and strawberry
DNA
Phytoplasma and strawberry DNA obtained from CsCl centrifugation was
adjusted to 10 ng/µL. The DNA was subjected to rolling circle amplification (RCA)
using a GenomiPhiTM DNA amplification kit (GE Healthcare, NSW, Australia)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 10 ng of template was
denatured in sample buffer at 95ºC for 3 min in a total volume of 10 µL. The reaction
was immediately cooled on ice. For each amplification reaction, 1 µL of GenomiPhi
enzyme mix was added to 9 µL of reaction buffer and then mixed with the denatured
template. The reaction was further incubated at 30ºC for 18 hours. The enzyme was
deactivated by heating the reaction at 65ºC for 10 mins followed by cooling on ice.
Serial dilutions of amplified DNA were compared to known concentrations of
lambda DNA and mass ladders to determine the final concentration of RCA DNA on
a 1 % agarose gel and separated at 80 V for 1 hr. RCA DNA was precipitated using
3M sodium acetate and 95 % ethanol and resuspended in SDW prior to further
manipulation.

3.2.4. Preparation of subtracted phytoplasma enriched DNA
Suppression subtractive hybridisation
SSH was used to subtract host RCA CsCl plant (driver) genomic DNA from
phytoplasma RCA CsCl (tester) genomic DNA using a Clontech PCR-SelectTM
bacterial genome subtraction kit (Scientifix Pty Ltd, Australia). The method used
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was based on the manufacturer’s instructions but modified to allow subtraction of
eukaryotic DNA from prokaryotic DNA. Modifications included changing the
hybridisation temperatures by two degree increments from 55 to 65ºC.

Restriction digestion of RCA amplified phytoplasma and strawberry DNA
Two micrograms of RCA CsCl genomic DNA were digested with Hae III
(Promega, Australia) according to the manufacturer’s instructions and incubated at
37°C. The digestions were regularly checked and stopped when the optimal size
range for digested genomic DNA suitable for SSH of 0.1 kb to 2 kb was obtained.
Digested DNA was extracted once with phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol
(25:24:1), and once with chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (24:1) and precipitated using 4
M sodium acetate and 95 % ethanol. The DNA pellet was resuspended in 6.5 µL
SDW to a final concentration of 300 ng/µL.

Ligation of adaptors to phytoplasma tester DNA
120 ng of the digested and purified phytoplasma DNA (tester) were ligated in
two separate reactions, each of 10 µL with adaptor 1 (5’-CTA ATA CGA CTC ACT
ATA GGG CTC GAG CGG CCG CCC GGG CAG GT-3’), or adaptor 2R (5’ -CTA
ATA CGA CTC ACT ATA GGG CAG CGT GGT CGC GGC CGA GGT- 3’). The
ligations were incubated at 16 °C overnight. The reactions were stopped using 0.2 M
EDTA, and the T4 ligase was deactivated by incubation at 72°C for 5 mins. The
efficiency of ligation was tested by PCR using specific primers fTuf54PS (5’ TGG
AAT CAC CAT CAA AAC TTC 3’) and rTuf602PS (5’ TCT CAT CAC CAG CTT
TTA CTT GAC C 3’) that amplifies a 550 bp fragment of the tuf gene and control
PCR Primer 1 (5’CTA ATA CGA CTC ACT ATA GGG C 3’). Successful ligation
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occurs when PCR products using the fTuf54 and PCR Primer 1 combination are
larger than products with the specific tuf primers. PCR assays were performed in 25
µL reactions using 0.2 mM dNTP, 0.4 µM of each primer, 1 × PCR reaction buffer, 1
× Advantage 2 Polymerase Mix. The optimal PCR conditions used were 23 cycles of
denaturation at 94°C for 30 seconds, annealing at 65°C for 30 seconds and extension
at 68°C for 1 min, and products were examined by electrophoresis on a 2 %
agarose/ethidium bromide gel.

Hybridisation
One microlitre (12 ng) of each ligated product was heat denatured and
separately hybridised to an excess (600 ng) of plant DNA (driver) for 1.5 h at 65°C.
The two hybridisation reactions were then mixed in the presence of 300 ng of
denatured driver plant DNA and further incubated overnight at 65°C. Following the
addition of 200 µL dilution buffer, the solution was then heated at 65°C for 7 mins to
eliminate non-specific hybridisation and stored at –20°C until required.

PCR amplification of phytoplasma DNA
Hybrids containing both adaptors 1 and 2R were amplified by nested PCR
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. First round PCR was performed in 25
µL reactions using 1 × PCR buffer, 0.2 mM dNTP mix, 0.4 µM PCR primer 1 and 1
× Advantage cDNA polymerase mix (BD Bioscience, Australia). The PCR
conditions used were adaptor extension at 72°C for 2 min followed by 25 cycles of
denaturation at 94°C for 30 seconds, annealing at 66°C for 30 seconds and extension
at 72°C for 1.5 min. First round PCR products were diluted 1/40 and 1 µL of diluted
product was used as a template for the nested PCR. Assays were performed in 25 µL
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reactions using 1 × PCR buffer, 0.2 mM dNTP mix, 0.4 µM Nested Primer 1 (5’
TCG AGC GGC CGC CCG GGC AGG T 3’) and Nested Primer 2R (5’AGC GTG
GTC GCG GCC GAG GT 3’) and 1 × Advantage cDNA polymerase mix (BD
Bioscience, Australia). The PCR conditions used were 12 cycles of denaturation at
94°C for 30 seconds, annealing at 68°C for 30 seconds and extension at 72°C for 1.5
min. Seven microlitres of first round and nested PCR products was analysed on a 2
% agarose/EtBr gel. All products were stored at -20°C until required.

Mirror orientation selection
Rebrikov et al. (2000) used mirror orientation selection (MOS) to eliminate
false positive clones that are generated by suppression subtractive hybridisation. The
SSH phytoplasma product contains both adaptors A1 and A2R. The nested PCR
product was purified using a PCR purification kit (Qiagen, Australia) following the
manufacturer’s instructions. In separate reactions, the purified product was digested
with either Not I to remove the A1 adaptor or Eag I to remove the A2R adaptor.
Hybridisation solutions were the digested SSH product, 4 × hybridisation buffer and
digested driver DNA. The reaction was denatured at 98ºC for 1.5 mins, annealed for
12 hours at 68ºC, 200 µL of dilution buffer was added and the reaction was allowed
to extend for 7 mins at 70ºC. PCR assays were performed in 25 µL reactions using
0.2 mM dNTP, 0.4 µM nested primer 2R, 1 × PCR reaction buffer and 1 ×
Advantage Polymerase Mix (BD Biosciences, Australia). The PCR conditions were
extension at 72°C for 2 min followed by 23 cycles of denaturation at 95°C for 7
seconds, annealing at 62°C for 20 seconds and extension at 72°C for 2 min.
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3.2.5. Cloning and sequencing ‘Ca. P. australiense’ DNA
‘Ca. P. australiense’ plasmid libraries were constructed using CsCl DNA,
rolling circle amplified CsCl DNA, unsubtracted, subtracted and MOS PCR
products. CsCl and rolling circle amplified CsCl DNA was digested with Hind III
and ligated into pBluescript (Stratagene, Australia) as described by Davis, R.E. et al
(1997). Before ligation, PCR products were purified using a PCR purification kit
(Qiagen, Australia). Unsubtracted and subtracted PCR products were ‘A-tailed’
before ligation by mixing purified product with 1 × PCR buffer, 0.2 mM dATP and
10 U Taq DNA polymerase (Geneworks, Australia). A-tailed subtracted and
unsubtracted PCR products were ligated into the pGEMT-Easy vector (Promega,
Australia) according to the manufacturer’s instructions as described by Tran-Nguyen
et al. (2000) except Escherichia coli XL1 Blue cells were used. Twenty colonies
from each library were screened for inserts by PCR using universal forward (5’-GTA
AAA CGA CGG CCA GT- 3’) and reverse (5’-AAC AGC TAT GAC CAT G- 3’)
M13 primers. PCR conditions were denaturation at 95°C for 1 min, annealing at
55°C for 1 min and extension at 72°C for 2 min for 35 cycles. PCR-negative clones
were those that did not contain an insert. Ten positive clones were further purified
and sequenced in both directions using the ABI Big Dye Terminator Kit (Australian
Genome Research Facility, (AGRF), Brisbane, QLD) and analysed at the AGRF.
Sequences were assembled using AssemblyLIGN (Eastman Kodak, USA) and
homologous sequences were identified from the GenBank database using the
National

Center

for

Biotechnology Information (NCBI)

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/) (Altschul et al., 1997).
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BlastX

network

3.2.6. Southern blot analysis
All SSH and MOS samples were separated by electrophoresis on a 1 %
agarose gel for 1 hr at 80 V and DNA transferred to a nylon membrane (Sambrook
and Russell, 2001). Southern hybridisations were performed using digoxigenin
labelled DNA probes (Davis, R.I. et al., 1997). After hybridisation filters were
washed twice with 2 × SSC, 0.1 % sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) for 5 min at room
temperature and twice with 0.1 × SSC, 0.1 % SDS at 50-55°C for 30 min. The blots
were hybridised and washed at 50°C and exposed to film. DIG probes of Hae IIIdigested phytoplasma and healthy strawberry genomic CsCl purified DNA were
synthesized using DIG High Prime kit (Roche Diagnostics, Australia) according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. A PCR-DIG labelled ‘Ca. P. australiense’ tuf gene
was prepared using the DIG-PCR labelling kit (Roche Diagnostics, Australia)
following the manufacturer’s instructions and the primers f/r MLO (Schneider et al.,
1995b). PCR conditions were denaturation at 95°C followed by 35 cycles of
denaturation at 95°C for 1 min, annealing at 50°C for 1 min and extension at 72°C
for 1.5 min. SSH and MOS inserts were labelled individually using forward and
reverse M13 primers. PCR conditions were similar to those described above and
cocktail probes were made by combining equal volumes of SSH and MOS labelled
products.

3.3. Results
3.3.1. Cesium chloride purified ‘Ca. P. australiense’ DNA
Phytoplasma DNA enrichment using the CsCl method required three
sequential centrifugations (Fig. 3.1). DNA quantity was estimated using known
concentrations of lambda DNA by horizontal gel electrophoresis. From 30 g of
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starting material, 20 µg of CsCl purified phytoplasma DNA was recovered. Two
smaller bands of approximately 4.1 and 6 kb were observed below the high
molecular weight chromosomal band (data not shown). These two bands were
subjected to two-dimensional electrophoresis and shown to be extrachromosomal
(Schneider et al., 1997).

Figure 3.1. Cesium chloride bisbenzimide buoyant centrifugation of ‘Ca. P.
australiense’. The locations of host and phytoplasma bands in healthy (H) and
diseased (D) samples are shown in each centrifugation spin.

3.3.2. Rolling circle amplification of purified CsCl DNA
In each rolling circle amplification reaction, 10 ng per µl of CsCl purified
‘Ca. P. australiense’ DNA was amplified on average to one microgram although this
was quite variable between reactions. A large portion of DNA was >15 kb as
measured against control λ DNA of the same high molecular weight (data not
shown).
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3.3.3. Suppression subtractive hybridisation of ‘Ca. P. australiense’
Different hybridisation temperatures (55 to 70°C) were used to optimise the
subtraction of eukaryotic host DNA from prokaryotic DNA. Based upon gel
electrophoresis of nested PCR products, 65°C was found to produce the best possible
results as higher temperatures resulted in faint PCR products. Researchers working
with mycoplasmas (Detter et al., 2002) used a lower hybridisation temperature of
55°C to accommodate the lower G + C % content. Following nested PCR there were
no differences in DNA gel electrophoresis banding patterns observed between the
subtracted and unsubtracted ‘Ca. P. australiense’ samples. This suggests the presence
of redundant sequences that are similar between plant and phytoplasma DNA. To
overcome the problem of possible amplification of ‘false positive’ clones, mirror
orientation selection was used to decrease the level of background false positives
(Fig. 3.2). MOS relies on the fact that after PCR, background clones have one
orientation relative to adaptor sequences while the target phytoplasma DNA is
represented by both sequence orientations. Removal of an adaptor i.e. B (Fig. 3.2)
results in some hybrids containing adaptor A at both termini. These are formed by
hybridisation of molecules with mirror orientation of adaptors A and B, hence
derived from the phytoplasma fraction. By using primers that correspond to adaptor
A, following PCR, only molecules containing adaptor A at both termini are
amplified, therefore, providing an enrichment of target phytoplasma sequences in the
mixture.
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Figure 3.2. Pictorial representation of mirror orientation selection modified from
Rebrikov et al. 2000 with authors permission.

Following MOS, based on visualisation of DNA bands on an agarose gel, the
pattern was slightly different between subtracted (Fig. 3.3a; lane 1) and MOS sample
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with A2R adaptor removed (Fig. 3.3a; lane 3). Southern hybridisation with digested
‘Ca. P. australiense’ DIG labelled probe hybridised to samples in lanes 2-6, with
additional bands (400 and 500 bp) observed that were not apparent on the agarose gel
(Fig. 3.3b; lane 3). CsCl ‘Ca. P. australiense’ also hybridised to healthy strawberry
DNA (Fig. 3.3b; lane 6) indicating that it contained low levels of host DNA.
Digested healthy strawberry plant DIG labelled probe hybridised faintly to ‘Ca. P.
australiense’ CsCl DNA (Fig. 3.3c; lane 5) and to healthy strawberry DNA (Fig 3.3c;
lane 6). No hybridisation signals were detected in unsubtracted, subtracted and MOS
samples (Fig. 3.3c; lanes 1-4).

Figure 3.3. Agarose gel electrophoresis (a) and Southern hybridisation of
suppression subtracted ‘Ca. P. australiense’ PCR products using DIG labelled probes
(b) digested ‘Ca. P. australiense’ and (c) digested strawberry DNA. In each gel, lane
1 is subtracted ‘Ca. P. australiense’ DNA, lane 2 is subtracted ‘Ca. P. australiense’
MOS with A1 adaptor removed, lane 3 is subtracted ‘Ca. P. australiense’ MOS with
A2R adaptor removed, lane 4 is unsubstracted ‘Ca. P. australiense’ DNA, lane 5 is
digested ‘Ca. P. australiense’ DNA and lane 6 is digested healthy strawberry DNA.
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3.3.4. ‘Ca. P. australiense’ libraries and sequence analysis
Five ‘Ca. P. australiense’ (CsCl DNA, rolling circle amplified CsCl DNA,
unsubtracted, subtracted and MOS PCR product) plasmid libraries were constructed
and 20 white colonies from each library were screened for clones containing inserts.
For plasmid libraries derived from PCR products i.e. subtracted, unsubtracted and
MOS, 95-100 % of clones contained inserts, while the CsCl RCA Hind III library
had 50 % of clones with inserts. The average size of inserts for all five libraries was
1 kb. Plasmid DNA from ten clones per library were selected and sequenced.
Nucleotide sequences were compared against the NCBI database. Ninety percent of
clones from the CsCl Hind III library contained phytoplasma genomic DNA showing
matches with Ca. Phytoplasma asteris Onion Yellows strain (GenBank Accession
number AP006628) (data not shown) (Fig. 3.4). Sixty percent of clones from the
CsCl RCA Hind III library contained inserts of phytoplasma origin (Fig. 3.4). All
libraries where the DNA source was manipulated using SSH and MOS methods
showed a high percentage (80-100 %) of clones containing extrachromosomal
phytoplasma DNA (Fig. 3.4). Sequence analyses of clones derived from SSH and
MOS libraries were most similar with the Onion Yellows phytoplasma
extrachromosomal Rep gene (GenBank Accession number AB061723) (data not
shown).
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Figure 3.4. Schematic diagram detailing procedures and libraries constructed in this study. The percentage of clones containing either genomic
phytoplasma DNA, plant host DNA or eDNA are provided. Eukaryotic and other prokaryotic DNA included fruit fly and Myxococcus xanthus,
respectively.

3.4. Discussion
The primary consideration for sequencing an uncultivable, low titre plant
pathogen is obtaining sufficient quantities of DNA with a high phytoplasma to host
DNA ratio. We used conventional enrichment procedures in combination with rolling
circle amplification (RCA) and suppression subtractive hybridisation (SSH) to
amplify the DNA and compared the ratio of phytoplasma:host chromosomal and
extrachromosomal DNA.

We sought a strategy to obtain enriched phytoplasma DNA with minimal host
plant DNA contamination to reduce sequencing costs. A range of techniques are
routinely used to purify and clone phytoplasma DNA for analysis. These include CsCl
bisbenzimide density gradient centrifugation (Kollar and Seemüller, 1989; Sears et
al., 1989; Kollar et al., 1990), random-amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD)
procedures (Chen and Chen, 1995), pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) (Liefting
and Kirkpatrick, 2003), genomic DNA extraction from insect vector saliva (Melamed
et al., 2003) and PCR-mediated whole genome amplification (Garcia-Chapa et al.,
2004). Genome sequencing projects largely rely on PFGE purification of phytoplasma
chromosomes (Firrao et al., 1996; Liefting and Kirkpatrick, 2003; Garcia-Chapa et
al., 2004). Even with this approach, mitochondrial and host cell debris are co-purified
with phytoplasma genomic DNA (Lim and Sears, 1991). Using this method, the entire
phytoplasma chromosome is excised from the gel and purified, however these
manipulations usually resulted in very low yields and subsequent cloning
inefficiencies (Firrao et al., 1996; Liefting and Kirkpatrick, 2003; Garcia-Chapa et al.,
2004). We successfully used PFGE to visualise and size estimate the chromosome of
‘Ca. P. australiense’, but the DNA extracted from the excised gel band were in such
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low concentrations that it could not be cloned (data not shown). As a result we
searched for alternative strategies to obtain sufficient quantities of DNA with a high
ratio of phytoplasma:host.

We investigated combining conventional enrichment strategies such as CsCl
centrifugation with RCA and SSH to obtain high levels of phytoplasma:host DNA in
preparation for a genome-sequencing project. Some limitations were obtaining
enough purified DNA of sufficient quality for sequencing, maintaining a viable source
of ‘Ca. P. australiense’ in planta and obtaining sufficient quality and quantity of DNA
from individual field samples to ensure only one phytoplasma strain is used in
genome studies.

In the past, CsCl centrifugation was shown to be an efficient means to enrich
phytoplasma DNA where, after one single centrifugation step, the enriched
phytoplasma fraction was found to contain 20 % phytoplasma to 80 % plant DNA
(Garcia-Chapa et al., 2004). The phytoplasma fraction was subsequently subjected to
PCR-mediated whole genome amplification. Ninety percent of clone fragments were
found to be phytoplasma. However, this method was not suitable for cloning an entire
genome as sections of the genome would be under-represented in the constructed
library. This occurred because the enzyme used in this technique had an AT-rich
recognition sequence thus limiting the amplification and cloning to AT rich areas of
the genome and under-representing GC regions. PCR-mediated whole genome
amplification is best suited for genome-wide comparisons between different
phytoplasma strains (Garcia-Chapa et al., 2004).
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Another strategy was to use SSH to identify DNA fragments present in one
organism (tester) and absent in another (driver). This technique has been successfully
applied to prokaryotic systems (Akopyants et al., 1998; Marenda et al., 2004). In
most cases, the SSH was used to subtract one prokaryotic species from another but the
first report of eukaryotic (plant) subtraction from prokaryotic phytoplasma Stolbur PO
strain was in 2002 (Arnaud et al., 2002). This was extended to include double SSH
(Cimerman et al., 2006), where phytoplasma DNA was enriched from less than 0.1 %
of total plant DNA to 50 % using SSH and to 100 % enrichment using double SSH
(Cimerman et al., 2006). Theoretically, genome representations in random libraries
are based upon genome size, the insert size and the number of clones. SSH limitations
included restriction of insert sizes of 0.1 to 2 kb, thus fragments greater than 2 kb
would not be represented in an SSH library. Stolbur PO phytoplasma SSH libraries
had insert redundancy demonstrating that PCR preferentially amplified certain
sections of the genome, thus limiting the randomness of genome libraries (Cimerman
et al., 2006).

Ideally DNA sources of genome studies should originate from either in planta
sources that are readily available or from an individual sample containing a single
phytoplasma strain. In planta sources are maintained by serial grafting or insect
transmission. However, field samples must be tested to ensure multiple strains do not
coexist in the host. We used a single strawberry sample for genomic studies and
PFGE and southern hybridisation were used to determine whether this plant contained
isolates with different sized genomes. There was no indication of multiple
chromosomes so the plant was used as a source of DNA for ‘Ca. P. australiense’
genome analysis. Our strategy involved purifying ‘Ca. P. australiense’ by CsCl
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centrifugation followed by RCA and finally subtracting the host DNA from the
phytoplasma DNA by SSH. The plasmid libraries derived from Hind III-digested
CsCl DNA, RCA Hind III-digested CsCl DNA, unsubtracted, subtracted and mirror
orientation selection (MOS) SSH PCR products were analysed to determine the
phytoplasma:host ratios of clones. The efficiency of cloning, determined by the
number of clones that contained an insert, was relatively high for libraries from
unsubtracted, subtracted and MOS SSH PCR products and the lowest achieved from
Hind III-digested RCA CsCl DNA. Based on sequence data, 90 % of clones obtained
from CsCl DNA contained phytoplasma DNA compared with 60 % from RCA CsCl
DNA. None of the clones that were screened contained plant DNA. Ten percent of
clones from the RCA CsCl DNA library were extrachromosomal in origin. In
contrast, libraries constructed from DNA subjected to SSH had an overwhelming bias
towards eDNA with the percentage of clones containing phytoplasma DNA ranging
from 0-20 % and those containing eDNA inserts were 80-100 %.

In summary, we sought a strategy to purify and clone phytoplasma DNA
utilising conventional and new techniques in preparation for a genome-sequencing
project. PFGE purified DNA is the best source of DNA for genome sequencing and
results in minimal host plant contamination because it is the only method that can be
used to physically separate an entire phytoplasma chromosome from host DNA
(Marcone and Seemüller, 2001). This method relies on large amounts of diseased
plant material and high concentrations of DNA after excision from the gel and
purification. PFGE was used to estimate the chromosome size but the concentrated
DNA extracted from the excised gel band was too low for further manipulations. We
found that CsCl centrifugation was a suitable method to enrich phytoplasma genomic
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DNA for cloning manipulations and useful for genome sequencing because the ratio
of phytoplasma:host DNA was high. However, host DNA contamination was still
evident so this needs to be accommodated when planning genome analysis. RCA is a
useful method for amplifying circular genomes with the resulting amplified DNA
being a representative of the original genome (Detter et al., 2002). We found that in
the presence of extrachromosomal DNA (eDNA), the amplified DNA not only
contained genomic DNA but also high levels of extrachromosomal DNA. This
suggests that the usefulness of RCA for genome analysis relies on the DNA source to
contain only genomic DNA and no extrachromosomal DNA.

The original aim to subtract host plant DNA from enriched phytoplasma DNA
was not achieved because all the clones that were screened contained eDNA and not
phytoplasma genomic DNA. We found that further manipulations of RCA CsCl DNA
by SSH and MOS resulted in exponential amplification of plasmid DNA.
Phytoplasma enrichment using SSH was successfully shown with the Stolbur PO
phytoplasma strain (Cimerman et al., 2006), but the absence or presence of eDNA
was not reported. Our SSH results implied that in the presence of eDNA in the
original DNA source, manipulations would result in a bias towards amplifying eDNA.

The quality of CsCl and RCA CsCl Hind III-digested libraries were relatively
high with a large percentage of clones containing phytoplasma DNA. This approach
could be used for a whole genome-sequencing project or a small-scale random clone
phytoplasma library. Although we were unable to proceed further with the SSH
libraries, the clones enabled us to further characterise the ‘Ca. P. australiense’ 3.7 kb
plasmid (Tran-Nguyen and Gibb, 2006).
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Chapter Four

Comparative genome analysis of ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma
australiense’ and ‘Ca. P. asteris’ strains OY-M and AY-WB

Parts of this chapter are adapted from paper 1 (page iii) submitted to the ‘Journal
of Bacteriology’.

Tran-Nguyen. L.T.T., Kube, M., Schneider, B., Reinhardt, R. and Gibb. K.S.
(2008). Comparative genome analysis of ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma australiense’
subgroup tuf – Australia I; rp-A) and ‘Ca. P. asteris’ (strains OY-M and AY-WB).
Journal of Bacteriology. Accepted.

Parts of this chapter are adapted from paper 2 (page iii) published in the ‘Bulletin
of Insectology”.

Tran-Nguyen. L.T.T.. Kube, M., Schneider, B., Reinhardt, R. and Gibb. K.S.
(2007). An overview of the genome sequence of ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma
australiense’ - Australian strain. Bulletin of Insectology 60(2): 111-112.

4.1. Introduction
Phytoplasmas are bacterial plant pathogens in the class Mollicutes that are
associated with over 1000 plant diseases worldwide (Seemüller et al., 1998; Lee et
al., 2000). Phytoplasmas have genomes between 530 and 1,200 kb, no outer cellwall, a G + C content between 23 and 29 mol%, two rRNA operons, a low number of
tRNAs and a limited set of metabolic enzymes (Bové, 1997; Marcone et al., 1999;
Bai et al. 2006; Oshima et al., 2004). Comparative analysis of the 16S rRNA gene
revealed that phytoplasmas form a distinct clade within the class Mollicutes (Lim and
Sears, 1992; Gundersen et al., 1994; Schneider et al., 1995a). Within this class the
phytoplasmas are more closely related to the AAA (Asteroleplasma, Anaeroplasma
and Acholeplasma) clade rather than the SEM (Spiroplasma, Mycoplasma and
Entomoplasma) clade (Razin et al., 1998; Bai et al., 2004). Most Mollicutes
(including mycoplasmas and spiroplasmas) use UGA as a tryptophan codon in
addition to the standard UGG tryptophan codon. In contrast, acholeplasmas and
phytoplasmas use UGA as a stop codon (Lim and Sears 1992).

In 2004 the provisional genus status ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma’ was adopted
based on the rules and regulations outlined by Murray and Stackebrandt (1995).
Despite this fact the phytoplasmas remain poorly characterised. Their distinct
position is based on 16S rRNA sequence homology and other properties like host
range and vector specificity. Based on the ‘Candidatus’ criteria, 27 ‘Candidatus
Phytoplasma’

species

have

been

described

(Firrao

et

al.,

2005;

http://www.bacterio.cict.fr). In Australia, ‘Ca. P. australiense’, a member of the
16SrXII-B group, is widespread and associated with several diseases in economically
important crops. These diseases include Australian grapevine yellows (AGY;
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Padovan et al., 1995, 1996; Schneider et al., 1995b), papaya dieback (PDB; Liefting
et al., 1998), strawberry lethal yellows (SLY), strawberry green petal (SGP; Padovan
et al., 2000b) and pumpkin yellow leaf curl (PYLC; Streten et al., 2005a). In New
Zealand, ‘Ca. P. australiense’ is associated with several plant diseases including SLY
(Andersen et al., 1998a), phormium lethal yellows (PYL; Liefting et al., 1998),
Cordyline australis (cabbage tree) sudden decline (CSD; Andersen et al., 2001) and
coprosma lethal decline (CLD; Andersen et al., 2001).

Sequence analysis based on the 16S rRNA gene showed that phytoplasmas
associated with AGY, SGP, SLY, PDB and PYL diseases shared 99.6-99.8%
sequence homology (Padovan et al., 2000b). Streten and Gibb (2005b) showed that
the ‘Ca. P. australiense’ strain could be differentiated into subgroups based upon
differences in the tuf gene and ribosomal protein encoding (rp) genes. The subgroups
were referred to as 16SrXII-B tuf- Australia I, rp-A; tuf- New Zealand I, rp-B; tufNew Zealand II and rp-C. Diversity within ‘Ca. P. australiense’ was also observed
by Andersen et al., (2006), where three distinct clades were identified.

Mollicutes are targets for genome sequencing projects due to their small
genomes and economic importance in plant and animal diseases. Mycoplasma
genitalium was the first mollicute and second bacterium to be fully sequenced
(Fraser et al., 1995). Whole genome projects provide insight into the organism’s
biology such as the minimal gene set for survival, nutritional requirements, energy
metabolism, pathogenicity factors and finally to understand host-pathogen
interactions (Firrao et al., 2007).
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To

date,

17

mollicute

genomes

have

been

fully

sequenced

(http://cbi.labri.fr/outils/molligen/home.php) including two phytoplasmas, ‘Ca. P.
asteris’ strains onion yellows mutant (OY-M; Oshima et al., 2004) and aster yellows
witches’ broom (AY-WB; Bai et al., 2006). Information derived from the two
phytoplasma genomes include features such as reduced metabolic functions
compared to mycoplasmas, absence of the pentose phosphate cycle, no ATP synthase
subunits, repeated DNA organised in potential mobile units (Oshima et al., 2004; Bai
et al., 2006)

We report in this publication, the complete genome sequence of ‘Candidatus
Phytoplasma australiense’ (subgroup tuf – Australia I; rp-A) and comparative
analysis with the two ‘Ca. P. asteris’ strains, members of the Mollicute family and
other bacteria.

4.2. Materials and Methods
4.2.1. Source of plants
‘Ca. P. australiense’ was transmitted from Gomphocarpus physocarpus
(Cottonbush) QLD, Australia to periwinkle by grafting. The phytoplasma strain was
maintained in an insect-proof glasshouse in periwinkle by periodic grafting. The
transmitted phytoplasma strain was confirmed by PCR, using specific primers
(fMLO1 and rMLO1), that amplifies the phytoplasma elongation factor (tuf) gene
(Schneider et al., 1997).
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4.2.2. Chromosome preparation and pulsed field gel electrophoresis
Chromosomal ‘Ca. P. australiense’ DNA was prepared as described by
Neimark & Kirkpatrick (1993) with modifications as described by Padovan et al.,
(2000a). Instead of midribs, periwinkle flowers were identified as a sustainable
source for phytoplasma enrichment. Agarose plugs containing the phytoplasma DNA
were arranged in stacks and separated by pulse-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) in a
1% gel using the CHEF DRIII (Bio-Rad, München, Germany) with the following
parameters: 6V/cm, switch time 20-100s, 1 x TAE, 14°C for 24h. Yeast
chromosomes (New England Biolabs, Frankfurt, Germany) were used as a molecular
size marker.

4.2.3. Library construction
The unstained chromosomal DNA was electro-eluted from the excised PFGE
agarose slice and concentrated by ethanol precipitation using glycogen as a carrier.
Two shotgun libraries with average insert sizes of 1.5 and 3.5 kb were generated
from sonicated DNA. Sheared DNA fragments were blunt-ended or flushed with T4
and Klenow polymerase (New England Biolabs, Frankfurt, Germany) and ligated
into vector pUC19 (Fermentas, St. Leon-Rot, Germany). The recombinant plasmids
were electroporated into E. coli strain DH10B (Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany).
Plasmids were isolated from the clones, and sequenced using ABI3730XL capillary
sequencer systems (Applied Biosystems, Darmstadt, Germany). Additionally, a
fosmid library was constructed (pCC1FOS, Epicentre Biotechnologies, Hess.
Oldendorf, Germany) using the manufacturer’s instructions.
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4.2.4. Sequence assembly and genome annotation
Sequences

were

assembled

using

Phrap

(http://www.genome.bnl.gov/Software/UW/) and the Consed package (version
14.00). Gaps and regions of poor sequence quality were improved by resequencing,
primer walking and long-range PCR. The total sequence data showed a 14-fold
coverage and high sequence quality with only one error in 100,000 bases.

Glimmer 2.0 was used to predict open reading frames (ORFs) in the finished
sequence (Delcher et al., 1999). ORF predictions were manually adjusted using
ARTEMIS (Rutherford et al., 2000) and FlipORF (BioManager, Entigen
Corporation, http://www.entigen.com). Similarity searches were carried out using
BLASTP (Altschul et al., 1997) against the UniProt database. Functional
assignments were determined using the INTERPRO system (Apweiler et al., 2001).
The results were entered in the web-based platform HTGA (High Throughput
Genome Annotation) (Rabus et al., 2002) and used for final annotation. tRNA genes
were

identified

by

the

algorithm

described

at

http://www.genetics.wustl.edu/eddy/tRNAscan-SE/ (Lowe and Eddy, 1997).

4.2.5. Comparative genome analysis
‘Ca. P. australiense’ metabolic pathways were reconstructed using the Kyoto
Encyclopedia

of

Genes

and

Genomes

(KEGG)

database

(http://www.genome.jp/kegg/). Membrane transporters were determined using
TransportDB (http://www.membranetransport.org/) and insertion sequences were
identified

using

the

IS
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Finder

(http://www-

is.biotoul.fr/index.html?is_special_name=ISRso11). Multiple sequence alignments of
related amino acids were performed using ClustalW (accurate) (Thompson et al.,
1994) and displayed using PrettyBox (GCG package 1998). Phylogeny of phage
integrase proteins was estimated using the general bootstrapping tool ‘Seqboot’ in
which 100 replicate data sets were generated. The bootstrapped set of phylogenetic
trees was generated by parsimony using the program ‘ProtPars’. A consensus tree
was generated using the majority-rule consensus tree method (Felsenstein, 1989) and
viewed

using

TreeView

(http://taxonomy.zoology.gla.ac.uk/rod/treeview.html).

Comparative genome analysis of ‘Ca. P. australiense’, ‘Ca. P. asteris’ (strains OY-M
GenBank Accession number AP006628 and AYWB GenBank Accession number
CP000061) and Mollicutes (Mycoplasma capricolum subsp. capricolum GenBank
Accession number CP000123; M. mycoides subsp. mycoides SC GenBank Accession
number BX293980; Ureaplasma parvum GenBank Accession number AF222894;
M. penetrans HF-2 GenBank Accession number BA000026; M. gallisepticum strain
R GenBank Accession number AE015450; M. pneumoniae M129 GenBank
Accession number U00089; M. genitalium G37 Genbank Accession number L43967;
M. mobile 163K GenBank Accession number AE017308; M. hyopneumoniae 232
GenBank Accession number AE017332; M. pulmonis UAB CTIP GenBank
Accession number AL445566 and M. synoviae
AE017245)

was

conducted

using

the

GenBank Accession number
Molligen

2.0

database

(http://cbi.labri.fr/outils/molligen/home.php). Data derived from the KEGG database
were used for comparative genome analysis of Leifsonia xyli subsp. xyli CTCB07
GenBank Accession number NC_006087, Bacillus subtilis GenBank Accession
number NC_000964, Buchnera aphidicola Cinara cedri GenBank Accession number
CP000263 and ‘Ca. P. australiense’.
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The ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma australiense’ chromosome sequence was
deposited in the GenBank, EMBL, and DDBJ nucleotide sequence databases under
the accession number AM422018.

4.3. Results
4.3.1. ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma australiense’ chromosome
Genome features
The ‘Ca. P. australiense’ genome comprises of one circular chromosome of
879 324 bp, a G + C content of 27% (Fig. 4.1; Appendix I; Appendix II) and a 3.7 kb
plasmid (Tran-Nguyen and Gibb, 2006). The chromosome contained two rRNA
operons, 35 tRNAs (one pseudo tRNA), two miscellaneous RNA genes (ribonuclease
P RNA and transfer messenger RNA) and 839 predicted open reading frames (ORFs)
with a minimal size of 30 amino acid residues (Table 4.1; Fig. 4.1; Tran-Nguyen et
al., 2007). Five hundred and two protein-coding genes were assigned function and a
total of 337 genes were hypothetical proteins with unknown function (Table 4.1). In
agreement with ‘Ca. P. asteris’ strains OY-M (Oshima et al., 2004) and AY-WB (Bai
et al., 2006), UGA was also used as a stop codon for ORF prediction.
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Figure 4.1 (over page). Genome map of the 879 324 bp circular chromosome of
‘Candidatus P. australiense’. Rings from the outside to inside are as follows; ring 1,
predicted ORFs on the sense strand; ring 2, predicted ORFs on the antisense strand;
ring 3, fragmented genes on the sense strand; ring 4, fragmented genes on the
antisense strand; ring 5, locations of rRNA genes in brown, tRNA genes in grey and
miscellaneous RNAs in black; ring 6, potential mobile DNA units on the sense
strand; ring 7, potential mobile DNA units on the antisense strand.
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778
35
2

Average length of protein-coding genes (bp)
No. of tRNA genes
No. of rRNA operons

84

839

Total number of genes

1 = Onion Yellows mutant strain phytoplasma (Oshima et al., 2004)
2 = Aster Yellows Witches' Broom phytoplasma (Bai et al., 2006)

446
51
257

502
214
123

785
32
2

754

73

OY-M¹
860,631
28
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‘Ca. P. australiense’
879,324
27

Protein-coding regions (%)
No. of protein-coding genes with assigned
function
No. of conserved hypothetical genes
No. of hypothetical genes

Feature
Length (bp)
G + C content (%)

779
31
2

671

450
149
72

72

AY-WB²
706,569
27

Table 4.1. General features of the three fully sequenced phytoplasma chromosomes (‘Ca. P. australiense’, OY-M and AY-WB).

4.3.2. Potential mobile DNA
Of the 839 predicted ORFs, 202 (24% of the genome) ORFs covering 147
146 bp of the chromosome were present as multiple copies and comprised 58 paralog
groups throughout the genome. One hundred and forty three ORFs (12.1 % of the
genome) covering 106 682 bp of the chromosome were organised in gene clusters
referred to as potential mobile DNA units (PMU) based on the presence of phage
integrases and other genes such as those encoding for himA (DNA-binding protein
HU) and those involved in replication and repair. Six PMUs were identified (Fig 4.1,
ring 6 and 7; Table 4.2).

Mobile unit group one at 46 215 bp was the largest of the potential mobile
DNA units and was repeated five times throughout the genome. All genes encoded in
this mobile group were involved in DNA replication, recombination and repair
(replicative DNA helicase, DNA-binding protein HU and phage integrase);
nucleotide

transport

and

metabolism

(thymidylate

kinase

and

IMP

dehydrogenase/GMP reductase); translation, ribosomal structure and biogenesis (N6
adenine specific DNA methylase). Some of the genes listed in Table 4.2 as part of
the identified PMUs were also located elsewhere on the genome. However, gap
analysis and sequence alignments showed that their nucleotide sequences were
different from those clustered in mobile units. Generally, paralog genes within PMUs
were 99-100% similar with each other and only 50% similar to genes that were not
clustered in PMUs i.e. single stranded binding DNA (ssb, CAM11486), DNA
primase (dnaG, CAM11948) and DNA-binding protein HU (huP, CAM12017).
Some genes encoded in the PMUs were fragmented. We also found clusters that
resembled PMUs. These derivatives contained fragmented ORFs similar to those
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DNA-binding protein HU
N6 adenine specific DNA methylase
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
IMP dehydrogenase/GMP reductase
Conserved hypothetical protein
Phage integrase
Phage integrase
Methyltransferase
Type I restriction modification enzyme
DNA primase
Replicative DNA helicase
Thymidylate kinase (viral)
N6 adenine specific DNA methylase
Phage related protein (endonuclease)
Conserved hypothetical protein
Bacterial nucleoid DNA binding protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
ATPase
Total base pairs

DNA directed RNA polymerase specialised
sigma subunit
Single stranded DNA binding of phage
Replicative DNA helicase of prophage
Conserved hypothetical protein
Thymidylate kinase
Conserved hypothetical protein (extracellular)*

Annotation

8622

46215
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11403
11401
11398

11405
11404

11406

11407

11408

PMU 2

11375;11531;11563;11709
11377;11533;11565;11711;11766
11378;11534;11566;11712;11767
11380;11535;11567;11713;11768
11381;11536;11568;11714;11769
11382;11537;11569;11715;11770
11383;11538;11570;11716;11771
11384;11539;11571;11717;11776
11389;11541;11574;11719;11777

11372;11528;11560;11706;11763
11373;11529;11561;11707;11764
11374;11530;11562;11708;11765

PMU 1 (repeated 5 times on
genome)

4671

11651
11652
11661
11660
11659
11658
11656
11655

PMU 3

Table 4.2. ‘Ca. Phytoplasma australiense’ potential mobile DNA units and protein ids (CAM).

30776

11743;12057;12124
11742;12058;12125
11761;12066;12143
11760;12067;12142
11759;12069;12141
11758;12070;12140
11756;12072;12138
11755;12073;12137
11754;12074;12136
11753;12075;12135
11752;12076;12134
11751;12077;12133
11743;12057;12124
11742;12058;12125

PMU 4 (repeated 3 times
on genome)

16398

11625;11686
11626;11687
11628;11690
11635;11695
11636;11696
11639;11700
11662;11734
11663;11733
11664;11732
11665;11731
11670;11726
11671;11725
11674;11721

PMU 5 (repeated 2 times
on genome)

encoded in PMUs. The ‘Ca. P. australiense’ genome contained multiple copies of
many genes, indicating gene duplication but it also contained 159 ORFs (19% of the
genome) of fragmented genes (Fig. 4.1, ring 3 and 4).

The genome encoded 39 copies of a phage integrase gene and of those, 29
were fragmented genes. A multiple amino acid residue alignment of full-length ‘Ca.
P. australiense’ phage integrase proteins, transposases identified from other
phytoplasmas and insertion sequences from members of the IS3 family, identified a
conserved DDE motif (Fig. 4.2). This acidic amino acid triad (DDE; aspartic acid,
aspartic acid and glutamic acid) is present in enzymes involved in transposition
reactions. The inverted repeats (IR) usually flanking IS-elements could not be
identified in ‘Ca. P. australiense’.

Figure 4.2. Multiple amino acid alignment of phage integrases and transposases
from phytoplasmas and other members of the IS3 family. Abbreviations are CAM‘Ca. P. austaliense’ protein IDs; AYWB- aster yellows witches broom protein IDs;
PAM- onion yellows mutant strain protein IDs; AY364444- Phytoplasma sp. AY1;
AY497459- Catharanthus roseus strain AY1; AY497461- New Jersey aster yellows
strain NJAY48; AY739450- AY HyPH strain; AY497466- chrysanthemum yellows
CHRY strain; AY739447- AY strain STRAWB2; AY497467- maize bushy stunt
MBS; P19769- E. coli IS150; U09558- Lactobacillus johnsonii IS1223; X02311- E.
coli IS3; U03772- Acinetobacter sp. IS1236; M34841- Mycoplasma incognitus
ISMil; X94452- Yersinia enterocolitica IS1400; U61140- M. mycoides subsp.
Mycoides IS1296; L09108- Pseudomonas cepacia IS401; L23843- Streptococcus
mutans IS199.
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Phylogenetic analysis of the deduced amino acid sequences of ‘Ca. P.
australiense’ phage integrases, transposases from other phytoplasmas and members
of the IS3 family revealed that the ‘Ca. P. australiense’ ORF (CAM11461) was
closely related to transposases from other phytoplasmas but the remaining full-length
phage integrase IS-like elements formed two distinct clusters within the IS
phylogenetic tree (data not shown). BlastX similarity searches showed that 20/39 of
the phage integrases were similar to bacteriophages from Lactobacillus casei
(TrEMBL accession number Q6J1X2); Escherichia coli (TrEMBL accession number
Q6H9S3, Q8X555; Q7Y2I6 and Q6H9S6) and Shigella flexneri (TrEMBL accession
number Q716C2).

4.3.3. Phytoplasma metabolic pathways
Carbohydrate metabolism
The ‘Ca. P. australiense’ genome lacked genes for aminosugars, nucleotide
sugars, glyoxylate and dicarboxylate biosynthesis, but it encoded 13 genes involved
in the glycolytic pathway. All three phytoplasma genomes were missing complete
pathways for amino- and nucleotide sugars, glyoxylate and dicarboxylate
metabolism.

Energy and lipid metabolism
The ‘Ca. P. australiense’ genome encoded only one gene involved in
oxidative phosphorylation (inorganic pyrophosphatase). Although the ‘Ca. P.
australiense’ genome encoded genes for the acyl carrier protein and the fatty
acid/phospholipid synthesis protein involved in fatty acid biosynthesis, it only
encoded one gene (1-acyl-sn-glycerol-3-phosphate acyltransferase) for glycerolipid
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metabolism. All three phytoplasma genomes were missing complete pathways for
ATP synthesis, fatty acid metabolism and carbon dioxide fixation.

Amino acid metabolism
The ‘Ca. P. australiense’ genome lacked genes involved in the synthesis of
several essential amino acids. The genome encoded C-5 cytosine-specific DNA
methylase involved in methionine metabolism, cysteinyl-tRNA synthetase involved
in cysteine metabolism, methyltransferase and N6-adenine-specific methylase
involved in histidine, tyrosine and tryptophan metabolism. All three phytoplasma
genomes were missing complete pathways for phenylalanine metabolism, the urea
cycle and metabolism of amino groups, D-glutamine, D-glutamate, D-arginine, Dornithine, D-alanine and D-glutathione metabolism.

Cofactor and vitamin metabolism
The ‘Ca. P. australiense’ genome encoded genes such as thiamine
biosynthesis protein and intracellular protease/amidase involved in thiamine
metabolism;

riboflavin

kinase

involved

in

riboflavin

metabolism;

phosphopantetheinyl transferase (holo-ACP synthase) involved in pantethenate and
CoA biosynthesis; dihydrofolate reductase involved in folate biosynthesis but lacked
metabolic genes for metabolism of vitamin B6. Specific metabolic genes were also
identified for all three phytoplasmas (Table 4.3). The percentage of genes in each
functional category was analysed and found to be similar for all three phytoplasmas
(data not shown). A large percentage of genes for all three phytoplasmas were
involved in translation, membrane transport or carbohydrate metabolism with close
to 50% of protein-coding genes with unknown function.
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Phenylalanyl-tRNA synthase beta chain
Succinyl diaminopimelate desuccinylase
Cytosine-5-methyltransferase
Recombination recA
Riboflavin kinase
Dihydropteroate synthase
Pyridoxine kinase
2-amino-4-hydroxymethylhydropteridine pyrophosphokinase
Folylpolyglutamate synthase
Endoglucanase
Sucrose phosphorylase
Uridine kinase

Genes
Asparagine synthase
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Pathways
Amino acid/Energy metabolism
Amino acid
metabolism/Translation
Amino acid metabolism
Amino acid metabolism
Replication and repair
Cofactor and vitamin metabolism
Cofactor and vitamin metabolism
Cofactor and vitamin metabolism
Cofactor and vitamin metabolism
Cofactor and vitamin metabolism
Carbohydrate metabolism
Carbohydrate metabolism
Nucleotide metabolism
+
+
+
-

‘Ca. P.
australiense’
-

Table 4.3. Specific metabolic genes encoded by the ‘Ca. P. australiense’ and ‘Ca. P. asteris’ phytoplasma strains.

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

OY-M
+

+
+
+
+
+

AY-WB
+

Membrane transport
All three phytoplasma genomes also lacked genes encoding for type I and II
secretion pathways, the phosphoenolpyruvate-dependent phosphotransferase system
(PTS) involved in membrane transport and the two-component system involved in
signal transduction.

4.3.4. Comparative genomic analysis of phytoplasmas
Gene synteny
Whole genome alignment of the three phytoplasma genomes allowed insight
into gene synteny. Alignments between ‘Ca. P. australiense’ and AY-WB (Fig. 4.3a)
and OY-M (Fig. 4.3b) indicated small sections of gene synteny between the
genomes. The longest alignment (~62kb) was observed when ‘Ca. P. australiense’
genome was compared with AY-WB and OY-M (Fig. 4.3a and 4.3b; marked 1). This
region was defined by the norM gene at 629 134 bp in ‘Ca. P. australiense’
(CAM11967), 453 835 bp in AY-WB (AY_WB441) and 332 195 bp in OY-M
(PAM280) and the gpsA gene at 691 298 bp in ‘Ca. P. australiense’ (CAM12018),
507 182 bp in AY-WB (AY_WB480) and 269 418 bp in OY-M (PAM241). This
~62kb conserved gene order consisted of genes involved in replication and repair;
transcription and translation; membrane transport; protein export; nucleotide, amino
acid and lipid metabolism. The alignment of AY-WB and OY-M genomes (Fig. 4.3c)
had an X-shaped pattern indicating conserved gene order of the majority of AY-WB
and OY-M genes but in an inverted orientation. The area (Fig. 4.3c; marked 2) of
~250 kb was defined by the lplA gene at 423 992 bp in AY-WB (AY_WB412) and
354 087 bp in OY-M (PAM309) and the glnQ gene at 660 824 bp in AY-WB
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(AY_WB634) and 103 752 bp in OY-M (PAM079). The ~62 kb conserved section
for all three phytoplasmas was located within this ~250 kb region.

Transporters
All three phytoplasma genomes encoded a large number of membrane
transporters

responsible

for

amino

acid

uptake,

inorganic

ion

uptake,

dipeptide/oligopeptide uptake, spermidine/putrescine uptake, sugar uptake, multidrug
resistance as well as some unclassified transporters and other transporters such as
cation transport ATPases (Table 4.4). ‘Ca. P. australiense’ encoded the complete
ABC subfamily capable of importing methionine, cobalt, zinc/manganese,
dipeptide/oligopeptide, spermidine/putrescine and sugars. Signal peptides were
identified for three solute binding ‘Ca. P. australiense’ ABC transporters as well as
for some hypothetical proteins (data not shown).
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OY-M and (2) indicates the ~250kb region conserved between AY-WB and OY-M.

reproduced from Bai et al., 2006 with authors permission. (1) indicates ~62kb region conserved between ‘Ca. P. australiense’ and AY-WB or

and aster yellows witches broom (AY-WB), b) ‘Ca. P. australiense’ and onion yellows mutant strain (OY-M) and c) OY-M and AY-WB,

Figure 4.3. Whole genome alignment showing gene synteny based upon data from the Molligen database. Alignments of a) ‘Ca. P. australiense’

Solute-binding/periplasmic

Membrane/permease

Substrate and location
Amino acid uptake
ATP-binding
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D-methionine transport system ATP-binding protein
Methionine transport ATP-binding protein
Methionine transport ATP-binding protein
ABC-type glutamine transport system, ATP-binding protein
ABC-type polar amino acid transport sys, ATPase component
ABC-type amino acid transport system, ATPase component
ABC-type polar amino acid transport system, ATPase component
D-methionine transport system permease protein
ABC-type amino acid transport system, permease component
ABC-type amino acid transport system, permease component
ABC-type amino acid transport system (permease component)
Amino acid ABC transporter permease component
ABC-type amino acid transport system, permease component
ABC-type amino acid ABC transporter, permease component
ABC-type arginine transport system, permease component
ABC-type amino acid transport system, permease component
ABC-type amino acid transport system, permease and periplasmic
component
Amino acid transporter, amino acid-binding protein
Putative D-methionine transport system substrate-binding protein
ABC-type methionine transport system, periplasmic component
ABC-type amino acid transport system, solute-binding protein
ABC-type amino acid transport system, periplasmic component

metN (CAM11824)
metN (AYWB_589)
(AYWB_587)
glnQ (AYWB_634)
glnQ ((PAM79,488)
glnQ (CAM12109)
artP (AYWB_264)
metI (CAM11826)
artM (PAM77,456,464,487,490,494,588,639)
artM (AYWB_125,262)
artM (PSEUDO:CAM11348,CAM11349) fragment
artM (CAM11784)
artQ (AYWB_265)
glnP(AYWB_315)
(CAM11602)
(PAM78)

(AYWB_635)
mdoB (PAM641)
metQ (CAM11825)
nlpA (AYWB_588)
artI (AYWB_263)
artI (PAM457,489,495)

Product

Gene name

Table 4.4. Phytoplasma membrane transporters.

Dipeptide/Oligopeptide uptake
ATP-binding

Solute-binding/periplasmic

Membrane/permease

Substrate and location
Inorganic ion uptake
ATP-binding
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ABC-type dipeptide/oligopeptide transport system, ATPase component
ABC-type dipeptide/oligopeptide transport system, ATPase component
Dipeptide transport ATP-binding protein DppF
Dipeptide transport ATP-binding protein DppD
ABC-type dipeptide/oligopeptide transport system, ATPase component
ABC-type peptide/nickel transport system ATP-binding protein
ABC-type peptide/nickel transport system ATP-binding protein

Cobalt transport ATP-binding protein
ABC-type cobalt transport system, ATPase component
ABC-type Cobalt import ATP-binding protein CbiO 2
ABC-type Mn/Zn transport, ATPase component
ABC-type cobalt transport system, ATP- binding protein
ABC-type Mn/Zn transport system, ATP-binding protein
ABC-type Zn/Mn transport system, ATPase component
ABC-type cobalt transport protein CbiQ
ABC-type cobalt transport system, permease protein
ABC-type Mn/Zn transport, permease component
ABC-type Mn/Zn transport system, membrane protein
ABC-type Zn/Mn transport system, permease component
ABC-type Mn/Zn transport sys, periplasmic Mn/Zn binding protein
ABC-type Mn/Zn transport system, periplasmic Mn/Zn-binding protein
ABC-type Zn/Mn transport system periplasmic component/surface adhesion
ABC-type metal ion transport system, periplasmic component/surface antigen

cbiO (AYWB_14,540,541)
cbiO (PAM20)
cbiO2 (CAM11509,CAM11510)
znuC (PAM93)
cbiO1 (CAM11475)
mntA (AYWB_623)
znuC (CAM11816)
cbiQ (AYWB_15,539)
cbiQ (CAM11474,CAM11508)
znuB (PAM94)
mntB (AYWB_621,622)
znuB (CAM11817,CAM11818)
znuA (PAM92)
znuA (AYWB_624)
znuA (CAM11815)
(CAM11789)

dppD (PAM25,192)
dppF (PAM26)
dppF (AYWB_527)
dppD (AYWB_528)
oppF (CAM12052)
(CAM12087)
(CAM12088)

Product

Gene name

Table 4.4. Phytoplasma membrane transporters (cont).

Gene name
dppB (PAM22,190)
dppB (AYWB_530)
dppC (AYWB_531)
(CAM12091)
(CAM12092)
(CAM12089)
(CAM12090)
oppA (PAM191)

Spermidine/putrescine uptake
potA (AYWB_95)
ATP-binding
potA (CAM11470)
potA (PAM659)
potB (AYWB_94)
Membrane/permease
potB (PAM660)
potB (CAM11469)
potC (AYWB_93)
potC (PAM661)
potC (CAM11468)
potD (AYWB_92)
Solute-binding/periplasmic
potD (CAM11467)
potD (PAM662)
Sugar uptake
malK (PAM429,752)
ATP-binding
malK (AYWB_670)
malK (CAM11360)

Solute-binding/periplasmic

Substrate and location
Membrane/permease

Table 4.4. Phytoplasma membrane transporters (cont).
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ABC-type sugar transport systems, ATPase components
ABC-type maltose/maltodextrin transport system, ATP-binding protein MalK
ABC-type sugar transport system, ATPase component

ABC-type spermidine/putrescine transport, ATP-binding protein PotA
ABC-type spermidine/putrescine transport systems, ATPase component
ABC-type spermidine/putrescine transport systems, ATPase component
ABC-type spermidine/putrescine transport system, permease protein PotB
ABC-type spermidine/putrescine transport systems, permease component I
ABC-type spermidine/putrescine transport system, permease component I
ABC-type spermidine/putrescine transport system, permease protein PotC
ABC-type spermidine/putrescine transport systems, permease component II
ABC-type spermidine/putrescine transport system, permease component II
Spermidine/putrescine-binding protein
ABC-type spermidine/putrescine-binding periplasmic protein
Spermidine/putrescine-binding periplasmic protein

Product
ABC-type dipeptide/oliopeptide transport system, permease component
ABC-type dipeptide transport system, permease protein DppB
ABC-type dipeptide transport system, permease protein DppC
ABC-type peptide/nickel transport system permease protein
ABC-type peptide/nickel transport system permease protein
ABC-type peptide/nickel transport system substrate-binding protein
ABC-type peptide/nickel transport system substrate-binding protein
ABC-type dipeptide/oligopeptide transport system, periplasmic component

Uncharacterised

Solute-binding/periplasmic
Multidrug resistance
ATP-binding

Substrate and location
Membrane/permease
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ABC-type transport sys, involved in lipoprotein release, ATPase component
ABC transporter ATP-binding protein
Uncharacterised ABC-type transport system ATPase component
ABC-type uncharacterised transport sys, periplasmic component
ABC transporter, ATPase component
Putative transporter
Permease component of an uncharacterised ABC transporter
Putative ABC transporter subunit
ABC-type uncharacterized transport system, periplasmic component

Multidrug resistance ABC transporter ATP-binding and permease protein
Multidrug resistance ABC transporter ATP-binding and permease protein
ABC-type multidrug/protein/lipid transport sys, ATPase component
ABC-type multidrug/protein/lipid transport system, ATPase component

evbG/mdlB (AYWB_28)
evbH (AYWB_29)
mdlB (PAM59)
mdlB (CAM11449)

phnL (PAM96,599)
phnL (AYWB_135,619)
abc (PAM132)
nlpA (PAM97,133)
phnL (CAM11864)
(CAM11945)
(PAM134)
(CAM11450)
nlpA(PA454)

Product
ABC-type maltose transport system, permease protein MalG
Maltose transport system permease protein MalF
ABC-type sugar transport system, permease component
Sugar permease
Sugar transport system, permease protein
Sugar-binding periplasmic protein
Sugar transport system, permease protein
Sugar transport system substrate-binding protein, periplasmic component

Gene name
malG (AYWB_668)
malF (AYWB_669)
ugpA (PAM751)
ugpE (PAM750)
ugpE (CAM11358)
ugpB (PAM749)
ugpA (CAM11359)
ugpB (CAM11357)

Table 4.4. Phytoplasma membrane transporters (cont).

Substrate and location
Other transporters
Cation transport ATPase

Cation transport ATPase
Cation transport ATPase
Cation transport ATPase
Mg(2+) transport ATPase, P-type
Cation transport ATPase
Cation transport ATPase
Cation-transporting ATPase A, P type (ATPase, E1-E2 type)

mgtA (AYWB_18,469,533)
mgtA (PAM30,186,252,585)
mgtA (CAM11424,CAM12113,CAM12007)
mgtB (AYWB_242)
zntA (CAM11605)
zntA (PAM733)
(CAM11680)
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Product

Gene name

Table 4.4. Phytoplasma membrane transporters (cont).

4.3.5. Comparative genomic analysis of Mollicutes
A three-way genome comparison on the basis of homologous protein
sequences was used to determine a tax plot for all three phytoplasmas and ‘Ca. P.
australiense’ was used as the reference phytoplasma. Seventy-one ‘Ca. P.
australiense’ proteins had homologs in both the OY-M and AY-WB genomes, 454
proteins were similar to OY-M and 314 were similar to AY-WB. When compared to
Mycoplasma genitalium and M. gallisepticum on the basis of homologous protein
sequences, ‘Ca. P. australiense’ had 260 proteins similar to both Mycoplasma
species, with AY-WB (228) and OY-M (259). Comparative analysis of the three
phytoplasma genomes using multi proteome differential queries showed that each
phytoplasma shared a high number of homologous genes; 570 from ‘Ca.
Phytoplasma australiense’, 571 from OY-M and 505 from AY-WB (Fig. 4.4). The
majority of these homologous genes had assigned functions. The homologous genes
shared between the three phytoplasmas included those that were present in multiple
copies such as the DNA binding protein HU which had 11 copies in ‘Ca. P.
australiense’; 15 copies in OY-M and six copies in AY-WB. The number of
multicopy, single and fragmented genes differed between phytoplasmas for any
given homologous gene, therefore the total number of homologous genes shared
between phytoplasma genomes were not identical. The ‘Ca. P. australiense’ genome
encoded 38 genes homologous with OY-M, while OY-M shared 15 genes with ‘Ca.
P. australiense’, of these homologous genes none were found in AY-WB. For
example, the uncharacterised phage associated protein (gepA) had five copies in ‘Ca.
P. australiense’ and only one copy in OY-M. The ‘Ca. P. australiense’ and OY-M
specific genes included metabolic genes (Table 4.3) and mostly hypothetical proteins
with unknown function. Similar results were observed for homologous genes shared
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between ‘Ca. P. australiense’ and AY-WB (Table 4.3). The number of homologous
genes shared between the two ‘Ca. P. asteris’ strains were considerably higher, 79
genes from OY-M and 82 genes from AY-WB genes, and none of which were
encoded on the ‘Ca. P. australiense’ genome, therefore suggesting gene conservation
between the two closely related ‘Ca. P. asteris’ strains.

Figure 4.4. Comparative genome analysis of whole phytoplasma genomes. Based
upon data obtained from the KEGG and Molligen database. Abbreviations are AYWB#- aster yellows witches broom; OY-M^- onion yellows mutant strain; ‘Ca. P.
australiense’*- ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma australiense’ phytoplasma. Numbers
signify the number of genes that are homologous among phytoplasmas and specific
to each phytoplasma strain. Genes include single, multicopy and fragmented genes.
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‘Ca. P. australiense’ encoded the highest number of strain specific genes
(197) compared to OY-M (89) and AY-WB (68) (Fig. 4.4). Some ‘Ca. P.
australiense’ specific genes included sucrose phosphorylase (gtfA), cytosine specific
DNA methylase, leucyl aminopeptidase (pepA), metallophosphoesterase, riboflavin
kinase (ribF), regulatory protein (spxA), restriction endonuclease (rsrlR), Sadenosyl-methyltransferase (mraW) and regulation factor cAMP (fic). ‘Ca. P.
australiense’ pepA was similar to the proteins found in Rhizobium etli CFN 42 and
Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain C58.

The three phytoplasma genomes were compared with M. capricolum subsp.
capricolum, M. mycoides subsp. mycoides SC, M. penetrans, M. gallisepticum strain
R, M. pneumoniae, M. mobile 163K, M. hyopneumoniae 232, M. pulmonis, M.
synoviae and Ureaplasma urealyticum/parvum to determine how many phytoplasma
genes were conserved in their distant relatives. AY-WB shared the least number of
genes (175) with the other listed Mollicutes, compared with 202 in ‘Ca. P.
australiense’ and OY-M. ‘Ca. P. australiense’ encoded 184 genes that were not found
in the Mollicutes used in this comparison, while OY-M and AY-WB had 82 and 69
unique genes, respectively (data not shown). Most of the 184 genes were
hypothetical proteins of unknown function.

4.3.6. Comparative genomic analysis with other bacteria
Leifsonia xyli subsp. xyli (Lxx), B. subtilis and Buchnera aphidicola Cinara
cedri (B. aphidicola Cc) were included in the comparative analysis with
phytoplasmas to provide insight into similarities with other bacteria. The
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endosymbiontic bacteria, B. aphidicola Cc, has the smallest genome with 416 kb
followed by the genome of the xylem-limited Lxx genome with 2.5 Mb and the B.
subtilis genome with 4.2 Mb. Phytoplasmas, B. aphidicola Cc and B. subtilis
genomes had approximately 80% protein-coding regions compared to 70% found in
the Lxx genome. The G+C content of the B. aphidicola Cc genome is only 20%
compared to 27-28% in phytoplasmas and 43% in B. subtilis and 67% in Lxx.
Generally the percentage of genes assigned in Lxx and B. subtilis were double those
in phytoplasmas with the exception of genes that encoded for hypothetical proteins
of unknown function. In B. subtilis and the phytoplasmas, 52% of protein-coding
genes had unknown function. Surprisingly, only 35% of protein-coding genes in Lxx
were unknown (data not shown). Interestingly, phytoplasma genomes had double the
amount of genes involved in translation. The B. aphidicola Cc genome encoded 26%
of protein-coding genes involved in amino acid metabolism compared to only 4% in
phytoplamas and 10% in Lxx and B. subtilis. Ten percent of B. subtilis proteincoding genes are responsible for membrane transport, which is double the number for
Lxx and phytoplasmas. B. aphidicola Cc genome encoded very few genes for
membrane transport (data not shown).

4.4. Discussion
Phytoplasmas are associated with many plant diseases yet knowledge of their
biology is considerably limited due to their fastidious behaviour. They are
uncultivable, often exist in low titres and are unevenly distributed in their plant host
(Lee et al., 2000). The relationship between phytoplasmas and their host and how
they survive in the plant phloem and insect environment is unknown. Recent
phytoplasma genome sequence projects have provided some insight into their
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biology. Information such as their metabolic capabilities, possible virulence factors
elucidating information on their biology and their interactions with their host has
been made available. Comparative genome analysis on different phytoplasmas may
provide further insight into host specificity, strain specificity and phytoplasma
evolution.

The ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma australiense’ (subgroup tuf- Australia I, rp-A)
chromosome is 879 324 bp and is one of the largest phytoplasma chromosome(s) to
be completely sequenced. The percentage of intact ORFs (~80%) was consistent
among most bacteria (Moran, 2002) with the exception of Lxx chromosome that
contain only 70.6% complete ORFs (Monteiro-Vitorello et al., 2004). One
extrachromosomal DNA element (pCPa, 3.7 kb, GenBank Accession number
DQ119295) was previously identified in ‘Ca. P. australiense’ (Tran-Nguyen and
Gibb, 2006)

The ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma australiense’ genome contains potential mobile
DNA units (PMU) that are mobile gene clusters that encode phage integrases and
genes involved in replication, repair or recombination.

We identified five potential mobile clusters in the ‘Ca. Phytoplasma
australiense’ genome. These elements were identified based upon the location of the
phage integrase, the identification of genes involved in replication, repair and
recombination as well as their conserved gene organisation. The coding regions in
the ‘Ca. P. australiense’ genome we referred to as phage integrase have similarities
to transposases belonging to the IS30 group of the IS3 family. However five of the
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phage integrase coding domains were similar to bacteriophage Sf6 from Shigella
flexneri, that encodes the oac gene that alters antigenic properties of the surface Oantigen polysaccharide of the host bacterium (Casjens et al., 2004), and may also be
involved in chromosome rearrangement.

Most of the ‘Ca. P. australiense’ PMUs contained the tmk gene that encoded
for thymidylate kinase. This enzyme catalyses the transfer of a terminal phosphoryl
group from ATP to dTMP and is crucial to de novo synthesis and salvage pathways
for pyrimidine deoxyribonucleotides (Miyata et al., 2003). ‘Ca. P. australiense’
encoded multiple copies of the tmk gene in two paralog families. The OY-M
phytoplasma genome encodes two tmk genes, tmk-a and tmk-b (Miyata et al., 2003),
where multiple copies of tmk-a exist in potential mobile units (Bai et al., 2006) but
only tmk-b has thymidylate kinase activity (Miyata et al., 2003). Multiple copies of
tmk were also observed in the AY-WB phytoplasma genome (Bai et al., 2006). A
single (‘Ca. P. australiense’) tmk gene copy was also identified that was only 43.5%
similar to those in the paralog families. One paralog family containing two ORFs
(CAM11639 and CAM11700) was similar to the tmk gene from orthopoxviruses
(Antoine et al., 1998), and this supports a link between plant viruses and
phytoplasma extrachromosomal DNA (Rekab et al., 1999; Nishigawa et al., 2001,
2002a; Liefting et al., 2004; Namba et al., 2005; Tran-Nguyen and Gibb, 2006).

As has been reported for the OY-M and AY-WB phytoplasmas (Bai et al.,
2006), ‘Ca. P. australiense’ mobile units may undergo transposition reactions in a
replicative manner. There are two lines of evidence for this: firstly, ‘Ca. P.
australiense’ contained multiple PMU as well as PMU-like clusters; secondly, these
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mobile groups contained genes encoding for DNA helicase, primase and single
stranded binding DNA, all of which are involved in DNA replication, recombination
or repair. ‘Ca. P. australiense’ PMUs also included single-stranded DNA-binding
proteins and DNA helicases that were similar to prophage or phage entities that have
a role in bacterial diversification by horizontal gene transfer (Canchaya et al., 2004).
The presence of phage integrases within mobile DNA groups may indicate the
existence of phage-based horizontal transfer (Sasaki et al., 2002) or a new
mechanism. The mechanism by which ‘Ca. P. australiense’ PMUs may have been
laterally transferred and accumulated throughout the genome is unknown. Since the
features that characterise composite transposons, such as inverted repeat regions,
were not found, if the PMUs are mobile, they may rely on helper elements to provide
conjugative transfer or they may package the mobile units in phage particles
(Lindqvist et al., 1993; Sakellaris et al., 2004).

‘Ca. P. australiense’ encoded 197 strain specific genes compared to other
phytoplasmas and 184 strain specific genes compared to the Mollicutes studied, most
of these encode hypothetical proteins of unknown function. Although the exact
function of pepA in ‘Ca. P. australiense’ is unknown, its location on the genome
raises interesting possibilities. Upstream from pepA is both a hemolysin-like protein
that is a potential virulence factor and a phage integrase that can integrate DNA.
ABC transporters are located downstream from pepA. Since pepA is known to bind
proteins, the presence of certain proteins up and downstream of pepA suggests that it
may not only be used as a housekeeping gene (Matsui et al., 2006). A recent review
by Matsui et al (2006) suggests that pepA may have secondary functions as toxin
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receptors to vesicular trafficking, site-specific recombination factors, or interact with
the ABC-like spermidine/putrescine-binding transporters.

Another strain specific ‘Ca. P. australiense’ protein is the bacterial regulatory
protein, SpxA. This protein represses transcription of genes involved in growth and
development during unfavourable conditions by binding to RNA polymerase
(RNAP) and is commonly found in gram-positive bacteria with low GC content
(Nakano et al., 2003a; 2003b; Zuber, 2004; Erwin et al., 2005) including most
Mollicutes. In B. subtilis, spx exerts positive and negative control over transcription
initiation, particularly during oxidative stress (Zuber, 2004). Spx also exerts a redoxsensitive transcription control over trxA and trxB, two genes that are involved in thiol
homeostasis. This reaction is dependent on the presence of a CXXC motif (found in
the ‘Ca. P. australiense’ spxA protein) that implied that spx was involved in the cell’s
response to thiol-specific oxidative (disulfide) stress (Nakano et al., 2003b). In
mycoplasmas, the thioredoxin reductase system involving trxA and trxB is required
by the pathogen for defense against reactive oxygen species such as hydrogen
peroxide produced by the host (Fraser et al., 1995; Himmelreich et al., 1996; BenMenachem et al., 1997). This system differs from other bacteria that encode
catalases, peroxidases and superoxide mutases (SOD) to provide defense against
oxidative stress (Tatusov et al., 1997; Oshima et al., 2002). Both ‘Ca. P. asteris’
strains and ‘Ca. P. australiense’ encode sodA, which in turn encodes superoxide
dismutase. It was previously reported that OY-M phytoplasma used a defense system
distinct from mycoplasmas (Oshima et al., 2002). However, since ‘Ca. P.
australiense’ encodes spxA, we speculate that this phytoplasma may use either or
both systems in response to oxidative stress within the cell.
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‘Ca. P. australiense’ metabolic pathways are similar to those of OY-M and
AY-WB. Essentially, all three phytoplasmas lacked functional metabolic pathways
for sugar metabolism, ATP synthesis, CO2 fixation, fatty acid metabolism, urea
cycle, both type I and II secretion systems and the PTS system. The missing PTS
system in phytoplasmas sets them apart from those in the SEM clade since they are
unable to import sugars using the multiprotein system. Phytoplasmas instead may
rely on their ABC transporters to import sugars (Bai et al., 2006).

In bacteria, ATP synthase has eight subunits (Foster et al., 1979; Gay and
Walker, 1981; Hansen et al., 1981; Kanazawa et al., 1981; Santana et al., 1994).
Mycoplasmas and ureaplasmas encode all eight subunits of the F0F1-type ATPase
catalytic core for ATPase synthase and utilise the transmembrane potential for ATP
synthesis (Razin et al., 1998), but all three phytoplasma genomes sequenced to date
lack all eight subunits. Phytoplasma genomes do not encode cytochrome genes and
therefore lack a functional oxidative phosphorylation pathway. Studies with B.
subtilis and E. coli show that in the absence of oxidative phosphorylation, ATP could
be synthesised by substrate-level phosphorylation (Santana et al., 1994). Lxx has the
complete pathway for glycolysis, pentose phosphate, PTS and TCA, but similar to B.
subtilis and phytoplasmas it also lacks the oxidative phosphorylation pathway. It can
however generate ATP for energy using the F0 F1-type ATP synthase (MonteiroVitorello et al., 2004). All three phytoplasma genomes encode P-type ATPases
suggesting that they may be able to generate electrochemical gradients over the
membrane (Bai et al., 2006) by actively transporting the substrate across the
membrane and maintaining the gradient potential. This provides further evidence that
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phytoplasmas are able to synthesise ATP in the absence of the oxidative
phosphorylation pathway.

The number of homologous genes between the two ‘Ca. P. asteris’ strains,
and ‘Ca. P. australiense’ strain, is indicative of the relationship of the strains. Based
on the similarity of genes, the OY-M and AY-WB phytoplasmas were more closely
related to each other. The number of strain specific genes in ‘Ca. P. australiense’
compared to OY-M and AY-WB reflected the larger genome size as well as the
evolutionary divergence between ‘Ca. P. australiense’ and the two ‘Ca. P. asteris
‘strains. When the OY-M and AY-WB genomes were aligned, the ‘X’ pattern was
characteristic of closely related and recently diverged genomes. This was also
observed between M. genitalium and M. pneumoniae (Glass et al., 2000). Whole
genome alignment between ‘Ca. P. australiense’ and the two ‘Ca. P. asteris’
genomes showed no conservation of gene synteny, although the number of
homologous genes was consistent.

Obligate pathogens rely on their host for certain nutrients such as amino
acids, cofactors, nucleotides and other compounds (Wernegreen, 2005). This is
reflected in the large number of important membrane transporters that are retained in
the genome (Christensen et al., 2005). All three phytoplasmas encode a large number
of ABC transporters, particularly those capable of importing sugars such as maltose,
trehalose, sucrose and palatinose (Silva et al., 2005). The OY-M genome encodes an
incomplete/pseudogene gftA gene for sucrose phosphorylase that is important for
sucrose cleavage into glucose and fructose (Oshima et al., 2004). This gene is absent
from the AY-WB genome (Bai et al., 2006) but the complete ORF is found in the
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‘Ca. P. australiense’ genome. This suggests that once sucrose is imported into the
cell, ‘Ca. P. australiense’ can convert it into glucose and fructose. A more in-depth
comparative analysis of phytoplasma ABC transporters was conducted and a
publication is in review (Streten-Joyce, pers. comm). Spiroplasma citri, an insecttransmitted phloem-limited plant pathogen, requires both glucose and fructose to
survive in plant sieve tubes. The phosphotransferase system is the major import
system of carbohydrates in S. citri (André et al., 2003). S. citri can also utilise
trehalose, which is the dominant sugar in leafhopper haemolymph (André et al.,
2003). S. citri has evolved the capacity to metabolise glucose, fructose and trehalose
and adapt to its host environment (André et al., 2003). Like S. citri, it is possible that
‘Ca. P. australiense’ may have been able to adapt and survive in its plant host
environment using sucrose phosphorylase to cleave imported sugars and possibly
utilise sugar ABC transporters to import trehalose for survival in their insect host.
However the use of trehalose to survive in the insect host is purely speculative since
there is no evidence that ‘Ca. P. australiense’ can utilise trehalose and no trehalose
operons were found in the genome.

Virulence genes such as hemolysins and adhesion-related proteins are thought
to be involved in bacterial pathogenicity. ‘Ca. P. australiense’ encoded an ORF
(CAM11455) that had sequence similarities to hemolysin III protein from
Staphylococcus epidermis. Similar findings were reported for the AY-WB
phytoplasma genome where two hemolysin-related proteins were identified (Bai et
al., 2006). A conserved domain for a membrane protein was identified within ‘Ca. P.
australiense’ ORF (CAM11455) that also showed similarities to the hemolysin inner
membrane protein yqfA from E. coli. ‘Ca. P. australiense’ encoded another ORF
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(CAM11945) with similarities to hemolysin, but it also contained a transmembrane
domain, two cystathionine beta synthase (CBS) domains and a transporter domain.
These CBS domains are generally found in two or four copies within a protein and
may play a regulatory role but their exact function is unknown (Scott et al., 2004).
The transporter domain may be involved in the modulation of ion substrate transport
(Marchler-Bauer et al., 2005). Although these two ORFs are related to hemolysins,
the presence of extra domains suggested that they were not true hemolysins. So, at
this stage direct evidence of pathogenicity factors are missing.

Plant pathogenic bacteria secrete enzymes capable of degrading plant cell
walls such as cellulases, xylanases, glucanases, pectinases and proteases (Lee et al.,
2005; Hu et al., 2007). None of these enzymes were found in ‘Ca. P. australiense’
but glucanase was encoded in the OY-M genome and may be involved in
phytoplasma virulence (Oshima et al., 2004). The actual role that glucanase is
unclear since it is not found in other phytoplasma genomes sequenced to date.

Recently a M. pneumoniae encoded cytotoxin with ADP-ribosylating and
vacuolating properties similar to pertussis toxin (PTX) S1 subunit (PTX-S1) (Kannan
and Baseman, 2006) has been found. Many bacterial exotoxins with ADPribotransferase activity play key roles in pathogenicity (Kannan and Baseman, 2006).
However, no homologs to this protein were identified in the phytoplasma strains
examined.

All three phytoplasmas (‘Ca. P. australiense’, OY-M and AY-WB) encoded
an intracellular multiplication (icmE) like protein that is part of the Type IV secretion
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system and is involved in phagocytosis (Hilbi et al., 2001; Zusman et al., 2003),
intracellular multiplication and host cell destruction (Brand et al., 1994; Segal and
Shuman, 1998). ‘Ca. P. australiense’ encoded an ORF (CAM11886) that was similar
to the icmE protein from Legionella pneumoniae and Coxiella burnetii. The Type IV
secretion systems are homologous to conjugation systems that are used by bacteria to
deliver macromolecules such as nucleoprotein complexes and proteins across
kingdom barriers (Christie and Vogel, 2000; Segal et al., 2005). Thus it would be
interesting to determine the function of the icmE protein in the pathogenicity of the
gram-positive-related ‘Ca. P. australiense’ phytoplasma, since Type IV secretion
systems are usually associated with gram-negative bacteria.

Gram-positive bacteria secrete proteins via the main protein translocation
system (Sec) where proteins only traverse through a single membrane to enter the
host cell (Economu, 1999; van Wely et al., 2001). Phytoplasmas encode some of the
genes of the Sec protein translocation pathway but they lack several genes and signal
peptidases of the protein maturation component such as secB, secG, secF and secD
(Razin et al., 1998). Although several components of the pathway were missing, the
Sec protein translocation system was found to be functional in OY-M (Kakizawa et
al., 2001). One indication of a functional sec-dependent pathway is the presence of
proteins with N-terminal signal peptides that can be cleaved (Barbara et al., 2002;
Kakizawa et al., 2004; Bai et al., 2006). This signal peptide has been found
preceding major membrane proteins of phytoplasmas from other groups (Berg et al.,
1999, Barbara et al., 2002). Such proteins can be secreted via the Sec protein
translocation system and might act as part of the virulence machinery, as reported for
Streptococcus pyogenes (Rosch and Caparon, 2004; Bai et al., 2006). Some of the
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‘Ca. P. australiense’ hypothetical proteins as well as three solute-binding ABC
transporters contained these N-terminal signal peptides that adds weight to the
speculation that the phytoplasmas use a Sec protein translocation system.

An alternative protein export system is the twin arginine motif translocation
(TAT) pathway involving tatABCDE genes (Monteiro-Vitorello et al., 2004).
Bacteria have been reported with incomplete pathways (Monteiro-Vitorello et al.,
2004) but since only one gene, tatD, was found in all three phytoplasma, it is
unlikely that this protein export system is utilised in phytoplasmas.

Parasitic and endosymbiotic bacteria are in a general process of genome
reduction because essential metabolites are supplied by the host. This tendency is
also observed within the phytoplasmas where genome sizes down to 530 kb have
been reported (Marcone et al., 1999). Phytoplasmas and Mollicutes in general have
distinctive genomic features such as a reduced chromosome, low GC content, fewer
than 1,000 genes encoded and a limited metabolic capacity (Moran, 2002). These
obligate parasites tend to have chromosomes with a high number of DNA repeats
(Rocha and Blanchard, 2002) that may contribute to chromosomal rearrangements.
This may explain the poor conservation of gene order observed in Mollicutes (Rocha
and Blanchard, 2002). The B. aphidicola Cc chromosome is only 416 kb (PérezBrocal et al., 2006) and during the process of genome reduction it has lost most of its
metabolic functions including the essential metabolism of tryptophan and riboflavin.
Buchnera sp. is a mutualistic endosymbiont that plays a key role in the survival and
ecology of its host and by providing nutrients not available in the host’s restricted
diet. This includes essential amino acids such as riboflavin and tryptophan. The B.
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aphidicola Cc genome also lacks most of the transporters encoded by other Buchnera
sp. and lacks gene involved in aminosugar and peptidoglycan biosynthesis,
suggesting that it maybe close to becoming a free-diffusing cell (van Ham et al.,
2003; Pérez-Brocal et al., 2006). This differs from phytoplasmas, where there are
high numbers of transporters that are used to obtain essential nutrients from the host.
This suggests that the possible effect of genome reduction on phytoplasmas may lead
to complete reliance on the host cell for survival.

Gene order is not conserved between different phytoplasma strains but
synteny is observed between closely related phytoplasmas. While this manuscript
was in preparation, another ‘Ca. P. australiense’ genome was reported (Liefting et
al., 2006). This New Zealand ‘Ca. P. australiense’ strain is larger in size (959 779
bp; Liefting et al., 2006) compared to the strain we describe here. The sequence of
this strain is not submitted yet, so a detailed analysis of the larger genome was not
possible. PMUs may be a key factor in chromosome size variation as suggested by
Bai et al. (2006) for the closely related ‘Ca. P. asteris’ strains OY-M and AY-WB.
AY-WB may be further along the reductive evolutionary path relative to OY-M since
its genome contains fewer PMU insertions, more truncated or deleted ORFs, more
missing metabolic genes, and fewer ORFs shared with some Mollicutes (Bai et al.,
2006). Comparative genomic analysis between the two ‘Ca. P. australiense’ strains
may reveal that PMUs and/or multicopy sequences could explain the differences in
genome sizes as seen with the two ‘Ca. P. asteris’ strains as well as providing some
indication of their evolutionary relationship.
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The comparative analysis of three full-length phytoplasma genomes has
increased our understanding of their genetics, particularly their metabolic
capabilities. Since some essential metabolic pathways are completely missing and
others are greatly reduced, it is still difficult to obtain a clear picture of the metabolic
capacity of phytoplasmas. Close to 50% of the ORFs found in these phytoplasmas
are yet unassigned and it is likely that key metabolic enzymes are amongst those
which do not have orthologs in other bacteria. At present, several other genome
sequencing projects of phytoplasmas with much smaller genomes [‘Ca. P. mali’ (602
kb); Kube et al., unpublished; Western X phytoplasma (670 kb); Liefting and
Kirkpatrick, unpublished] and different phylogenetic group affiliations are nearly
complete. This additional information will give us a more comprehensive view of the
essential metabolic pathways and might allow us to predict an evolutionary path for
the “large-genome” phytoplasmas.
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Chapter Five

General Discussion

5. General Discussion
The aims of this study were to identify and characterise extrachromosomal DNA
associated with two common Australian phytoplasmas; tomato big bud (TBB) and
‘Candidatus Phytoplasma australiense’ (‘Ca. P. australiense’); optimise DNA extraction
and purification techniques to obtain host-free genomic DNA suitable for a genome
sequencing project; sequence the ‘Ca. P. australiense’ genome and finally to compare
the ‘Ca. P. australiense’ with other phytoplasma strains and bacteria.

Phytoplasma research began with the discovery of these organisms in 1967 and
20 years later the first phytoplasma cloning was reported. In the 1990s, molecular
techniques were developed for phytoplasma diagnostics (Deng and Hiruki, 1991; Ahrens
and Seemüller, 1992; Lee et al., 1993) based on the conserved 16S rRNA gene. Other
DNA markers such as the tuf, ribosomal operon (rp; rps19-rpl23-rps3) or the
nitroreductase genes (Jarausch et al., 1994, 2000; Gundersen et al., 1996; Liefting et al.,
1998; Marcone et al., 2000; Padovan et al., 2000b) were utilised to differentiate closely
related phytoplasmas.

Extrachromosomal DNA (eDNA) elements play important roles in the
pathogenicity, host specificity and virulence of many plant pathogenic bacteria
(Panopoulos and Peet, 1985; Vivian et al., 2001). eDNAs have been isolated from
phytoplasmas associated with many plant diseases such as those listed in Chapter Two.
Phytoplasma eDNAs have been reported but we do not know if they have a role in
pathogenicity or virulence. In this study two common Australian phytoplasmas were
targeted for eDNA isolation and characterisation. The tomato big bud (TBB)
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phytoplasmas eDNA from periwinkle (TBBperi) was initially detected in 1999 with
elements ranging from 4.1 to 12.1 kb (Schneider et al., 1999a). Further characterisation
of this TBBperi strain eDNA a decade later resulted in the isolation of a 3.3 kb eDNA
element. The loss of genetic material of 700 bp may be due to serial grafting of the
experimental host plant (Catharanthus roseus). A similar occurrence was reported in
studies on the onion yellows (OY) phytoplasma strain. In this case, serial grafting of the
wild type OY gave rise to another OY strain referred to as OY-NIM which could not
replicate in the insect host (Oshima et al., 2001b). TBB eDNA of 12.1 kb in size was
detected in field samples of chicory (Cichorium intybus) and capsicum (Capsicum
annuum) but not in the shade house TBBperi strain. The difference in TBBperi eDNA
sizes from Schneider et al. (1999a) and this study (Chapter Three) may be due to
multiple physical forms of eDNA resulting from different DNA extraction methods,
storage conditions and the age of the DNA sample (Schneider et al., 1999a).

Bacterial plasmids usually contain an essential region with genes involved in the
control of its replication (del Solar et al., 1998). The region includes the origin of
replication plus genes such as the replication initiation protein (rep) and plasmid-borne
genes. TBB eDNA elements encoded a shorter rep gene (~ 570 bp) suggesting a unique
mechanism for replication. Housekeeping genes are typically not encoded on plasmids
(Koch, 1981), but both TBB eDNAs studied encoded dnaG (DNA primase). This led to
the speculation that in the TBB eDNA system, the dnaG and chromosomal genes are
used for replication instead of the rep gene. Horizontal gene transfer could possibly
occur where the dnaG gene may transfer to the chromosome for DNA replication (Khan,
2005). The closely related TBB and peanut witches broom (PNWB) (Seemüller et al.,
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1998; Wang and Hiruki, 2005) both belong to the 16S rII group designated ‘Ca. P.
aurantifolia’. The close similarity between the two strains was also confirmed by the
close genetic relatedness of their plasmid-encoded dnaG genes (Chapter Two).

Large-scale DNA purification using cesium chloride (CsCl) bisbenzimide
buoyant centrifugation was used to isolate both genomic and extrachromosomal ‘Ca. P.
australiense’ DNA. Two dimensional electrophoresis was used to demonstrate that the
‘Ca. P. australiense’ eDNA (pCPa) existed in two forms, open circular and closed
circular. The plasmid size was estimated to be 4.1 kb but using inverse PCR which is a
more accurate estimate of size, the plasmid was shown to be only 3.7 kb. Similar to
plasmids isolated from the OY phytoplasma, pCPa encoded a rep gene that contained
conserved domains for bacterial plasmid rep genes (del Solar et al., 1993; Khan, 1997;
Oshima et al., 2001a) as well as the conserved Walker A and B motifs characteristic of
geminiviruses (Marchler-Bauer and Bryant, 2004).

Plasmids were isolated from symptomatic Phormium (pPAPh2) and strawberry
(pPASb11) plants that were positive for the New Zealand strain of ‘Ca. P. australiense’
(Liefting et al., 2006). ‘Ca. P. australiense’ New Zealand strain comprises two
subgroups; subgroup tuf 1 is present in both New Zealand and Australia; subgroup tuf2
is found only in New Zealand (Andersen et al., 2006). The strawberry plasmid pPASb11
belongs to subgroup tuf1 and the Phormium plasmid pPAPh2 belongs to subgroup tuf2
(Liefting et al., 2006). Based on the tuf gene sequence it was suggested that the two
subgroups share a common ancestor (Andersen et al., 2006). Although the two New
Zealand plasmids encoded the same four ORFs, they varied in their copy number and
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nucleotide sequences. Sequence similarities between the ORFs of the two plasmids
ranged from 68-91%, supporting the subgroup separation of the parent strain (Liefting et
al., 2006). Similarity and gap analysis between the Australian ‘Ca. P. australiense’
plasmid pCPa and pPASb11 and pPAPh2 ranged from 41 to 61%. It is interesting to
note that although subgroup tuf1 is also present in Australia, the low similarity between
pCPa and pPASb11 leads to speculation that in Australia, subgroup tuf1 may have
diverged further.

Our lack of understanding about phytoplasma-plant host interactions hampers
progress in phytoplasma research. The main difficulty is their often low titre in their
plant host, making it difficult to isolate and purify large quantities of genomic DNA. A
means to optimise existing enrichment techniques and applying modern technology to
obtain high levels of genomic phytoplasma DNA with minimal plant host DNA
contamination was sought.

Conventional enrichment technique such as CsCl bisbenzimide centrifugation
was combined with new technologies such as rolling circle amplification and
suppressive subtractive hybridization (SSH) to obtain a high ratio of phytoplasma to host
DNA. This was considered the first critical step for the subsequent whole genome
sequence project. The amount of purified host-free phytoplasma DNA preparation varied
from technique to technique. Typically, CsCl centrifugation was efficient and partially
purified DNA, after one centrifugation step, contains 20% phytoplasma to 80% host
plant DNA (Garcia-Chapa et al., 2004). SSH was also used to purify phytoplasma DNA.
In most cases, SSH is used to subtract one prokaryotic species from another, but
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eukaryotic plant DNA subtraction from a prokaryotic phytoplasma DNA was first
reported in 2002 (Arnaud et al., 2002). This technique was further refined where
phytoplasma DNA was enriched from less than 0.1% of total plant DNA to 100%
enrichment using double SSH (Cimerman et al., 2006).

CsCl centrifugation was a suitable method to enrich phytoplasma DNA for
subsequent cloning, but host DNA was still evident. Since RCA is a useful tool for
amplifying circular DNA (Detter et al., 2002), it was used in concert with CsCl
centrifugation to selectively amplify phytoplasma DNA from the CsCl enriched
preparation. The problem was that extrachromosomal DNA (eDNA) was present in the
CsCl enriched genomic DNA. When this mixture was amplified by RCA and further
amplified by SSH and mirror orientation selection (MOS), there was an exponential
amplification of eDNA (Chapter Three). These results showed that where eDNA is
present in the original DNA preparation, the enrichment techniques used here selectively
amplified eDNA.

Whole genome analysis provides insight into nutritional requirements, energy
metabolism to understand pathogenicity and nucleic acid metabolism to understand hostpathogen interactions (Firrao et al., 2007). Mollicutes have been targets for genome
sequencing projects due to their small genomes and their economic importance in plant
and animal diseases. Mycoplasma genitalium was the first mollicute and second bacteria
to be fully sequenced (Fraser et al., 1995). ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma asteris’ onion
yellows mutant strain was the first phytoplasma to be fully sequenced (Oshima et al.,
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2004), followed two years later by the ‘Ca. P. asteris’ aster yellows witches broom strain
(Bai et al., 2006).

From an Australian perspective, ‘Ca. P. australiense’ is more economically
significant than the other common phytoplasma, TBB. For this reason, it was chosen for
whole genome sequencing. At 879 324 bp, the ‘Ca. P. australiense’ is one of the largest
phytoplasma chromosomes to be completely sequenced. Potential mobile units (PMUs)
were identified based upon the location of the phage integrase, identification of genes
involved in replication, repair and recombination as well as their conserved gene
organisation. While Chapter Four was in preparation, another ‘Ca. P. australiense’
sequenced genome was reported (Liefting et al., 2006). This New Zealand ‘Ca. P.
australiense’ strain is larger (959 779 bp) (Liefting et al., 2006) than the Australian
strain. It is likely that PMUs may be a key factor in chromosome size variation as
suggested by Bai et al. (2006) for the closely related ‘Ca. P. asteris’ strains OY-M and
AY-WB. Differences in mollicute chromosomes are due to gene duplication and
redundancy rather than different rates of reduction. This can be seen in the Rape
virescence phytoplasma (1130 kb) and its closely related Hydrangea phyllody Belgium
strain (660kb; Marcone et al., 1999) (Firrao et al., 2007). Mycoplasma pneumoniae and
M. genitalium differ in chromosome size due to gene duplication and repetitive
sequences (Firrao et al., 2007). Gene redundancy tends to lead to chromosome
minimalisation while gene duplication enlarges chromosome size and large scale
duplication may lead to evolution of novel functions (Prince and Pickett 2002).
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Comparative analysis of the clover phyllody (CPh) phytoplasma and onion
yellows mutant strain shows that the genome contains sets of genes clustered in
sequence-variable mosaics (SVMs) (Jomantiene and Davis, 2006). It was reported that it
was these SVMs that accounted in part for known variability in phytoplasma genome
sizes. The SVMs contain partial or full sequences of short conserved imperfect
palindromic DNA sequences (referred to as phytoplasma repeated extragenic
palindromes) which may play a role in phytoplasma genome plasticity (Jomantiene and
Davis, 2006; Jomantiene et al., 2007). The presence of transposase and phage-related
proteins in phytoplasma SVMs suggests that some SVM genes are horizontally acquired
(Jomantiene et al., 2007, and this thesis, Chapter Four). Jomantiene et al (2007) also
showed that the genes clustered in SVMs were similar to the PMUs described by Bai et
al (2006) and the ‘Ca. P. australiense’ PMUs (Chapter Four). Conserved sequence
regions were found to flank both ends of the SVMs and these contained two ORFs
(ORFint1 and ORFint2). This region also contained palindromic DNA, a long stretch of
T bases, a CA/CAA-rich stretch that may be analogous to short sequence repeats in
transcriptional regulation of downstream genes, and a putative ribosomal binding site
(Jomantiene et al., 2007). The AY-WB PMU1 has similar characteristics of composite
transposons (Bai et al., 2006) where inverted repeats (IR) flank the discrete unit. The
tra5 sequence on the left can produce a full-length ORFAB fused-frame transposase
(Bai et al., 2006). The tra5 belongs to the IS150 group that can generate circles by
joining IRs upon the production of the fused-frame transposase. Bai et al. (2006)
suggested that PMU1 transposition may be induced by the transposase and the DNA
protein HU that allows the IRs to join and form a circle. However, Jomantiene et al
(2007) suggested that the IRs represent sequences associated with the 3’ end of
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transposases that are inserted in opposite orientations. These observations contradict the
view that the PMU in AY-WB is a discrete unit, and suggests that the SVMs are
composite structures that form as a part of multiple events of targeted mobile element
attacks (Jomantiene and Davis, 2006).

Similar to the two ‘Ca. P. asteris’ strains, ‘Ca. P. australiense’ mobile units may
undergo transposition reactions in a replicative manner. There are two lines of evidence
for this : firstly, ‘Ca. P. australiense’ contained multiple PMUs as well as PMU-like
clusters; secondly, these mobile groups contained genes encoding for DNA helicase,
primase and single stranded DNA binding, all of which are involved in DNA replication,
recombination or repair. ‘Ca. P. australiense’ PMUs also included single-stranded DNAbinding proteins and DNA helicases that were similar to prophage or phage entities that
have a role in bacterial diversification by horizontal gene transfer (Canchaya et al.,
2004). The presence of phage integrases within mobile DNA groups may indicate the
existence of phage-based horizontal transfer (Sasaki et al., 2002) or a new mechanism.
The mechanism by which ‘Ca. P. australiense’ PMUs may have been laterally
transferred and accumulated throughout the genome is unknown. Since the features that
characterise composite transposons, such as inverted repeat regions, were not found, if
the PMUs are mobile, they may rely on helper elements to provide conjugative transfer
or they may package the mobile units in phage particles (Lindqvist et al., 1993,
Sakellaris et al., 2004, Silva et al., 2005).

Recently Oshima et al. (2007) expanded their comparison of the two onion
yellow strains, mutant (OY-M, 860 kb) and wild type (OY-W, 1000 kb). Comparisons
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between the two closely related strains showed a 30 kb region which was duplicated
tandemly in the OY-W genome. The OY-W strain causes more severe symptoms in its
plant hosts such as yellowing, stunting, proliferation, witches broom, virescence and
phyllody compared to the mild symptoms caused by the OY-M strain. It was suggested
that the difference in chromosome sizes could explain the different disease severity
between the two closely related strains. Within the 30 kb region are five glycolytic genes
which are clustered as single copies and tandemly duplicated in the OY-W genome
(Oshima et al., 2007). These five glycolytic genes encode full-length proteins and they
are also encoded in the AY-WB genome in a similar gene order. This suggests that
phytoplasmas may have two sets of glycolysis genes due to adaptation to the carbon rich
intracellular environment (Oshima et al., 2007). Interestingly, although these five
glycolytic genes were encoded in the ‘Ca. P. australiense’ chromosome, the order was
different. In the ‘Ca. P. australiense’ chromosome, three glycolytic genes (enolase, 2,3bisphosphoglycerate-independent phosphoglycerate mutase and pyruvate kinase) were
located at 62 091 bp while the other two glycolytic genes (6-phosphofructokinase and
glucose-6-phosphate isomerase) were over 130 kb away compared to the 30kb region in
OY-M (Chapter Four). The similarity in gene order conserved for these glycolytic genes
for OY-M and AY-WB provides further evidence that they are closely related.

Comparative whole genome analysis of the three phytoplasmas ‘Ca. P.
australiense’ and ‘Ca. P. asteris’ (OY-M and AY-WB) showed similar metabolic
capabilities. Essentially, all three phytoplasmas lacked functional metabolic pathways
for sugar metabolism, ATP synthesis, CO2 fixation, fatty acid metabolism, urea cycle,
both type I and II secretion systems and the PTS system. As obligate intracellular
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parasites, phytoplasmas clearly obtain their nutrients from their host. This may explain
the high number of transporters encoded on the genome.

Although more phytoplasma genomes have now been fully sequenced, virulence
genes and what governs phytoplasma pathogenicity remains unclear (Oshima et al.,
2004; Bai et al., 2006; Chapter Four). In spiroplasmas, which are also confined to the
conducting tissue of their host, the role of the fructose metabolism operon in
pathogenicity has been reported (Gaurivaud et al., 2000a, 2000b). Similar fructose
metabolic genes were not identified in phytoplasma genomes but it is possible that a
different sugar metabolite may be involved in pathogenicity. Previous studies on
carbohydrate concentrations in phytoplasma infected plants showed that the presence of
these pathogens did not affect the carbohydrate level in the phloem tissue (Kollar and
Seemüller, 1990, Lepka et al., 1999, Maust et al., 2003). Oshima et al, (2007) showed
that there were different copy numbers of the eno and pfkA genes between OY-W and
OY-M. They speculate that this may be an indicator of different levels of glycolytic
activity and possibly account for the observed differences in disease symptom severity.
They also speculated that these glycolytic genes may play a part in the pathogenic
mechanism of OY-W where the sugar concentration in host cells infected with OY-W
may be greatly depleted and the extra consumption of carbohydrate is directly correlated
to disease severity.

Information from phytoplasma genomes has provided valuable information into
their biology. However, insight into how phytoplasmas interact with their hosts (insect
and plant) is still in its infancy. It is well documented that phytoplasma multiplication in
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phloem cells leads to production of plant defense proteins, increased levels of phenolic
compounds and the overproduction of hydrogen peroxide (Junqueira et al., 2004; Zhong
and Shen, 2004; Musetti et al., 2004). Differential gene display can be used to study
whether particular genes are up- or down-regulated during pathogen infection. For
example, an amino acid transporter and photosynthesis were shown to be downregulated after infection by a phytoplasma (Jagoueix-Eveillard et al., 2001; Bertamini et
al., 2002; Maust et al., 2003; Carginale et al., 2004). Genes encoding a heat-shock
protein (Hsp70), metallothionein and a homologue to a Prunus armeniaca expressed
sequence tag were up-regulated in a plant infected with ‘Ca. P. prunorum’ (Carginale et
al., 2004). Three heat-shock proteins (Hsp10, 20 and 60) were identified in ‘Ca. P.
australiense’. It would be interesting to determine their function in the phytoplasma
system since Hsp10 is known to protect other proteins against heat-induced denaturation
and aggregation. Hsp20 and Hsp60 are referred to as ‘helper' molecules required for
correct folding and subsequent assembly of some proteins. They are required for normal
cell growth, are stress-induced, and stabilise or protect disassembled polypeptides under
heat-shock conditions.

Currently the genetic determinants underlying insect transmission are unknown
for phytoplasmas. This information would allow discrimination between vectors and
non-vectors and would facilitate epidemiology studies. Phytoplasma-vector interactions
are similar to those of virus-vector interactions because both are dependent on the vector
for plant to plant spread (Ng and Falk, 2006). Generally two strategies are believed to
occur between plant viruses and their Hemipteran vectors, referred to as non-persistent
and semi-persistent transmission. These are the capsid and helper strategies. The capsid
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strategy involves the virus coat protein binding directly to sites in the mouthparts of the
vector. While in the helper strategy, a helper component (non-structural protein) is
required (Froissart et al., 2002; Ng and Falk, 2006). Alternatively, there is the persistent
virus-vector interaction that occurs for Tospoviruses between thrips and the Tomato
spotted wilt virus (TSWV). In this instance, adult thrips can only transmit the TSWV if
acquisition occurred during the larvae stage (Ullman et al., 1992; Whitfield et al., 2008).
The TSWV virion is composed of three RNA segments enclosed in a membrane derived
from the host. Two glycoproteins, GN and GC, are found on the surface of the virion and
play an essential role in virus infection of host cells (Whitfield et al., 2008). Similar to
phytoplasma replication cycle within its leafhopper vector, the TSWV infection cycle
must undergo several steps and the virus must traverse at least six membrane barriers
prior to transmission. Starting from when TSWV enters the midgut lumen, virions move
across to the midgut apical membrane via an interaction with glycoproteins and a host
receptor. Once the virion has moved through several barriers, the TSWV replicates in
the salivary glands and upon feeding, the thrip host transmits the virion along with
salivary secretion (Whitfield et al., 2005).

Phytoplasmas may use either molecular chaperones or adhesion proteins, which
are exposed to the cellular environment, to bind to the vector. In most phytoplasmas it is
the immunodominant proteins that constitute the major portion of the total cellular
membrane protein (Yu et al., 1998; Berg et al., 1999; Blomquist et al., 2001; Barbara et
al., 2002; Morton et al., 2003). In the OY wild type phytoplasma, an immunodominant
membrane protein (Amp) is involved in insect transmission by interacting with
microfilament complexes from insect-host proteins such as actin, myosin heavy chain
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and myosin light chain (Suzuki et al., 2006). The ‘Ca. P. australiense’ genome (Chapter
Four) contains a fragmented ORF (CAM12096) that encodes an immunodominant
protein precursor similar to that found in other phytoplasmas including the AY
phytoplasma (Barbara et al., 2002), OY-M, mulberry dwarf phytoplasma and eggplant
dwarf phytoplasma (Kakizawa et al., 2006). The gene order observed around the amp
gene was also conserved among these phytoplasma strains ie. groES, groEL, amp and
nadE (Kakizawa et al., 2006).

Annotation of sequence data relies heavily upon similarity searches and sequence
data available on accessible databases. However, for every genome, 30-40% of the genes
do not have an assigned function (Bork, 2000). The ‘Ca. P. australiense’ genome
encoded 337 hypothetical proteins (40%) with unknown functions compared with OY-M
(344; 45.6%) and AY-WB (322; 48%). Conserved hypothetical proteins are those found
in organisms from several phylogenetic lineages but remain uncharacterised (Galperin
and Koonin, 2004). Of 337 hypothetical proteins, 206 were classified as conserved
hypothetical proteins of unknown function (Chapter Four). Function is usually inferred
by similarity with FASTA and PSI-BLAST databases (Pearson and Lipman, 1988;
Altschul and Koonin, 1998). Protein function prediction may include several methods
such as protein to protein interactions i.e. the Rosetta-Stone approach (Marcotte et al.,
1999); comparative genomics assigns protein functions together in metabolic pathways
or in a structural complex (Sivashankari and Shanmughavel, 2006); function based on
3D structures that is useful in assigning functions to uncharacterised proteins.
Hypothetical protein structure may provide insights into biological function
(biochemical or biophysical) (Bernstein et al., 1977). This is based upon the theory that
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during evolution, protein folding patterns are often preserved and structural comparison
may provide an indication of homology (Sivashankari and Shanmughavel, 2006).
However, this can also be problematic when homologous proteins may have several
functions. Another way to study protein function is to assume that genes of the same
cluster are involved in similar function (Sivashankari and Shanmughavel, 2006). This
has led to the development of the Clusters of Orthologous Groups (COG) database
(Tatusov et al., 2001). A new way to investigate clustering is to analyse gene-expression
profiles assuming that genes with similar functions are co-expressed (Eisen et al., 1998;
Chiang et al., 2001; Lee et al., 2004; Sivashankari and Shanmughavel, 2006).

Studies to determine the three dimensional structure of proteins have increased
over recent years and thus many conserved hypothetical proteins have at least one
representative of a known structure (Vitkup et al., 2001; Frishman, 2003; Galperin and
Koonin, 2004). Although the predictions may not reveal exact functionality it narrows
the range of possible functions (Kolker et al., 2004). 3D structural analysis of the
Methanococcus jannaschii protein MJ0226 led to its functional characterisation as a
XTP- and ITP-specific pyrophosphatase involved in mutagenesis control (Noskov et al.,
1996; Hwang et al., 1999; Galperin and Koonin, 2004). Recently, the 3D structure of the
‘Ca. P. australiense’ elongation factor Tu (EF-Tu; CAM11994) was investigated
(Ramakrishna et al., in review). Partial sequence of the EF-Tu protein was characterised
in 1997 and sequence analysis showed homology with the corresponding gene in the
class Mollicutes (Schneider et al., 1997). The 3D crystal structure of CAM11994 closely
matched the EF-Tu protein chains G and H of Escherichia coli (Ramakrishna et al., in
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review). The ‘Ca. P. australiense’ EF-Tu is predicted to be functional due to the
presence of the conserved domains EF-Tu I, II and III.

A focus on genomics and proteomics may provide a way forward for
phytoplasma research. The large number of hypothetical proteins in phytoplasmas may
be a priority target for future investigations. One approach is to start with the proteins
that are conserved among all phytoplasmas and determine their function using 3D
structural analysis, sequence signatures, presence of signal peptides which may elucidate
possible roles in host-vector relationship and/or pathogenicity. In addition, microarray
technology is a useful tool for measuring levels of gene expression (Watson et al.,
1998). Experiments can be targeted to investigate co-expression of gene clusters in early
infection, transmission or symptom expression. Microarrays allow researchers to
monitor microbial gene expression i.e. predict the function of hypothetical proteins,
physiological adaptation to variable environmental conditions and identify virulence
associated genes (Cummings and Relman, 2000). Global profiling of gene expression is
also another way to study gene expression. Since genes are only transcribed when their
function is required, by determining the location and conditions in which genes are
expressed allows their function to be inferred (Cummings and Relman, 2000).

The use of this high-throughput advanced technology in plant pathogenic
research is still in its infancy. Xylella fastidiosa was the first plant pathogen to be fully
sequenced (Simpson et al., 2000) and hence one of the first plant pathogens to undergo
microarray studies (Pühler et al., 2004). Microarrays containing ORFs from X. fastidiosa
associated with citrus variegated chlorosis (CVC) were used to compare the genomes of
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11 other X. fastidiosa isolates. These comparisons showed that gene clusters, which
made up 18% of the genome, are related to phages, plasmids and genomic islands
(Nunes et al., 2003). Transcriptome analyses showed that expression of these gene
clusters is co-ordinated and influenced by environmental factors. It was suggested that
these genes are involved in adhesion or adaptation to the host environment when the
genes were specifically induced in freshly extracted X. fastidiosa CVC bacteria
compared to those grown in culture (Nunes et al., 2003).

The application of microarray technology in phytoplasma research was recently
reported. In this study, the array was used to differentiate between the different
phytoplasma groups based upon their 16S rRNA gene (Nicolaisen and Bertaccini, 2007).
The availability of complete genome sequences provides the means to study genes
involved in phytoplasma virulence. Genes involved in bacterial virulence were identified
by comparing pathogenic and nonpathogenic strains of X. fastidiosa using a DNA based
microarray genome comparison (Koide et al., 2004). The use of this technology in
comparing phytoplasma strains may allow us to identify genes involved in host
interaction or virulence. The three onion yellows strains (OY-M, wild type and OYNIM) would be good candidates for this study because this system includes different
symptom severity and loss of insect transmission (OY-NIM) (Oshima et al., 2007). The
Australian and New Zealand ‘Ca. P. australiense’ strains would also make a useful
system to address the issue of whether lateral transfer of the PMUs may explain the
differences in genome size. Although the vector for the Australian strain is not known,
Oliarus atkinsonii has been shown to transmit the New Zealand ‘Ca. P. australiense’
strain (Liefting et al., 1997). Differential gene display during transmission experiments
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involving both phytoplasma strains may allow insight into certain genes that are coexpressed during the infection stage. Alternatively a time course study may allow
identification of genes that are up-regulated during infection via grafting and particular
genes that are expressed during symptom development.

In conclusion, this study provided insight into extrachromosomal DNA from two
important Australian phytoplasmas. The ‘Ca. P. australiense’ eDNA encoded a fulllength rep gene, similar to other phytoplasmas, and contains both plasmid and
geminivirus-like motifs associated with the rolling circle mechanism of replication. An
unusual gene arrangement was discovered for TBB eDNAs and a unique plasmid
replication system where the dnaG is utilised for replication in place of the truncated
Rep protein was proposed.

The entire genome of ‘Ca. P. australiense’, was sequenced and a method was
optimised to purify and clone phytoplasma DNA using conventional and new
techniques. CsCl centrifugation was found to be suitable for enriching phytoplasma
genomic DNA for cloning and genome sequencing because the ratio

of

phytoplasma:host DNA was high. However, host DNA contamination was still evident
so this needs to be accommodated when planning genome sequencing projects..

The ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma australiense’ (subgroup tuf- Australia I, rp-A)
chromosome is one of the largest phytoplasma chromosome(s) to be completely
sequenced. Potential mobile DNA units that are mobile gene clusters that encode phage
integrases and genes involved in replication, repair or recombination were identified in
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the genome. Comparative genome analysis between ‘Ca. P. australiense’ and the two
‘Ca. P. asteris’ (OY-M and AY-WB) strains showed that gene order was not conserved
between distant phytoplasma strains; metabolic capabilities were reduced; many genes
coded for ABC transporters; and tandemly repeated sequences were evident. The
comparative analysis of three full-length phytoplasma genomes has increased our
understanding of their genetics, particularly their metabolic capabilities. Since some
essential metabolic pathways are completely missing and others are greatly reduced, it is
still difficult to obtain a clear picture of the metabolic capacity of phytoplasmas. Close
to 50% of the ORFs found in these phytoplasmas are yet unassigned and it is likely that
key metabolic enzymes are amongst those which do not have orthologs in other bacteria.
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Appendices

AI. Annotation of the 'Candidatus Phytoplasma australiense' genome

Locus tag
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

Protein ID
CAM11336
CAM11337
PSEUDO:CAM11338
CAM11339
CAM11340
CAM11341
CAM11342
CAM11343
CAM11344
CAM11345
CAM11346
CAM11347
PSEUDO:CAM11348
PSEUDO:CAM11349
CAM11350
CAM11351
CAM11352
CAM11353
CAM11354
CAM11355
CAM11356
CAM11357
CAM11358
CAM11359
CAM11360
CAM11361
CAM11362
PSEUDO:CAM11363
PSEUDO:CAM11364
CAM11365
PSEUDO:CAM11366
PSEUDO:CAM11367
PSEUDO:CAM11368
PSEUDO:CAM11369
PSEUDO:CAM11370
PSEUDO:CAM11371
CAM11372
CAM11373
CAM11374
CAM11375
CAM11376
CAM11377
CAM11378
PSEUDO:CAM11379
CAM11380
CAM11381
CAM11382
CAM11383
PSEUDO:CAM11384
PSEUDO:CAM11385
PSEUDO:CAM11386
PSEUDO:CAM11387
PSEUDO:CAM11388
PSEUDO:CAM11389
PSEUDO:CAM11390
CAM11391
CAM11392
CAM11393
CAM11394
CAM11395
CAM11396
CAM11397
CAM11398

Gene
dnaA
dnaN

degV

spxA
artM
artM

thrS
trmE
ugpB
ugpE
ugpA
malK
asnS

dnaB
tmk

himA

nrdA
gepA
eno
gpmI
pykA

Product
Chromosomal replication initiation protein
DNA polymerase III beta subunit
Putative cytosine specific DNA methyltransferase (DDEM), fragment
Putative C-5 cytosine-specific DNA methylase
Hypothetical protein
Putative hydrolase of the metallo-beta-lactamase superfamily
DegV family protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Putative hydrolases of the haloacid dehalogenase-like (HAD) superfamily
Metallo-beta-lactamase family protein
Putative regulatory protein spx
ABC-type amino acid transport system (permease component), fragment
ABC-type amino acid transport system (permease component), fragment
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Threonyl-tRNA synthetase
Exopolyphosphatase-related protein
tRNA modification GTPase
Phosphoesterase family protein
Sugar transport system substrate-binding protein, periplasmic component
Sugar transport system, permease protein
Sugar transport system, permease protein
ABC-type sugar transport system, ATPase component
Asparaginyl-tRNA synthetase
Hypothetical protein
Putative phage integrase, fragment
Putative phage integrase, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment 2
Retron-type reverse transcriptase,fragment 3
Retron-type reverse transcriptase,fragment 2
Retron-type reverse transcriptase,fragment 1
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment 1
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Replicative DNA helicase
Conserved hypothetical protein
Thymidylate kinase
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
DNA-binding protein HU
Putative N6 adenine-specific DNA methyltransferase
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Putative IMP dehydrogenase/GMP reductase
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment 1
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment 2
Putative phage integrase, fragment
Putative phage integrase, fragment
Cell-division protein FtsH protease homolog, fragment
Ribonucleotide reductase, alpha subunit
Hypothetical protein
Uncharacterised phage-associated protein
Enolase
2,3-bisphosphoglycerate-independent phosphoglycerate mutase
Pyruvate kinase
Hypothetical protein
Putative phage integrase
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Locus tag
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127

Protein ID
CAM11399
CAM11400
PSEUDO:CAM11401
PSEUDO:CAM11402
CAM11403
CAM11404
CAM11405
CAM11406
PSEUDO:CAM11407
CAM11408
CAM11409
PSEUDO:CAM11410
PSEUDO:CAM11411
PSEUDO:CAM11412
PSEUDO:CAM11413
PSEUDO:CAM11414
CAM11415
CAM11416
CAM11417
CAM11418
CAM11419
CAM11420
CAM11421
CAM11422
CAM11423
CAM11424
CAM11425
CAM11426
CAM11427
CAM11428
CAM11429
CAM11430
CAM11431
CAM11432
CAM11433
CAM11434
PSEUDO:CAM11435
PSEUDO:CAM11436
PSEUDO:CAM11437
PSEUDO:CAM11438
CAM11439
CAM11440
CAM11441
CAM11442
PSEUDO:CAM11443
CAM11444
CAM11445
CAM11446
CAM11447
CAM11448
CAM11449
CAM11450
CAM11451
CAM11452
CAM11453
CAM11454
CAM11455
CAM11456
CAM11457
CAM11458
CAM11459
CAM11460
CAM11461
CAM11462

Gene

Product
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Putative IMP dehydrogenase/GMP reductase
Putative N6 adenine-specific DNA methyltransferase
himA DNA-binding protein HU
tmk
Thymidylate kinase
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
dnaB Replicative DNA helicase
Hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Putative phage integrase, fragment
Putative phage integrase, fragment
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Probable phage associated protein
thyA Thymidylate synthase
folA
Dihydrofolate reductase
plsC
1-acyl-sn-glycerol-3-phosphate acyltransferase
Conserved hypothetical protein
rpsD 30S ribosomal protein S4
mgtA Cation transport P-ATPase
Conserved hypothetical protein
degV Uncharacterised BCR
Hypothetical protein
gcp
O-sialoglycoprotein endopeptidase-like protein
dnaB Replicative DNA helicase
infC
Translation initiation factor IF3
rpmI 50S ribosomal protein L35
rplT
50S ribosomal protein L20
Conserved hypothetical protein
acpP Acyl carrier protein (ACP)
Retron-type reverse transcriptase,fragment 4
Retron-type reverse transcriptase,fragment 3
Retron-type reverse transcriptase,fragment 2
Retron-type reverse transcriptase,fragment 1
leuS
Leucyl-tRNA synthetase
gmk
Guanylate kinase
rpoZ Putative DNA-directed RNA polymerase, omega subunit
mraW S-adenosyl-methyltransferase
Transposase, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein
norM Na+ driven multidrug efflux pump
Hypothetical protein
nrdF
Ribonucleotide reductase, beta subunit
mscL Putative large-conductance mechanosensitive channel
mdlB ABC-type multidrug/protein/lipid transport system, ATPase component
Putative ABC transporter subunit
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hemolysin III related protein
ackA Acetate kinase
Hypothetical protein
priA
Primosomal protein N
Conserved hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Putative phage integrase
RNA polymerase sigma factor
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Locus tag
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191

Protein ID
CAM11463
CAM11464
CAM11465
CAM11466
CAM11467
CAM11468
CAM11469
CAM11470
CAM11471
CAM11472
CAM11473
CAM11474
CAM11475
CAM11476
CAM11477
CAM11478
CAM11479
CAM11480
CAM11481
CAM11482
CAM11483
CAM11484
CAM11485
CAM11486
CAM11487
CAM11488
CAM11489
CAM11490
CAM11491
CAM11492
CAM11493
CAM11494
CAM11495
CAM11496
CAM11497
CAM11498
CAM11499
CAM11500
CAM11501
CAM11502
CAM11503
CAM11504
CAM11505
CAM11506
CAM11507
CAM11508
CAM11509
CAM11510
CAM11511
CAM11512
CAM11513
CAM11514
CAM11515
CAM11516
PSEUDO:CAM11517
PSEUDO:CAM11518
PSEUDO:CAM11519
CAM11520
CAM11521
PSEUDO:CAM11522
PSEUDO:CAM11523
PSEUDO:CAM11524
PSEUDO:CAM11525
PSEUDO:CAM11526

Gene
metG
pepA

Product
Methionyl-tRNA synthetase
Leucyl aminopeptidase
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
potD ABC-type spermidine/putrescine-binding periplasmic protein
potC ABC-type spermidine/putrescine transport system, permease component II
potB ABC-type spermidine/putrescine transport system, permease component I
potA ABC-type spermidine/putrescine transport systems, ATPase component
Putative peptidase
Hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
cbiQ ABC-type cobalt transport system, permease protein
cbiO1 ABC-type cobalt transport system, ATP-binding protein
Conserved hypothetical protein (DUF1393)
valS
Valyl-tRNA synthetase
engB GTP-binding protein
Hypothetical protein
holA DNA polymerase III, delta subunit
sua5
Translation factor
prfA
Protein chain release factor A
dnaC Replicative DNA helicase
Exopolyphosphatase-related protein
rpsR
30S ribosomal protein S18
ssb
Single-stranded DNA-binding protein
rpsF
30S ribosomal protein S6
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
DEAD/DEAH box helicase-like
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
pfkA 6-phosphofructokinase
norM Na+-driven multidrug efflux pump
pgi
Glucose-6-phosphate isomerase
Predicted methyltransferase
holB DNA polymerase III, delta prime subunit
tmk
Thymidylate kinase
truA
tRNA pseudouridine synthase A
norM Na+-driven multidrug efflux pump
glyA Serine hydroxymethyltransferase
cbiQ ABC-type cobalt transport system, permease component
cbiO2 ABC-type Cobalt import ATP-binding protein CbiO 2
cbiO2 ABC-type cobalt import ATP-binding protein CbiO 2
Oligoendopeptidase F
Hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Retron-type reverse transcriptase, fragment
Putative phage integrase, fragment
Putative phage integrase, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Putative IMP dehydrogenase/GMP reductase, fragment 2
Putative IMP dehydrogenase/GMP reductase, fragment 1
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Locus tag
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255

Protein ID
CAM11527
CAM11528
CAM11529
CAM11530
CAM11531
CAM11532
CAM11533
CAM11534
CAM11535
CAM11536
CAM11537
CAM11538
CAM11539
CAM11540
CAM11541
PSEUDO:CAM11542
CAM11543
PSEUDO:CAM11544
CAM11545
PSEUDO:CAM11546
PSEUDO:CAM11547
CAM11548
CAM11549
CAM11550
CAM11551
CAM11552
CAM11553
CAM11554
CAM11555
CAM11556
CAM11557
CAM11558
CAM11559
CAM11560
CAM11561
CAM11562
CAM11563
CAM11564
CAM11565
CAM11566
CAM11567
CAM11568
CAM11569
CAM11570
PSEUDO:CAM11571
PSEUDO:CAM11572
CAM11573
PSEUDO:CAM11574
PSEUDO:CAM11575
CAM11576
CAM11577
CAM11578
CAM11579
CAM11580
CAM11581
PSEUDO:CAM11582
CAM11583
CAM11584
CAM11585
CAM11586
CAM11587
PSEUDO:CAM11588
PSEUDO:CAM11589
CAM11590

Gene

tmk

himA

gyrB
gyrA

gtfA
lepA

tmk

himA

himA

dam
gepA

Product
Conserved hypothetical protein
Replicative DNA helicase, prophage
Conserved hypothetical protein
Thymidylate kinase
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
DNA-binding protein HU
Putative N6 adenine-specific DNA methyltransferase
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Putative IMP dehydrogenase/GMP reductase
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Putative phage integrase
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Replicative DNA helicase, prophage
Retron-type reverse transcriptase,fragment 1
Retron-type reverse transcriptase,fragment 2
DNA gyrase beta subunit
DNA gyrase alpha subunit
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Sucrose phosphorylase (Glucosyltransferase-A)
GTP-binding protein LepA
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Replicative DNA helicase, prophage
Conserved hypothetical protein
Thymidylate kinase
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
DNA-binding protein HU
Putative N6 adenine-specific DNA methyltransferase
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Putative IMP dehydrogenase/GMP reductase
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein
Putative phage integrase, fragment
Putative phage integrase, fragment
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
DNA-binding protein HU
Conserved hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Site-specific DNA methylase
Conserved hypothetical protein
Uncharacterised phage-associated protein
Putative methyltransferase, fragment
Putative phage-related protein (endonuclease), fragment
Replicative DNA helicase, prophage
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Locus tag
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319

Protein ID
CAM11591
PSEUDO:CAM11592
CAM11593
PSEUDO:CAM11594
PSEUDO:CAM11595
PSEUDO:CAM11596
PSEUDO:CAM11597
CAM11598
PSEUDO:CAM11599
PSEUDO:CAM11600
CAM11601
CAM11602
CAM11603
CAM11604
CAM11605
CAM11606
CAM11607
CAM11608
CAM11609
PSEUDO:CAM11610
CAM11611
PSEUDO:CAM11612
PSEUDO:CAM11613
PSEUDO:CAM11614
PSEUDO:CAM11615
PSEUDO:CAM11616
PSEUDO:CAM11617
CAM11618
PSEUDO:CAM11619
PSEUDO:CAM11620
PSEUDO:CAM11621
PSEUDO:CAM11622
CAM11623
PSEUDO:CAM11624
PSEUDO:CAM11625
CAM11626
CAM11627
PSEUDO:CAM11628
PSEUDO:CAM11629
PSEUDO:CAM11630
PSEUDO:CAM11631
PSEUDO:CAM11632
CAM11633
CAM11634
PSEUDO:CAM11635
PSEUDO:CAM11636
PSEUDO:CAM11637
CAM11638
CAM11639
CAM11640
PSEUDO:CAM11641
PSEUDO:CAM11642
PSEUDO:CAM11643
CAM11644
CAM11645
PSEUDO:CAM11646
CAM11647
CAM11648
CAM11649
PSEUDO:CAM11650
CAM11651
CAM11652
CAM11653
CAM11654

Gene

Product
Hypothetical protein
DNA-directed RNA polymerase, fragment
RNA polymerase sigma factor
Retron-type reverse transcriptase, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment 1
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment 2
Hypothetical protein
Putative phage integrase, fragment
Putative phage integrase, fragment
Putative membrane protein
artI
ABC-type arginine transport system, permease component
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
zntA Cation transport ATPase
spoVG Putative septation protein spoVG (Stage V sporulation protein G)
ksgA S-adenosylmethionine-6-N',N'-adenosyl(rRNA) dimethyltransferase
HD superfamily phosphohydrolase
pduL Putative propanediol utilization protein
Putative phage integrase, fragment
Hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment 2
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment 1
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Putative phage related integrase, fragment
Putative phage related integrase, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein
Putative IMP dehydrogenase/GMP reductase, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment 1
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment 2
Hypothetical protein
Putative transposase, fragment
Putative phage integrase, fragment
Putative methyltransferase
Conserved hypothetical protein
Type I restriction modification enzyme (specificity subunit), fragment
Restriction modification system (specificity domain), fragment
Retron-type reverse transcriptase,fragment 2
Retron-type reverse transcriptase,fragment 1
Putative type I restriction-modification system methyltransferase subunit, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
DNA primase, fragment
Replicative DNA helicase, fragment
Replicative DNA helicase, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein
tmk
Thymidylate kinase
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
fliA
DNA-directed RNA polymerase, specialised sigma subunit
Putative prophage-derived single-strand DNA-binding protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
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Locus tag
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383

Protein ID
CAM11655
CAM11656
CAM11657
CAM11658
CAM11659
CAM11660
CAM11661
CAM11662
CAM11663
CAM11664
CAM11665
CAM11666
CAM11667
CAM11668
CAM11669
CAM11670
CAM11671
CAM11672
CAM11673
CAM11674
PSEUDO:CAM11675
PSEUDO:CAM11676
PSEUDO:CAM11677
CAM11678
CAM11679
CAM11680
CAM11681
CAM11682
CAM11683
CAM11684
CAM11685
CAM11686
PSEUDO:CAM11687
PSEUDO:CAM11688
CAM11689
PSEUDO:CAM11690
CAM11691
CAM11692
CAM11693
CAM11694
CAM11695
CAM11696
CAM11697
CAM11698
CAM11699.
CAM11700
CAM11701
PSEUDO:CAM11702
PSEUDO:CAM11703
CAM11704
PSEUDO:CAM11705
CAM11706
CAM11707
CAM11708
CAM11709
CAM11710
CAM11711
CAM11712
PSEUDO:CAM11713
CAM11714
CAM11715
CAM11716
CAM11717
CAM11718

Gene
himA

tmk

himA

mgtA
ileS
engC

tmk

tmk

himA

Product
Putative N6 adenine-specific DNA methyltransferase fragment
DNA-binding protein HU
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Thymidylate kinase
Conserved hypothetical protein
Replicative DNA helicase, prophage
Putative N6 adenine-specific DNA methyltransferase fragment
Putative phage-related protein (endonuclease)
Conserved hypothetical protein
Bacterial nucleoid DNA-binding protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Putative ATPase, fragment
ATP-dependent Zn protease, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment 1
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment 2
Hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Cation-transporting ATPase A, P type (ATPase, E1-E2 type)
Isoleucyl-tRNA synthetase
Putative GTPase, probable translation factor
GTPase EngC
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Putative phage integrase
Putative methyltransferase, fragment
Putative methyltransferase, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein
Type I restriction-modification enzyme (specificity subunit), fragment
Hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
DNA primase
Replicative DNA helicase
Conserved hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Thymidylate kinase
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein, probable fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Hypothetical protein
RNA polymerase sigma factor, fragment
Replicative DNA helicase, prophage
Conserved hypothetical protein
Thymidylate kinase
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
DNA-binding protein HU
Putative N6 adenine-specific DNA methyltransferase, probably truncated
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Putative IMP dehydrogenase/GMP reductase
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
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Locus tag
384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447

Protein ID
CAM11719
CAM11720
PSEUDO:CAM11721
PSEUDO:CAM11722
CAM11723
CAM11724
CAM11725
CAM11726
CAM11727
CAM11728
CAM11729
CAM11730
CAM11731
CAM11732
CAM11733
PSEUDO:CAM11734
CAM11735
CAM11736
CAM11737
CAM11738
CAM11739
CAM11740
CAM11741
CAM11742
CAM11743
CAM11744
PSEUDO:CAM11745
PSEUDO:CAM11746
PSEUDO:CAM11747
PSEUDO:CAM11748
PSEUDO:CAM11749
CAM11750
CAM11751
CAM11752
CAM11753
CAM11754
CAM11755
CAM11756
CAM11757
CAM11758
CAM11759
CAM11760
PSEUDO:CAM11761
PSEUDO:CAM11762
PSEUDO:CAM11763
CAM11764
CAM11765
CAM11766
CAM11767
CAM11768
CAM11769
CAM11770
PSEUDO:CAM11771
CAM11772
CAM11773
CAM11774
PSEUDO:CAM11775
CAM11776
PSEUDO:CAM11777
PSEUDO:CAM11778
CAM11779
CAM11780
PSEUDO:CAM11781
CAM11782

Gene

himA

gepA
gepA

fliA

himA

tmk

tmk
himA

Product
Putative phage integrase
Conserved hypothetical protein
Putative AAA ATPase, fragment
Putative ATPase, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
RNA polymerase sigma factor, frag (Pseudogene)
Conserved hypothetical protein
Bacterial nucleoid DNA-binding protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Putative phage-related protein (endonuclease)
Putative N6 adenine-specific DNA methyltransferase, fragment
Uncharacterised phage-associated protein
Hypothetical protein
Uncharacterised phage-associated protein
Uncharacterised phage-associated protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Single-strand DNA-binding protein of phage
Putative DNA-directed RNA polymerase,specialised sigma subunit
Conserved hypothetical protein
Putative ATPase, fragment
Putative phage integrase, fragment
Putative phage integrase, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment 2
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment 1
Conserved hypothetical protein
Putative IMP dehydrogenase/GMP reductase
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Putative N6 adenine-specific DNA methyltransferase
DNA-binding protein HU
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Thymidylate kinase
Conserved hypothetical protein
Replicative DNA helicase, fragment 3
Replicative DNA helicase, fragment 2
Replicative DNA helicase, fragment 1
Conserved hypothetical protein
Thymidylate kinase
DNA-binding protein HU
Putative N6 adenine-specific DNA methyltransferase
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Putative IMP dehydrogenase/GMP reductase, fragment
Restriction enzyme alpha subunit
Hypothetical protein
Transposase, fragment
Putative phage integrase, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein
Putative phage integrase, fragment
Putative phage-related integrase, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Endonuclease IV, fragment
Putative endonuclease IV, fragment
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Locus tag
448
449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479
480
481
482
483
484
485
486
487
488
489
490
491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498
499
500
501
502
503
504
505
506
507
508
509
510
511

Protein ID
CAM11783
CAM11784
CAM11785
CAM11786
CAM11787
CAM11788
CAM11789
CAM11790
CAM11791
CAM11792
PSEUDO:CAM11793
CAM11794
CAM11795
PSEUDO:CAM11796
PSEUDO:CAM11797
PSEUDO:CAM11798
PSEUDO:CAM11799
PSEUDO:CAM11800
CAM11801
PSEUDO:CAM11802
CAM11803
PSEUDO:CAM11804
CAM11805
PSEUDO:CAM11806
PSEUDO:CAM11807
PSEUDO:CAM11808
CAM11809
CAM11810
PSEUDO:CAM11811
CAM11812
PSEUDO:CAM11813
CAM11814
CAM11815
CAM11816
CAM11817
CAM11818
CAM11819
CAM11820
CAM11821
CAM11822
CAM11823
CAM11824
CAM11825
CAM11826
CAM11827
CAM11828
CAM11829
CAM11830
CAM11831
CAM11832
CAM11833
CAM11834
CAM11835
CAM11836
CAM11837
CAM11838
CAM11839
CAM11840
CAM11841
CAM11842
CAM11843
CAM11844
CAM11845
CAM11846

Gene
artM
ribF
uvrC
uvrB
nlpA
iscU

znuA
znuC
znuB
znuB
hisS
aspS
MesJ
hflB
rluA
metN
metQ
metl
rpsO
thiJ
rplM
rpsl
gltX
cysS
nfnB

greA
smtA
ruvX
alaS
gapA
pgk
fbaA

Product
ATP-dependent RNA helicase, DEAD-DEAH box family
Amino acid ABC transporter permease component
Putative riboflavin kinase
Nuclease subunit of the excinuclease complex
Helicase subunit of the DNA excision repair complex
ABC-type uncharacterised transport system, periplasmic component
Putative ABC-type metal ion transport system, periplasmic component/surface antigen
NifU homolog involved in Fe-S cluster formation
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Putative phage-related integrase, fragment
Retron-type reverse transcriptase, fragment 1
Retron-type reverse transcriptase, fragment 2
Retron-type reverse transcriptase, fragment 3
Putative phage integrase, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment 3
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Retron-type reverse transcriptase
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Transposase, fragment
Hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Hypothetical protein
ABC-type Zn/Mn transport system periplasmic component/surface adhesion
ABC-type Zn/Mn transport system, ATPase component
ABC-type Zn/Mn transport system, permease component
ABC-type Zn/Mn transport system, permease component
Histidyl-tRNA synthetase
Aspartyl-tRNA synthetase
Cell cycle protein
ATP-dependent Zn protease
Pseudouridine synthase
D-methionine transport system ATP-binding protein
Putative D-methionine transport system substrate-binding protein
D-methionine transport system permease protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
30S ribosomal protein S15
Putative intracellular protease/amidase
50S ribosomal protein L13
30S ribosomal protein S9
Glutamyl-tRNA synthetase
Cysteinyl-tRNA synthetase
Putative nitroreductase
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
N6 adenine-specific DNA methylase
Conserved hypothetical protein
Putative hydrolase of the HAD superfamily
Transcription elongation factor
SAM-dependent methyltransferase
Putative holliday junction resolvase
Alanyl-tRNA synthetase
Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase
Phosphoglycerate kinase
Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase class II
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Locus tag
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
526
527
528
529
530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537
538
539
540
541
542
543
544
545
546
547
548
549
550
551
552
553
554
555
556
557
558
559
560
561
562
563
564
565
566
567
568
569
570
571
572
573
574
575

Protein ID
CAM11847
CAM11848
CAM11849
CAM11850
CAM11851
CAM11852
CAM11853
CAM11854
CAM11855
CAM11856
CAM11857
CAM11858
PSEUDO:CAM11859
CAM11860
CAM11861
CAM11862
CAM11863
CAM11864
CAM11865
CAM11866
CAM11867
CAM11868
CAM11869
CAM11870
CAM11871
CAM11872
CAM11873
CAM11874
CAM11875
CAM11876
CAM11877
CAM11878
CAM11879
CAM11880
CAM11881
CAM11882
CAM11883
CAM11884
CAM11885
CAM11886
CAM11887
CAM11888
CAM11889
CAM11890
CAM11891
CAM11892
CAM11893
CAM11894
CAM11895
CAM11896
CAM11897
CAM11898
CAM11899
CAM11900
CAM11901
CAM11902
CAM11903
CAM11904
CAM11905
CAM11906
CAM11907
CAM11908
CAM11909
CAM11910

Gene
cof
tpiA
cdsA
frr
pyrH
tsf
rpsB
dut
ung

phnL
pheT
pheS
cof
dnaE
lysU
lplA
hflB
argS
polC
trpS
iscU
csdB
tyrS
rplS
trmD
rpsP
prfB
secA

dnaJ
dnaK
grpE
hrcA
rplQ
rpoA
rpsK
rpsM
rpmJ
infA
map
adk
secY
rplO
rpmD
rpsE
rplR
rplF
rpsH
rpsN
rplE
rplX

Product
Putative hydrolases of the HAD superfamily subfamily IIB
Triosephosphate isomerase
Phosphatidate cytidylyltransferase
Ribosome recycling factor
Uridylate kinase
Elongation factor Ts (EF-Ts)
30S ribosomal protein S2
DeoxyUTP pyrophosphatase
Uracil-DNA glycosylase
Hypothetical protein
Putative peptidase M41 cell division protein, fragment
Hypothetical protein
Transposase, fragment
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
ABC transporter, ATPase component
Phenylalanyl-tRNA synthetase beta subunit
Phenylalanyl-tRNA synthetase alpha subunit
Conserved hypothetical protein
Putative hydrolase of HAD-superfamily subfamily IIB
DNA polymerase III alpha subunit
Lysyl-tRNA synthetase (Class II)
Lipoate-protein ligase A
Conserved hypothetical protein
ATP-dependent Zn protease
Arginyl-tRNA synthetase
DNA polymerase III alpha subunit
Tryptophanyl-tRNA synthetase
Hypothetical protein
NifU homolog
Selenocysteine lyase
Tyrosyl-tRNA synthetase
50S ribosomal protein L19
tRNA (Guanine-N(1)-)-methyltransferase
30S ribosomal protein S16
Protein chain release factor
Preprotein translocase subunit SecA
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Chaperone protein DnaJ
Molecular chaperone DnaK
Molecular chaperone GrpE (heat shock protein)
Heat-inducible transcription repressor HrcA
Hypothetical protein
50S ribosomal protein L17
DNA-directed RNA polymerase alpha subunit
30S ribosomal protein S11
30S ribosomal protein S13
50S ribosomal protein L36
Translation initiation factor IF-1
Methionine aminopeptidase (MAP)
Adenylate kinase
SecY protein
50S ribosomal protein L15
Ribosomal protein L30/L7E
30S ribosomal protein S5
50S ribosomal protein L18
50S ribosomal protein L6
30S ribosomal protein S8
30S ribosomal protein S14
50S ribosomal protein L5
50S ribosomal protein L24
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Locus tag
576
577
578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585
586
587
588
589
590
591
592
593
594
595
596
597
598
599
600
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609
610
611
612
613
614
615
616
617
618
619
620
621
622
623
624
625
626
627
628
629
630
631
632
633
634
635
636
637
638
639

Protein ID
CAM11911
CAM11912
CAM11913
CAM11914
CAM11915
CAM11916
CAM11917
CAM11918
CAM11919
CAM11920
CAM11921
CAM11922
CAM11923
CAM11924
CAM11925
CAM11926
CAM11927.
CAM11928
CAM11929
CAM11930
CAM11931
CAM11932
CAM11933
CAM11934
CAM11935
CAM11936
CAM11937
CAM11938
CAM11939
CAM11940
CAM11941
CAM11942
CAM11943
CAM11944
CAM11945
CAM11946
CAM11947
CAM11948
CAM11949
CAM11950
CAM11951
CAM11952
CAM11953
CAM11954
PSEUDO:CAM11955
PSEUDO:CAM11956
CAM11957
CAM11958
CAM11959
CAM11960
CAM11961
CAM11962
CAM11963
CAM11964
CAM11965
CAM11966
CAM11967
CAM11968
CAM11969
CAM11970
CAM11971
CAM11972
CAM11973
CAM11974

Gene
rplN
rpsQ
rpmC
rplP
rpsC
rplV
rpsS
rplB
rplW
rplD
rplC
rpsJ
rpmF

Product
50S ribosomal protein L14
30S ribosomal protein S17
50S ribosomal protein L29
50S ribosomal protein L16
30S ribosomal protein S3
50S ribosomal protein L22
30S ribosomal protein S19
50S ribosomal protein L2
50S ribosomal protein L23
50S ribosomal protein L4
50S ribosomal protein L3
30S ribosomal protein S10
50S ribosomal protein L32
Hypothetical protein
obg
Putative GTPase
rpmA 50S ribosomal protein L27
Putative ribosome-associated protein
rplU
50S ribosomal protein L21
Rhodanese family protein
serS
Seryl-tRNA synthetase
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
rpsT
30S ribosomal protein S20
Hypothetical protein
thiI
Thiamine biosynthesis protein
ppa
Inorganic pyrophosphatase
smpB SsrA-binding protein
Hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
nusA Transcription elongation factor
Conserved hypothetical protein
infB
Translation initiation factor 2
rbfA
Ribosome-binding factor A
pth
Peptidyl-tRNA hydrolase
Predicted transporter
Conserved hypothetical protein
rpoD RNA polymerase sigma factor
dnaG DNA primase
GRS1 Glycyl-tRNA synthetase, class II
era
Glycyl-tRNA synthetase
Conserved hypothetical protein
rpsU 30S ribosomal protein S21
Similar to phage-related protein predicted endonuclease
Putative phage integrase
Putative methyltransferase, fragment
Retron-type reverse transcriptase, fragment
dnaX DNA polymerase III gamma/tau subunit
Conserved hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
pssA Phosphatidylserine synthase
psd
Phosphatidylserine decarboxylase
pyrG CTP synthase
Conserved hypothetical protein
dnaD Putative DNA replication protein
rnc
dsRNA- specific ribonuclease
plsX
Fatty acid/phospholipid biosynthesis enzyme
norM Na+ driven multidrug efflux pump
topA Topoisomerase IA
GTPase of unknown function
Conserved hypothetical protein
efp
Elongation factor P (EF-P)
miaA tRNA delta(2)-isopentenylpyrophosphate transferase
Metallophosphoesterase
Metal dependent phosphohydrolase
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Locus tag
640
641
642
643
644
645
646
647
648
649
650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658
659
660
661
662
663
664
665
666
667
668
669
670
671
672
673
674
675
676
677
678
679
680
681
682
683
684
685
686
687
688
689
690
691
692
693
694
695
696
697
698
699
700
701
702
703

Protein ID
CAM11975
CAM11976
CAM11977
CAM11978
CAM11979
PSEUDO:CAM11980
PSEUDO:CAM11981
CAM11982
CAM11983
CAM11984
CAM11985
PSEUDO:CAM11986
CAM11987
PSEUDO:CAM11988
CAM11989
PSEUDO:CAM11990
PSEUDO:CAM11991
PSEUDO:CAM11992
PSEUDO:CAM11993
CAM11994
CAM11995
CAM11996
CAM11997
CAM11998
CAM11999
CAM12000
CAM12001
CAM12002
CAM12003
CAM12004
CAM12005
CAM12006
CAM12007
CAM12008
CAM12009
CAM12010
CAM12011
CAM12012
CAM12013
CAM12014
CAM12015
CAM12016
CAM12017
CAM12018
CAM12019
CAM12020
CAM12021
CAM12022
CAM12023
CAM12024
CAM12025
CAM12026
CAM12027
CAM12028
CAM12029
CAM12030
CAM12031
CAM12032
CAM12033
CAM12034
CAM12035
CAM12036
CAM12037
CAM12038

Gene

Product
Hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
gidA Glucose inhibited division protein A
gidB Glucose-inhibited division protein B
ATP-dependent Zn protease, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
gepA Uncharacterised phage-associated protein
Hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Putative N6 adenine-specific DNA methyltransferase
Putative methylase
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Putative phage integrase, fragment
Putative phage integrase, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
tufB
Translation elongation factor EF-Tu
fusA Elongation factor G
rpsG 30S ribosomal protein S7
rpsL
30S ribosomal protein S12
rpoC DNA-directed RNA polymerase beta chain
rpoB DNA-directed RNA polymerase beta chain
rplL
50S ribosomal protein L7/L12
rplJ
50S ribosomal protein L10
rplA
50S ribosomal protein L1
rplK
50S ribosomal protein L11
nusG Transcription antitermination protein
secE
Protein translocase subunit SecE
yacO tRNA/rRNA methyltransferase
mgtA Cation transport ATPase
pnp
Polyribonucleotide nucleotidyltransferase
yidC Preprotein translocase YidC subunit
rnpA Ribonuclease P protein component
rpmH 50S ribosomal protein L34
proS
Prolyl-tRNA synthetase
pepP Xaa-pro aminopeptidase
rpmG 50S ribosomal protein L33
Conserved hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
huP
DNA-binding protein HU
gpsA Glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase
Hypothetical protein
pdhA Pyruvate dehydrogenase E1 component, alpha subunit
pdhB Pyruvate dehydrogenase E1 component, beta subunit
pdhC Pyruvate dehydrogenase E2 component (dihydrolipoamide acetyltransferase)
pdhD Dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase
tatD
Mg-dependent DNase
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
uvrD ATP-dependent DNA helicase
glnS
Glutaminyl-tRNA synthetase
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
uvrA Excinuclease ATPase subunit A
tig
Trigger factor (TF)
lon
ATP-dependent Lon protease
pmbA Pmba-related protein
tldD
Zn-dependent proteases, TldD
Hypothetical protein
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Locus tag
704
705
706
707
708
709
710
711
712
713
714
715
716
717
718
719
720
721
722
723
724
725
726
727
728
729
730
731
732
733
734
735
736
737
738
739
740
741
742
743
744
745
746
747
748
749
750
751
752
753
754
755
756
757
758
759
760
761
762
763
764
765
766
767

Protein ID
CAM12039
CAM12040
CAM12041
CAM12042
CAM12043
CAM12044
CAM12045
CAM12046
CAM12047
CAM12048
CAM12049
CAM12050
CAM12051
CAM12052
PSEUDO:CAM12053
PSEUDO:CAM12054
CAM12055
CAM12056
CAM12057
CAM12058
PSEUDO:CAM12059
CAM12060
PSEUDO:CAM12061
CAM12062
CAM12063
CAM12064
CAM12065
CAM12066
PSEUDO:CAM12067
PSEUDO:CAM12068
CAM12069
CAM12070
PSEUDO:CAM12071
CAM12072
CAM12073
CAM12074
CAM12075
CAM12076
PSEUDO:CAM12077
PSEUDO:CAM12078
PSEUDO:CAM12079
PSEUDO:CAM12080
PSEUDO:CAM12081
CAM12082
CAM12083
PSEUDO:CAM12084
PSEUDO:CAM12085
CAM12086
CAM12087
CAM12088
CAM12089
CAM12090
CAM12091
CAM12092
CAM12093
CAM12094
CAM12095
CAM12096
CAM12097
PSEUDO:CAM12098
PSEUDO:CAM12099
CAM12100
CAM12101
CAM12102

Gene
hit

Product
Diadenosine tetraphosphate hydrolase
Hypothetical protein
rnhC Ribonuclease HII family protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
cbf1
CMP-binding factor 1
pcnB Poly(A) polymerase
codA Cytidine/deoxycytidylate deaminase family protein
tdk
Thymidine kinase
rpmE 50S ribosomal protein L31
rpmB 50S ribosomal protein L28
Hypothetical protein
Hsp20-family chaperone
oppF ABC-type dipeptide/oligopeptide transport system, ATPase component
Putative phage integrase, fragment
Putative phage integrase, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein
Putative methylase
fliA
DNA-directed RNA polymerase specialised sigma subunit
Single-strand DNA-binding protein of phage
RNA polymerase sigma factor, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Putative phage associated protein
Hypothetical protein
Replicative DNA helicase, prophage
Conserved hypothetical protein fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein fragment
tmk
Thymidylate kinase
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein fragment
huP
DNA-binding protein HU
Putative N6 adenine-specific DNA methyltransferase
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Putative IMP dehydrogenase/GMP reductase, fragment 1
Putative IMP dehydrogenase/GMP reductase, fragment 2
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein, fragment
Hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Putative phage integrase, fragment
Putative phage integrase, fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein
ABC-type peptide/nickel transport system ATP-binding protein
ABC-type peptide/nickel transport system ATP-binding protein
ABC-type peptide/nickel transport system substrate-binding protein
ABC-type peptide/nickel transport system substrate-binding protein
ABC-type peptide/nickel transport system permease protein
ABC-type peptide/nickel transport system permease protein
Hypothetical protein
groES Chaperonin GroES (Hsp10)
groEL Chaperonin GroEL (Hsp60)
Immunodominant membrane protein precursor, fragment
nadE NAD(+) synthetase
tRNA(5-methylaminomethyl-2-thiouridylate) methyltransferase, fragment
tRNA(5-methylaminomethyl-2-thiouridylate) methyltransferase, fragment
trmU tRNA(5-methylaminomethyl-2-thiouridylate) methyltransferase
relA
GTP pyrophosphokinase
citS
Putative malate/citrate symporter
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Locus tag
768
769
770
771
772
773
774
775
776
777
778
779
780
781
782
783
784
785
786
787
788
789
790
791
792
793
794
795
796
797
798
799
800
801
802
803
804
805
806
807
808
809
810
811
812
813
814
815
816
817
818
819
820
821
822
823
824
825
826
827
828
829
830
831

Protein ID
CAM12103
CAM12104
CAM12105
CAM12106
CAM12107
CAM12108
CAM12109
CAM12110
CAM12111
CAM12112
CAM12113
CAM12114
CAM12115
CAM12116
CAM12117
CAM12118
CAM12119
PSEUDO:CAM12120
PSEUDO:CAM12121
CAM12122
CAM12123
CAM12124
CAM12125
CAM12126
CAM12127
CAM12128
PSEUDO:CAM12129
CAM12130
CAM12131
CAM12132
CAM12133
CAM12134
CAM12135
CAM12136
CAM12137
CAM12138
CAM12139
CAM12140
CAM12141
CAM12142
CAM12143
PSEUDO:CAM12144
CAM12145
CAM12146
CAM12147
CAM12148
CAM12149
CAM12150
CAM12151
CAM12152
CAM12153
CAM12154
CAM12155
CAM12156
CAM12157
CAM12158
PSEUDO:CAM12159
CAM12160
CAM12161
CAM12162
CAM12163
CAM12164
CAM12165
CAM12166

Gene
sfcA
ligA

Product
Malate dehydrogenase
NAD-dependent DNA ligase
Conserved hypothetical protein DUF199
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
glnQ ABC-type amino acid transport system, ATPase component
mutT NUDIX hydrolase
rsrIR Putative restriction endonuclease
Putative N6 adenine-specific DNA methyltransferase, probably truncated
mgtA Cation transport ATPase
engA GTP-binding protein
cmk
Cytidylate kinase
rsuA 16S rRNA pseudouridylate synthase
truB
tRNA pseudouridine synthase B
trxA
Thioredoxin
Hypothetical protein, probable fragment
Conserved hypothetical protein fragment
Putative phage integrase, fragment
Putative phage integrase
Putative methyltransferase
fliA
DNA-directed RNA polymerase specialised sigma subunit
Single-strand DNA binding protein of phage
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
gepA Uncharacterised phage-associated protein
gepA Uncharacterised phage-associated protein, fragment
Putative phage integrase
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Putative IMP dehydrogenase/GMP reductase
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Putative N6 adenine-specific DNA methyltransferase
huP
DNA-binding protein HU
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
tmk
Thymidylate kinase
Conserved hypothetical protein
Replicative DNA helicase, prophage
Methyltransferase, fragment
Putative phage integrase
Conserved hypothetical protein
Conserved hypothetical protein
Single-strand DNA-binding protein of phage
DNA-directed RNA polymerase specialised sigma subunit
pgsA Phosphatidylglycerophosphate synthase
Conserved hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Putative kinase related to dihydroxyacetone kinase
csp
Cold shock protein, similar to Csp of Bacteriophage bIL312
Putative DNA replication protein
dnaB2 Replication initiation/ membrane attachment protein
mutM Formamidopyrimidine-DNA glycosylase
polA DNA polymerase I
Putative signal recognition particle GTPase, fragment
ffh
Signal recognition particle GPTase
ftsY
Signal recognition particle-docking protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
fic
Putative regulation factor cAMP
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Locus tag
832
833
834
835
836
837
838
839

Protein ID
CAM12167
CAM12168
CAM12169
CAM12170
CAM12171
CAM12172
CAM12173
CAM12174

Gene

nusB
sodA
nox
acpS

Product
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Transcription termination factor
Superoxide dismutase
Putative NADH oxidase H2O2-forming
Phosphopantetheinyl transferase (holo-ACP synthase)
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
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AII. Linear map of the ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma australiense’ chromosome. Numbers
indicate locus tags (Appendix I; AI).
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